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TECHNIQUES

WEAPONS OF
THE WORLD
from Japan to
South Africa
-J!i,.

A wild swing ~~a fight between Marco (Benjamin Powell, left) and Eddie
,,if

·"'{;" r

(Joseph Pisapia) in the Philadelphia School of the Arts production of A View
from the Bridge. Fight direction by Charles Conwell; photo by John Paskevich.
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~~dHook

A tejfrtique Jr,r using the longshoreman\· cn1tehook iii a fight is de1doped by Charles Co1twe!l for 11 pmduction of'A View from the Bridge.

<tU-r~fiifJs

7lic Swotd-An Anomaly

:LL

Denle 1.r;tre !nvestigt1tes the .1111ord, its origiils, ,1r1,d whe1her is wm a weajwn ufa warrior or mere&· {I
gentlernrm's acceswry..

Zn Search of the Historical Ninja,

Part lI

_7_g

Jim Pirmow continues his seiies (;y adapting the una;med techniques used by the Ninja_for use in staged combat:

"/tfaking Stage Swordplay Japarn.:>,~e

·._/

Robe1't Dillon cliscusses Japanese sword technique far the stage,

f'icJen t Delights
Tiz:a G11rlct11d sh,tres the mnopts ,md process Jtmii' Cfieath,1m wed in developing his re1'olu1ionmy
naged cmnbrtt production.

J

Process of Transformation
i\,farie-Ilelern Coetz,e,
T(evin J Wetmore.

July 8-2.61 2002
SAFD ancl University of Nevada-Las Veg,1.s
Colkge of Fine.Arts1 Department of Theatre

011c

~52

of the joremost teachers ofs,,tge wmv,tt in South Aftiat is interviewed by

c/ci~k-Fighting to Submachine Guns
Kevin]. TT'ie,more examines staged violence in ilfrhan J'heatre.

For more information, Linda M~Collµm at (702), 89;i"3662. or www.safd,org

www.safd.org

Actor/Combatant Workshop (ACW)
Tr~in Ill .the lotmdatio11 sl1ills or stage combat. Worl.d0 clc;ss industry professionals te<;1ch
techniques in Single Sword, Unarmed and Broadsword. Additiorally, participants wiU
receive an introduction to tilm ti9hting and otber weapon styles. Participant:; may opt to
take an adjudicated Skills Pmficiency Test at the encl of the workshop.

Advanced Actor/Combatant Workshop (AACW)
Expand your ·stage combat abilities In. this int~nse wori<sl1op. St4c.iy rnany advanced
weapon styles and techniques while worl;ing with Qtl1er highly sl<illed stu_denl;S under the
t\1lalagc of ,1 wide am1y of world-class indu,try professionals. Participants may opt to toke
renewals and adjµdicated Skills Proficiency Tests at the workshop.
Prerequisites and adc;iitional paperwork are required to apply for the AACW. ·
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1?he Ffgl~t· ~1¼sti1r

?V];ri· V:fgW~St@Jt

Je\1rt1ll1 of the ;,octet}' pf Americm Hght J;)ireetors

is a publicati~(i of

Th/J Fight M«stttr is published ,wlc,;e a year.
Coppijht ©2000, SAI1D

The Society of American Fight Directors

El)l1'01UAL S:.tAJF ,
~ h i s issue of The Fight Master is an eclectic mix of history and present day
1
techniques with various multi-cultural looks at violence and how it can
be and is staged. It also looks at violence as pure performance.
In this issue, Derek \\/are examines of the origins and uses of the sword as he puts
forth the question as to whether che sword was truly an inslrument of war or
merely a gentleman's accessory. Charles Conwell offers a reminder that staged
combat is more than sword work by establishing techniques for using the longshoreman's crate hook in staging the violence in Arthur Miller's American classic,
A 1tew From the Bridge. Kevin \'\'etmore interviews Marie-I-Ieleen Coetzee of
South Africa and shares some insights on staging violence on the African stage.
Adapting swordplay to look Japanese or using Ninjutsu unarmed techniques on
stage arc explored by Robert Dillon and Tim Pinnow respectively. Tiza Garland
shares the whole experience of choreographing a production that celebrated
staged violence in it~ purest sense. Historical scholarship still goes on with Mark
Rector's translation of the Talhojfer Fechtbuch,. and honorary SAFD member,
Anthony Delongis, has a series of training videos on both rapier and dagger as
well as broadsword that are well worth taking a look at.
Many SAFD memhers have either branched out or reached out to similar
stage combat organizations and individuals from around the world. It is amazing
how many stage combat workshops are occurring on this planet through the hard
work of various members of the society and how many of the SAFD members
arc teaching and working with stage combat enthusiasts abroad. A truly international dialogue is going on in Asia, Africa, Australia, Canada, Europe, and
New Zealand. May it continue!

T"
1'

Feinting the pen briskly,
_, Linda Carlyle McColl um

An'f DIREC"f"OR
J~ff A.It Jo.11e-s .

ASSOCIATE EDI"I"OTlS

Any indiYiclwl who has p11sscd an SAFD
Skills Proficiency Test and is current in
Unaxmqd, Rapier & 011.gger (or Single
Sword) an.cl anothet discipline, The
SAFD considers Actor/Combatants to be
profkicnt In performing stage co.mb.Jt
safely and effectively.

ADVISOR
prew Frach,tr , · ,

COPYEPJ'!QR

Advanced Actor/Combatant

., }1,J,lie Artiµa!l .·
L.B. Batnitm11
/ Articles ~ l.,itets fC>r Tb~:Figk,t N!"a$ter are
· (l.c<:epted,1t auytime. A,1·tkl,es iip:euded £Qt'··
1 iru;:Jn~ioii fri rhe Bpi:t11s/S1;ri't\m.et is~ue ,11w&:t
·
be. rfi!cetvtd by Noveinb~r J. ,!\.:rticks
lntendi;;d {qr l\1d1tsion. inthvEall/W.inter
iss.1:11; mt;JSt he rei;eiver;l, by: J\me l,

Any individmJ who is current in six of eight
SA.FD disciplines, has had rhree years wmspire since thei,· first SPT test And has becm.
a dues paying ms::mber in j;\OOJ, standing fut
two years. The SAFD ocknowk:dgcs
Advanced Ac:tor/Comhatants as highly
skilled perfot:,tners of the stoged fight.

:

Sub;;;J~i:~ni to Tbc i7ghr Mr1ttcr
·• sh1.n!ld be sent 4J' ·• ·

J.JNJ.,V Dept oflh(jj!ire

4505·Maryland Parl~ay
L~l>'%gas, NV 89l,4,:?044
. Fa1i;.,7!%H95;0~~.3
111c1;oltllil'.l,@ec;:011ili.wwt~.::1.,.;du
, Stibm!tte4 m;µ,.eit}al w!H bll vdtL;.d ·f13r ckt'ity
' 11udlen~rh. J\rticli,s slm.ul<l b:e typed, ®d
lndude .a ehon biography; JO words ox less1
abott~ tllJ:: a4tb,01·, Pk!lse jndude yN1r
addi:tss1 11hontc/(ax a.ud ..mail ;~ddrs!SS iu
·. 'yottt -::oi:respo11elen.cle,

;;afdadr~p@hotrna.il.q;m.
Notifli.iarlou for adve1:tisl)1g ln the
Spring/S.urrunet issue must b'e received
hy PePt.:mb<;:r l; artwork due. by
Jani,ll.ry 15, Notiflc:,.\iou fo~ the
Fall/Wforerlssue must h¢ received by
Julyl; imwoi:kciueAugust 15.
Please call for rates or ot\wr ·1nformation.
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ActorJ C.;unbatant

·,AnielaI3Q.tl.a,:;a_§iU Testiijg/D\i·ettory
·. Brian Byrnes: }fe~0,.ari~ Sa.fety
T.foycl Caldw~Jl: lii~i?ry
Nell Fi~lunan:. Bushiess
T.~:wJs Shaw: Weapont;Y

. (859) 271,;}488,
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One need not be a stage fighter, teacher 01·
choreographer to join and be active in the
SAPD. Any individual who has an i11terest in
tl1e staeie r.;ombative arts who wants to keep
abreast of the field and recdve all the benefits of membership may Join as a Fri~nd.

. C()-EDITQR
'.8/,lJCa,mpbdl; i<l:.D, •·

To adver;lsei:i Tkc Fight;;1a.;lr, pay1nent
an,d notific-0,tl<m shotlld bt sent to
E.urnleaMorph~w·
J)47 L!'lanlngTr~e Latw ·
4ixingcon, KY· 40511
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EOITOR

Llud,1 Carlyle McColhmi

~~

The SocicLy of American Fight Directors is a not for profit organization dedicaced to
promoting safety and fostering excellence in the art of directing staged combat/theatrical violence. 'l'he SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service to the
field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards and quality, providing
education and training, promoting scholady research and ·encouraging communication
and collaboration throughout the entertainment industry.
The SAFD recognizes .members at a variety of levels, including Pight Master, Pight
Director, Certified Teacher, ActodCo.mbatant and Friend. SAFD .members have staged
or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film and television.
Through its training programs ,tcross the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of individuals in the necessary skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective
stage combat.

Certified Teacher

(

Any indivtdu:d who ha.s ~uccessfuJly completed the SA.PD Teacher Training Work-shop. These individuals arc endorsed by
the Sodcty to teach sta~c combat and may
tea.ch the SAFD Skills Proficiency Test.

Fight Director
Any in,dlvid 1.1al who ha~ he.Id the status of
Cenifled Teacher of the SAPJ.) for a mini
mum of three years and has demonstrated
through. work in the,: professional arena a
high kvel of c.:i:.pertise as ,1 teacher and choreographer of staged combat. These individuals are endorsed by the Society to
direct andlor choreograph incidents of
physical violence,

Visit the blazing SAFD Website
Membership

Member
Representatives

II; Information

Regional
Representatives

Regional
Workshops

0

College of Fight Masters
Inclividwtls who are senior members of the
SAPP who have through service to the
organization and the arr fonn been granted
thJs honorary title, These individuals serve
in au advi~o,y capacity as the Collegfl of
Fight Ma£tet&., as master teachers at the
National Stage Combat Workshops and as
adjudicators of the Skills Proficiency tests,

"Upcoming Events

Certified Teachers

if· ~ Directory

Fight Directors
Fight Masters

, .• f:,, Links

d.org
an

r·wmm~

1-800-659-6579
Call the SAFD Hot Line
For stage combat assistance, workshop information,
and general questions.

Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Ti.me
3
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. PRESIDENT

Ftofl.'!' t'>l.Rli:CTORS, ..

CALL
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Fight .A1aster is currently seeking active photos of stage combat for
npcoming issues. Black & white and color prints (no smaller tl1an 5"x7")
,,
and slides will be accepted. All photos should include performerl natncs
and roles if fewer than five are pictured, photographer, play; playwright, fight
director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also include
return address. Without this information, pictures cannot be used. 8"x10"
prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations are also desired for covers;
these should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible).
Photos from digital cameras do not reproduce well enough to print.

·fhe deadline for graphic material in the Fall/Wimer issue is August 15, for the
Spring/Summer 2001 i~sue it is February 15. Puture submissions arc accepted
at any rime. Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an
envelope clearly labeled, "Photos-Do Not Bend" to

.
W
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ith Lhe horror
;1 nd
tragedy
,
of September
11th still fresh in the
In 1977 when its founder, David L Boushcy, first realized the
mind and spirit of SAFD, he did not dream that his Society would grow into the great
America and che world,
fiunily. Grown it has, however, and it has its membership to thank
it ~cen1s peculiar to take
for both its remarkable professional and societal development.
the time to reflect on
This administration found great strength in the bold vision of
what the Society of Maestro Boushey and the compelling leadership· of immediate past
American Fight Direcpresident, Drew r<racher, his administration and worthy predecestors has accomplished
sors. lf the truth be known, the Society is its members who along
these past few years. So
with the dedication of tl1e officers' and the elected representati\'cs 1
much has happened to
hard work and dedication have made the Society what it is today
the American psyche which is so much more than jnst stage combat Their example
since chat terrible day,
hdped the organization grow imo the Society it is today, and this
that it might seem dis- prc.:sidcnt sincerely thanks thcm, and all the membership, for the
respectful to speak of opportunity to be a part of this continued development.
promoting any form of violence ? theatrical or otherwise. One
So much has happened these past three vears that, at one
can see the argument in this, but perhaps it is in reflection that
time, it seemed difficult to think of summing it all up. The
one gains a bttter idta of what Socit:ty is, who it b, and what it
events of September 11th, however, provided all with a strong
truly u:mds for.
point of focus. It was the actions of the membership towards
First and foremost, the SA.PD is a Society. The member.ship
their fellows in that time of crisis, which helped this president ,ee
is a group of like-minded artists who work together to see that
who the Society is and what it stands for.
everyone in the Society, and in all the related families of the
emertairnuem in<lustry, are kept .,afc while enacting dramatic sitA Comrade in Arms,
uations that might otherwise prove harmful. Society members
are ofren passionate, and do not always agree on evC'ry detail, bnt
it is through their passion that the organization advances and
grows as artists and a Society.
In this, it would seem that the zeal for .safety and communi- ~ , P , , , i d e m
ty far exceeds the realm of the thcitre. As SAPD members in
The Society of American Fight Directors
New York and Washington, DC are aware, individuals from
every rank and standing of the membership immediately phoned
CONGRA'.rlJLA'tlONS
and emailed each other to confirm their safety after the attack
TO
NEW OPFIC.ERS
This is the same group of pcopk that has also raised over
MEMBER REPR.ESENTA'.t'IVES FOR THE
$10,000 in donations for Broaclway Careo Ecptity Fights Aids.
They say that actions speak louder than wo1·ds, and as such, this
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FICHT DIRECTORS
All YN<t huve .b~en ~out1~q an,,! rerti!i,d <i!11·rccrh.y l)lllln Jl!ff Kqep., U,l)jJ:V,
family of caring, concerned artists is who and what the Society
,+-,..,,- \',residJ!nt: Qucl~ (,':oyk
truly is. Tn a letter to H.G. Wells, Henry James wrote, nit is art
,,.,____. Vice l'[eoident: Bd•n Eyrncs
that makes lifr, makes interest, makes importance, for our con~ 1\-eaJtlr~t: Andrew 'Hayes
sidcrarion ;md application of these things, and T know of no sub-+--- Sec;.retary1Angela l3Q,11a<1111m
stitute whatever for the force and beautv of its process."
, ! - , - Act.or (.'Qmh11t~nt; Repr:~rnt~tlve: Al FgQtc JJl
It is indeed fortunate to live in a country where persons can
+.--~ (:,rtiflc\l n,.,,_ch~r ReplcI~O.l;tt,ive: Ceo(( Kclll
create art that makes life, makes interest, makes importance ? so
·f,-.,, ... 'flight Direcror Repn;senc11rlvc; SMn Mnnn
that audiences can learn, grow, question, connect and escape.
~ J;llg;ht Masl1lJ.' Roprcscni:1,uiv~: Di~ Pt'1lr,\hc~.
Artists help make 1:his possible in the theatre by promoting safe---7 Proposition .J/ 1 pass cs; Gnmtlng the SAFD Fric.11d the pi:lwe~ to v900 foi• rep,osernado11
ty ancl fostering excellence in the craft. This is what the Society
._,.____ P.oposiµon ffJ pa&,t;1S: !Wefining cl;~ rep,;:sen1a!Jve p11sitiv,1 of A<;totil.om,l.,atant
of American Fight Directors stands for.
tn lnclndc tbc SAPD Frimd
This president can honestly say chat he is proud to have been
--..- J>wposl\lon 1/;l p.u;,<:St A 1.mvorldng of.Aidcle VU BQ'll'd ofDb:cc.lX>ro tci 1foGt1edc<!tly
a member of the SA.FD since 1984, and to have had the great privtlw ro)c;,s of the Bµard of Dir"'-'tors ,wd t,),c Advisorr lloa1J, to u:pre,;c.11t
more deal'\v what they actu,olly do. while foJl,wr[ng legal tcquircmenrs:
ilege to serve its membership for the past three years as president.
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Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer
2917 Isabella Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603
If there are any questions, please fed free to call (919) 835-3557 or email
JARJones@aol.com.
Again, exciting photos an: encouraged from all levds of the SAFD membership.
~ Jeff A.R.

Jones

CONTRIBUTORS
Dana An<lcrson-Wp11an, a gudt1all: of California State
University, San Jose, and a fc11cer for thirty years, is the
Direcwr uf Drama at llrazospoll Cullegc in Lake
Jackson, Texas,

Charles Conwell, a fight Director nnd Teacher i11
the SAFD, is a ptofosso~ at the 1Jnivetsity of the Arts
in Pl1iladdphia.
Rohnt W. Dil1011,Jr., Pl1.D., is an :tssoci:ite profess,,r 01
Theatre in the Department of Speecli Co111mttnicatio11
andTheattc at Southwest Missouri Smee LJ11ivcrsit1.

Tiza Garlaad has an MiiJ\ in Theatre l'edagogy from
Virginia Conunnnwealth liniversi:v where she tnught
Advanced Movetnent fot the Actor and Speech
C:omnnmicatio11. She is ntncntly teacl1i11g :-i.cting and
movement in Sourh l1Jorida.
Lars Elling Lundgren, hiltsmith and owner of
J.,1nckgaard Arrnottty (www.lu11det,;,1ard. cc,m), is a graduate of the School of Visual Arts in film/video who
worh in regional theatre, Ren.iiss~nce lJires as v1dl a,

film and video. He also administers several fuire ~uilds
and pmduces a small May faire in New York.
Ken Mondsch.ein holcls an MA in history from Boston
Univcrstiy ,rnd bas been a sludcnt: at thr Maninez

The fight Master

~!_,

Academy of Arms (www.marrinez-clestrcz;i.cotn) for
fOur yeat'>, 1-Il'. h:1'> written for FiblitingArts.com:
Renaiss,mce Magr1zine, and Hammerterz Forum and is
the ~ditor of b1aftlcde, the ncwsleuor of the, \ssociation
for Hiswrical Fe.11ci11g (www.shfi.org)..

• Tim Pinnow., an SAFD Fir;ht Direcrrn· based in Las
Crn.ces, New Mexico, is a professor at New Mexico State
Univctsit>'· He is ahr) tbc Rt,c,ident Figl1t Director ancl
Artistic Director of The American Southwest Theatre
Company, an fl1ui1y GuL'stArtist Lompany i11 resideno..'
at NMSU. Pinnow holds the r,11,k of Second Degree
Black Beh in JJw.jin/;,tn JJ11do li1/jt11J/,/,

Metry Starr, a frie11d anJ dedicated stt1dent of Anthony
Delongis. has had a lifelong passion for cdgcrl werrponry
and swordplay. A rock/metal guitarist who loves worklng
in metal. she Founded her OWJI companv in 1.978
(http://www.starpiks.com) to create custom made metal
guit:1r pkk'1,
l)eti:k V(',u·e, i~·ncing cuach ,ind actor with ove1 tw()hundl'cd-fifty theatre, film and television credits, is a
metnLer uf the British Academy ol Dramatic Combat.

Kevin J. Wetmore jt•., Ph.D., has been an actor/comhatant since )<J<J4, He teaches theatre history, Asian theatre, acting and stage combat at Denison Gniversity. He
1_'al1 be re,Khed ,tt WL'tmorc@dcnisnn,ed11,

~

Fall/\\'Tintcr 2001

Workshop Coordinators
and Adwertisers
As of the fall/\Vinter 2001 issue, The Fight
Masttrwill advertise non-SAFD workshops and
seivices, including any !Iloveineut/ac,ting/theatrc-related workshops, trnining institutions,
graduate/undergraduate programs, theatre
coll),panjes, perforn~anu;s, books & scripts,
puhlisbcrs, swo1'<lcutlers, armorers, m,mial arts
suppliers, period clpthing and footwear, or
other theatre/combat related training, goods OJ'
services. Workshops that have offii:lally been
sanctioned a,~ SAFD wotkshops as detailed itr
tbs Polides & Procedures arc entitled to a free
1/4 page. ad in The Fig{Jt Masffir; larger .¼ds may
he purchased at a disgitmt :rate, No11-SAFD
workshops may be purchased at full pdcc. Ads
can be designed .by the graphic designer for a
slight f~. For more information, please coutact

THE

Emalca Morphew
1347 Le,ming 'free Lane
J,cxingt<)ll, KY 40517
(859) 271-3488 ~afdadr1;p@hotmai\.co1)1

j
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by Charles Conwell
"Red Hook ... the slum that faces the bay on the seaward side of the Brooklyn Bridge. This is the
gullet ofNew York swallowing the tonnage ofthe world. "

pholo highlights from Jamie Choalham's thosis project, Violent Delights, foaturing MFA candidates: Robin Armstrong, Jerry Tun, Tizu Garland, Jim Quesenbury & Jamio Cheatham

Virginia Commonwealth University • School of the Arts • Department of Theatre

MFA THEATRE PEDAGOGY with emphasis in

movement &stage combat choreography
with SAFD fight master and broadway veteran, David Leong

• movement analysis
• mime
• mask work
• physical comedy
• weapons
• period &contemporary unarmed
• professional internships
_• seminars in choreography
• seminars in the business of theatre

I.

'J.,;~
.

plus courses in ...
directing, stage management, theatre history
literature & criticism
financial aid & assistantships available

.

.

.

.

call or write
David S. Leong, Chairman
804 828.1514
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu
www.vcu.edu/artweb/fheatre/

1.1

111

I

at Virginia Commonwealth University

Member of NAST
I

I

I

National Association of Schools of Theatre

affiliated with TheatreVirginia,a constituent member of
the League uf Residenl Theatres

Virginia Commonwealth University
School of the Arts
Department of Theatre
922 Park Avenue • PO Box 842524
Richmond, Virginia 23284-2524

vcu

-

Virginia Commonwealth University

an equal opportunity/affhmative
action institution

Arthur Miller, A View From the Bridge
Hook, the site of 1\.rthur lvfilkr's drama was populated in the
Marco has promised the lawyer Alfieri not to kill
950s predominately by longshoremen. They used cratehooks
Eddie. Macro might welcome the release from
to facilitate moving wooden crates on and off ships. The
his promise that Eddie's attack with a lethal
hook was typically carried over the left shoulder -of a right-handed
weapon ptovides.
longshoreman. The point of the hook wore a hole .or indentation in tht:
Whatever choice is made, Eddie's actions
jacket on the rear of the left shoulder. The cratchook. could also be used
are potentially suicidal because the text has
as a weapon to stab and tear with the hook ot· strike backhanded with the
established at the encl of Acr One that Marco
curve of the hook.
is physically much stronger than Eddie.
In A View From the Bridge, the tragic hero, Eddie Carbone, informs the
The use of the hook or two instead of a
United States Immigration Service of the presence of two illegal immigrants
knife is an exciting and viable option. How
in his l1ome. Thi~ is a serious violation of his Sicili,m neighborhood\; ethical
is the hook used and what should the fight
code. When the two immigrants, Marco and Rudolpho 8re arrested, Marco
look like? Frank Mineo, the owner of
spits on Eddie publicly and accuses him of betrayal in front of the neighborSmiuy's Filer House under the Brooklvn
hood. When Mat·co is released on bail, he returns to thestreer in front of Eddie's
Bridge on the Manhattan side, has been a
house with the intention of humiliating him. Eddie confronts Marco on i:he
witness to se;:veral real cratehook fights.
street demanding an apology. Marco calls him an "animal." In the published text
He insists, "There is no technique.
Miller describes a fistfight which Eddie begins to lose. In desperation Eddie attacks
Longshoremen get drunk, get mad,
Marco with his knife. Marco turns the knife against his attacker and Eddie is killed
and attack." The point of the hook
with his own weapon.
can be used to stab and tear.
Three credible choices are available to the fight director. They each involve
Alternatively, the curve of the hook
cratehooks. One, Eddie could attack Marco with a hook. Marco could tum this hook
can be used for a backhand strike.
against Eddie. Two, Marco could kill Eddie in a two-hook fight. Three, Eddie could
Parries are difficult and dangerous
kill himself with a hook after being publicly humiliated in a fistfight by Marco.
to the hand. When attacked, the
Whatever alternative is chosen, it is important that Eddie and Marco do not initially
best option is evasion
confront one another with weapons. Marco has promised the lawyer Alfieri not to kill
and counter-attack.
Eddie. Marco's intention is to puhlicly humiliate Eddie with a beating. Eddie is
seeking a public apology from Marco. When the initial fistfight turns against
Eddie, he can grab a cratehook from the shoulder of a bystander, perhaps Louis.
If a two-hook fight is chosen, a sympathetic bystander, perhaps Milce,
could toss a hook to Marco w equalize the fight.
In Sidney Lumet's 1951 movie version, Eddie is knocked down in
the initial fistfight. Eddie grabs a hook hanging from the trouser pocket
of a bystander. Louis throws a hook to Marco. Eddie attacks Marco
and the hooks become entangled resulting in a slow corps-corps. Marco
disarms Eddie and discards both hooks. Marco beats Eddie to his knees
and leaves him bleeding and lmeeling in the street surrounded by his neighbors.
Eddie grabs a hook and fatally stabs himself. This choice strongly dramatizes the
idea that A View From the Bridge is a play about self-destruction.
In the production at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia in 2000, Eddie was
killed by the hook he grabbed from Louis's shoulder. This choice retains the irony in
the published text with Eddie being killed by the weapon he used to attack Marco.
That irony is lost when two hooks are used. If Eddie grabs a hook when the fistfight turns against him and another bystander tosses Marco a hook, the actor playing
Marco has an interesting choice. He can disarm Eddie as Marco did in the movie or kill
him in self-defense. Marco believes that Eddit: deserves to die, but as a condition of bail,
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A cratehook I.ill.
Illustration by
Amy f-lauser.

ln order to stage the fight in A View Frorn the Bridge at the
University of the Arts, a stage combat technique had to be
developed. This technique is now taught in the University of
the Arts advanced combat class and at the Philadelphia Stage
Combat Workshop. four diagonal attacks which cross the chest
are taught:

A cratehoo/1 slash across the stomach by Eddie (Joseph P.isapia) is av;ided by
Marco (Benjamin Powell) in the University of the Arts production ofA Vi.ew from
the Bridge. Fight diredion by Charles C:onwe/1; photo by John Paskevich.
•

'fhe stomach attacks are avoided by distance with the arms
raised. The diagonal off target shoulder attacks are avoided by
moving in the opposite direction. All evasions are based on actionreaction•action sequencing. First, the attacker cues the attack. Second,
the evader begins the evasion. Third, the attacker follows through with
the attack, confident that the evader is evading correctly.
Entangling the hooks can be tricky. Eddie can attack diagonally to Marco's left temple. The attack must be pulled above
Marco's head with the point at least twelve inches from the target,
Marco can parry and entangle the attacker's hook in an upward
motion. Marco must be careful to keep the point of his hook
away from Eddie's hand. Both combatants can then step back,
maintaining hook tension, and lowering the hooks to stomach
level. This impasse can be resolved by a disarm. Marco can step
forward and grab Eddie's hook and pull it out of his hand. Once
the hook is out of Eddie's hand, Marco can safely discard it. A
disarm without grabbing the hook with the free hand is dangerous.
If Marco pulls Eddie's hook without grabbing it first, the curved
shape of the hook does not allow Marco to control the trajectory
of Eddie's hook.
• Descending left shoulder to right hip
In one cratehook fight witnessed by Frank Mineo, a long•Ascending right hip to left shoulder (backhanded with the
shoreman lifted his left arm to protect himself from a descending
curve)
hook attack. The hook penetrated the defender's arm. The arm
• Descending right shoulder to left hip
was torn open when the hook was pulled away. To create the
•Ascending left hip to right shoulder
These are evaded by distance with the arms pulled back. A illusion of this wound on a proscenium stage, the defender's arm
must be between the audience and the attacker's hook. The
miss of eight to twelve inches looks good. An attack closer than
attacker creates the illusion of penetration, missing by eight inches.
eight inches is dangerous. An attack that misses by more than
In a second motion, the attacker pulls away and the victim reacts
twelve inches will not look threatening. The following are six more
to the torn arm.
attacks that can be evaded.
The illusion of a fatal hook
Diagonal
hook
strikes
• Horizontally across the
and avoidances
stab at the heart can be created with
stomach from the attacker's right
Illustration by
the victim's back to the audience or
to the attacker's left;
Amy Hauser.
with the attacker's back to the
•Horizontally across the
audience. The attacker begins an
stomach left to right (backhanded
ascending attack towards the victim's
with the curve);
navel. When the attacker's hook
• Diagonally off target missing
gets twelve inches from the victim's
the left shoulder, ascending or
stomach,
the attacker changes the
descending;
angle of his wrist moving the point
•Diagonally off target missing
of the hook away from he attacker's
the right shoulder, ascending or
stomach. The curve of the attacker's
descending.
8
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hook makes gentle contact with the victim's navel. The illusion
should be that the point penetrates the ~olar plexus and is forced
up unc1er the ribs into the heart. The change of the wrist (to keep
the victim safe) should look like the motion that forces the hook
under the ribs. The hook must be withdrawn in the same trajectory that it emcred the victitn's body. This stab is effectively
preceded by the victor evading a diago11:1l attack with the victim
which misses the victor's left shoulder.
If Eddie is to die by his own hook, the actor playing Eddie
should p1·esent the hook to Marco with a backhanded blow to
the stomach. This strike must be pulled twelve inches from
Marco's stomnch. Marco then bloch the arm wid1 his right hand
and grabs the hook with his left. Using the principle of victim
control, Eddie stabs himself turning the point of the hook away
from his stomach, making contact only with the curve. This can
be done with Eddie's or Marco's back to the audience.

a hook from Louis's
shoulder motivating
Louis's line, "Eddie, for
God's sake!" The hook
must be taken up and
away from Louis's face.
Eddie then attacked
Marco with two diago- Talc/ng a hook from Louis (Louis Ii:enta), Eddie
nal chest cuts and a (J05eph Pi:;apia) attacks Marco (Benjamin fiowelO
forehand stomach cut in A View frorn the Bridge. F'9ht direction by
Charles Conwell; photo by John Pas!(evidi.
.that missed, Eddie then
set up his own demise with a b:ickhanded hook to the stomach.
Marco caught the hook, forced it up and under Eddie's ribs. As
Marco withdrew the hook Eddie turned toward the audience
and fell on his back.
Whatever weapon is chosen, it should be established early in the play, If Eddie uses a folding
knife, he should use a sharp version earlier in the
play to slice an apple. At the University of the Arts
the longshoremen appeared with hooks on
their shoulders in an opening tableau.
Whenever Eddie entered his apartment from
work, he put his hook down on a side table
before removing his work jacket.
Cratehooks can be purchased from
mctrinc supply stores for approximately eighteen dollars. They are an exciting and appropriate choice for a fight in a neighborhood
called "Reel Hook."
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Stabbed with his own hook, Ed<fie (Joseph Pisapia) is killed by Marco
(Benjamin Powell) to the shock of Louis (Louis Trentq) in A VieV{<-from the
Bridge. Fight direction by Charles Conwell; photo by John Paskev/ch:'

At the University of the Arts, Eddie began the fight with a
straight punch to the face. Marco caught this blow in his open
hand demonstrating his physical superiority, After Marco kneed
Eddie in the crotch, Eddie rammed his shoulder into Marco's
~tomach. Marco punched Eddie in the back. A punch in the
;aw sem Eddie reeling in the direction of Louis. Eddie grabbed
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Thirteen days In Maine
; includes instruction in
stage comb.at technique,
in-depth scene work, video
production, improvisation,
duels, mass battles, gun safety,
and a public performance.

The Celebration Barn Theatre,
surrounded by 12 acres ofwoods and fields overlooking·
the White Mountains, is where
participants live, rehearse,
work and eat. Food is provided
by a staff chef. There is even a"'
Maine Lobster Night Feast. ,1

The Actor Ensemble Workshop ·
accepts twelve participants
to focus not just on advanced
stage combat technique, but
,. . on the integration of scene
and character work into
stage combat performance.

'},une 15-28, 2002
Fight Directors Workshop $1500
Actor Ensemble Workshop $1200
Room and board provided, double occupancy
$100 off if application received by 4/1 /02
I 0% off for 3-year SAFD members in good standing
Only one disrount applies per spplitation

For more information:
Carol Brett
207-743-8452
info@celebrationbarn.com
or www.safd.org

The Fight •Directors Workshop;
Invites sig participants to study
the creation of fight cho.reog- .
raphy In a variety of theatrical ·
styles. Videotaped work is
critiqued daily. All aspects of
fight direction are examined
including staging, research,
safety, theatricality, direction,

design, and business aspects.
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by Derek Ware

t is ironic that the 1:>worJ, w ofren presented as the symbol
of war was, for the most part, the least fovored weapon in
the soldier's armory, The reasons why are manifold and go
back to the origins of the ,word itself.
When Arthur Wise (Tht History and Art ofPersonal Combat)
was aoked who forged the first ,word, never one cu suffer fools
gladly, but kind ar heart, his reply was: "Osram the Bludger on a
Sunday afternoon in 2038BC. The hunting had been poor that
season, it was raining-and he had nothing better to do., .. " This is as
good an answer to so unanswerable a question as one is Iikely to get.
J\ fost experts agree the oword evolved from the agricultural
implements fashioned by mah when he took up crop-growing
to supplement bis sources of food, It is reasonable to assume
that when one tribe experienced a bad harvest, it would seek
out another who had enjoyed a good one and take the fruits of
their labors by force, No doubt, some early farmer, seeing a horde
of disgruntled fellow hunters-turned-agriculturalists bearing
down on his fields intent on carrying off his carefully nurtured
produce~plus whatever else could be had~snatched up the
nearest object in use for the hacking down of root plants and
felled one or more of the invaders at close quarters. As to whc.:n
or whete this occuned, one can only speculate. Bnt it is interesting
to note that manv tribes indigenous to countries discovered hy
European explorers since the Middle Ages, who commandeered their sources of food strictly by hunting, had no condmive knowledge of the sword nor experience with any type of
long bladed short handled weapons. This includes nomadic
peoples as remote from each other as the aborigines of the
Australian Outback and Eskimos of the Arctic Circle.
Nineteenth century Plains Indians of North America were baffled
by the regubtion saber issued to the US Civalry and could

never reconcile themselves to its application. Nevenheless, they
respected the long knife for the big medicine it must contain
and avoided it whenever possible. Perhaps if General Custer
bad not ordered his regiment to leave these weapons behind on
his surnmcr campaign of 1876 the last stand at the Little Big
Horn would not have occurred.
.Skill-at-arms with the sword was practiced by the ancient
civili1,ations. A carving of an Egyptian fencing match still exists
on the wall of a temple near Luxor which would indicate that the
swol'ds in this instance were used in the furtherance of sport
rather than as weapons of war. The Egyptians, like the Persians
and the Babylonians, being primarily charioteers favored the
spear and the bow in warfare. For the Greek warrior, although he
carried a sword, the premier weapon was the javelin. Not surprising when one reads of the fate that befell Hector in his dud
with Achilles at the Battle of Troy. According to 'f he Jliad:
Hanging down at his side Hector had a sharp, long
and weighty sword. He dre,v this now, braced himself,
and swooped like a high flying eagle that drops to
earth through the black clouds, Thus Hector charged
brandishing his sharp sword, Ad1illes sprang to meet
him, inflamed with pas~ion ... Achilles saw that
Hector's hody was completely covered in fine bronze
armor except for an opening at the gullet where the
collar bones lead over from the shoulders, the easiest
place to kill a man, As Hector charged him, Prince
Achilles droyc ac this ipot with his lance; and the
point went fight through the tender flesh of Hector's
neck, though the heavy bronze head did not cut his
windpipe and lcfr him able to address his conqueror, ...
Which he does in a discourse that lasts another six paragraphs, after which Hector expires.
The Fight Master•-+--- Pall/Winter 2001
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The Chicago Mob
Although the Romans did advocate the use of the sword for
officers and cavalry, it was only used as a secondary weapon by
the foot soldier. In battle the legionary would first hurl his pilum
-a long shanked, soft metaled spear-at the ranks of the foe.
Then, presenting his four-foot, semi-cylindrical shield (scutum)
he would draw his gladius. The gladius was a short, thick-bladed
sword worn on the right hand side of the body. He would then
advance in his cohort, tl1rusting at the enemy with his point
rather than cutting with the edge of his weapon.
The sword was used in parts of the EL!ropean continent
prior to the Bronze Age, but its function :is a weapon of war was
not developed until after the Roman Conquest. Obviously a contributing factor was that the tribes populating this part of the
world were unable to manufacture in bulk the materials required
to cast the blades. However, once the Goths, Pranks, Normans
and Saxons became aware of the individual power of the sword,
they swiftly acquired proficiency in its use, turning it to advantage against the legions of Rome. The Viking warrior also must
be credited as a premier swordsman, the most feared of whom
was the Beserk. Whether driven by drink or religious furor, he
was a phenomenon in battle-a distant cousin of i:he Roman
Gladiator and an ance$tor of the Japanese Kamikaze Pilot-totally fearless or completely insane. Either way he tetrified his opponents and comrades alike, usually ending his short life in a
bloody heap at the site of some unrecorded sorlie.
It is with the arrival of the Medieval Knight that the sword, to
all intents and purposes, foils into disuse on the field of battle for the
best part of four hundred years. The reason was that only the armorcracking weapons---axe, mace, ball and chain-were effective
against him md then only ifhe were dismounted. On horsebad: he
was better left to the footmen with their pole arms-billhook, halberd, partizan, glaive---to knock or drag him from the saddle. Once
on the ground, he was at the mercy of the misericord, a stiletto type dagger, that could be forced under his gorget and
used to slit his throat.
The only sword like weapon that was of any use
against full armor was the estoc. This was a hand-anda-half in length with a slender blade running to a needle sharp point perfect for sliding between the plate or
fluted armor to inflict a mortal wound.
By the sixteenth century the copious amounts of armor
required to withstand tl1e increased use of gunpowder and
flreatms on the battlefield brought about a re-evaluation of
the position of knight and consequently, the sword, in ,varfarc. By this time the gentleman soldier was wearing some
sixty pounds of armor. This was not so had when he was
mounted, but on foot he had less fluidity of movement.
The knight became an anachronism along with many of
the weapons designed for attack on mail and plate. The
way was now open for the return of the sword. But to
whom could thl" nobleman turn for instruction in the art of swordplay? The aristocracy of England had spent the
period bcLwccn the Norman
Com1uest and ilie Plantan-genn
Dynasty learning to use the lmight's
weapons from horseback. Wielding a sword on foot was
a skill unknown to him. Such action was left to the menat-arms, unencumbered by full body armor, who were
able to deport themselves adroitly with broadsword and
12
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bucfder. So it was to the humble foot soldier that ilie erstwhi'le
chevalier turned for re-education in the craft he had chosen to
abandon. At first, the credentials of these teachers were dubious,
many of them being sword jugglers from traveling fairs or, what
were worse---actors.
One of the reasons for the scarciLy ofbonefide instruction was
that the ancient laws of chivalry decreecl the teaching of swordplay
did not accord with knightly honor. A perverse logic similar to the
quaint view held for so long by the English that to practice for an
athletic event was somehow unsponing. So from the reign of
Edward I the teaching of attack :ind defense with the sword was
forbidden within the walls of everv major citv; The statute which
banned the practice states in part: ''As fools who delight in their
folly do learn to fence with buckler and therefore are encouraged
in their follies, it is provided that none shall keep school for nor
teach the art of fence under pain of imprisonment for 40 days."
Throughout the rest of Europe instruction flourished. In
Germany the Pechter Meister enjoyed the patronage of royalty and
was considered an authority in all matters concerning chivalry and
honor. The French Maistre d'Armcs wao in constant demand as the
affeir ofhonor had just come into vog11e. Though outlawed by the
church and frowned on by the judiciary, this "sorcery which
enchantcth young men" as Prancis Bacon called it, would pervade
the entire world over the next four centuries. It is not possible to
estimate how many souls perished by the sword in war during that
time, but eight thousand men of noble birth died as a result of
dueling-in France alone! The Italians were the first to elevate
swordplay from a craft to an art. In Spain the art of fence was combined with rhe science of geometry to beget the Mysterious Circle.
This w:is a set of foot movements based on diameters, chords and
tangents, which, it was claimed, would protect ilie practitioner
from being pierced by either the point of a sword or a musket-ball.
Unfortunately, no one ever seems to have mastered it.
The sword itself was in a constant state of redevelopment. For military purposes the mercenary armies of
Germany, Switzerland and the l ,ow Countries favored the
flachion, dusack and the giant Zweyhander. While the
French, Italian. and Spanish gentlemen of fashion had
tal(en the medieval estoc and restyled it to produce the rapiet~ which would become the due.list's favored weapon. It was
both cleg:mt and practical with its pas d'ane or ricasso which,
in addition to giving protection to the hand and wrist, could
entrap the blade of an opposing weapon and brealc it. By the
late sixteenth ccntmy these weapons in ltaly haJ reached
lengths of four and one half feet or forty-eight inches
accounting for the blade. At the same time a weapon that
was the complete antithesis made its appearance. This was
the Cinquedea, with a blade width about the span of a man's
hand, whilst being only two feet long. ln this it resembled
the gladius of tl1e Roman legionary. It was entirely practical
as the narrow walkwavs of the Renaissance
cities inhibited even the drawing of the
lengthy Italian rapier, hence this smaller weapon becamt: the ideal anti-mugging dedee. The exaggerated rapiers of
the period were a bone of contention in
Elizabethan England where the average man's height was
five feet seven inches. 'l 'herefore the dedicated follower of
fashion encumbered by a sword nearly as tall as himself
was apt to look rather droll. Thi~ gave rise to Elizabeth I
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TCA's reps constantly travel the world searching for quality workmanship in edged weaponry.
We have succeeded in acquiring a unique line of weapons, with craftsmanship and attention to detail
far removed from the usual third world knock offs so commollly available. These reproduction pieces
are manufactured by Mariano 7amorano, one of the very last of the masters of blade forgi.ng.
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appoinring official swordbrettlcers to be stationed at aJI thc: city
gates empowered to cut down anv bbde excerding a length of thirty-six inches. The English Master-At-Arms would have no truck
with the continental theories on sword and swordplay. Completely
ignoring the fact that a straight thrust must arrive at its target
quicker than a lateral cut or moulinel, thc: leadiug exponents continued to teach sword and buckler as opposed to rapier and dagger
techniques. The Paradoxes of Defence, the first English book on
swo.t'dplay, published in 1599, condemns the Italian masters for
teaching: ''. .. sd1ol tricks anJ juggling gambakls .... '' The book's
author, Gcorgc· Silver, goes on to say:
Bring me a fencer, Twill bring him out of his fence tricks
with good downright blows, I will make him forget his
fence tricks Twill warrant him. Thave known a gentlemen hw-t in rapier fight in nine or Len places tlu-ough tl1e
body, anm and legs, and hath yet continued his fight and
hath a.fte1wards slain the other and hath come home and
hath been cured of all his wounds without 1naim and is
yet living. But a full blow upon the head or face with a
short sharp sword is most commonly death ...
Notwithstanding this down-to-earth advice tbe deatb knell
for the sword and shield in single fight had sounded. A fellow
countryman, Joseph Swetnam, fencing master to the royal household maintained: "The rapier and dose-hilted dagger are the finest
am! most comely weapons that were ever used in EnglanJ. The
short sword against the rapier is little better than a tobacco-pipe."
All over Europe pointwork and foonvork was now the order of
the day. And it is interesting to note th.at ballet, which was also
becoming popular, derives all its primary steps from the basic stances
of foncing. This is due to the influence of Louis XIV of France, The
Sun King, a noted fencer and enthusiastic palton of the dance.
On the battlefield, however, the sword still played second fiddle to tl1e demi-lance, long pike, harqitebus, and the petroneL
Even by the middle of the 17th century when the opposing
factions of the English Ch ii \'\T.u- faced eacl1 od1er before the
Battle of Edgehill, Prince Rupert, a supporter of the sword
as the principal weapon for cavahy, ordered his troops:
"...to march as dose as possible, keeping their ranks with
swords encased, to recdve the.: enemy's shot without firing
either carbine or pistol till we break amongst the enemy and
then make use of our firearms as the need should require."
Despite the discarding of all but the most essential armor, it
would appear, commanders still put their faith in firepower
rather then cold .steel. Perhaps this is not surprising. 'l 'he
sophi,ticarcd swords of the period, those that made the private gentleman so elegant, were useless to the man-of-war.
The spectacular lunge that brought the fencer
plaudits from his peers in the sa!le des
armes, would prove impracticable if
attempted in the mud of the b:ttddielcl.
Therefore, in time of war, hrr.ck and
slash must talce precedence over pany
and riposte. Moreover, it was impossible.: to execute.: many fencing movements succcsstull} with the likes of the
Mortuary Sword, or the Sehitlvonrr..
These weapons had a tendency to bend when used for
thrusting due to their blade-heavy design combining with their
weight. Similarly, cumbersome weapons were still being issued
in the early part of the eighteenth centwy. The l1eavy cavalry

of Frederick the Great complained that the guard 011 such weapons
was too massive an affair and tl1e slot for the entry of the hand was
so narrow that many troopers found difficulty in grasping the hilts.
Upon hearing this the militaiy powers immediately shortened tl1e
blade to thirty-eight inches a11d were surprised when still it proved
unpopular. "\Ve want good broad cutting swords with three barred
hilts ... " wrote Sir Albert Cunningham, Colonel of the Tnniskilling
Dragoons. This cry was being echoed over a decade later by Colonel
St. Pierre, serving with the peninsulai· forces. In a letter written in
1707, he otatcs: "The swords arc a handfol mo short. There is no
dealiug with the French but with good swords, they have excellent
ones. \Ve are all resolved that if we come to Barcelona and rnn find
German blades, to buy tl1em and put them upon our handles, which
are large enough." He was as good as his word and from then until
tl1e end of the century th.: Su!ingen blade became.: st..u1dard is~ue for
ne:u-ly all regiments of horse.
Meanwhile the advance made in the refinement of civilian
weapons had produced the ultimate in elegance and practicality:
the small sword. This streamlined weapon, the precursor of the
fencing foil, offored, wilh its delicate shell and lmuclJe guards,
the lightness of a violin bow, while combining, in its triangular
blade and needle sharp point, the deadliness of a striking cobra.
For the remainder of the eighteenth century, the era known as
The Golden Age of Dueling, the small sword would be the premier weapon for the settlement of private disputes.
The military sword, as :ilready ,1-atcd, is blade heavy and used
to best advantage when wielded from horseback. The sword of an
infantry officer was better employed pointing the direction in
which he wished bis fora: to advance or using the flat of the blade
to slap rductallt members of his command into action. The
infantry .soldier relied on his bayonet-the queen of weapo11s~for
close fighting, resorting to the cutlass-like hanger on bis hip only
when all else failed. 'fhe last foot soldiers to use the military
sword in attad( were the .Scouish clans in 1745 at the Battle.: of
Culloden. \Vaving their archaic basket-hilted broad,,words
(often erroneously dled Claymotes) and leather covered circular ohields (ta~es), tl1ey charged the red.coated ranks of Barrell's 4th Regiment of foot,
arriving at a collision speed of cwemy-two
miles per hour. They were repulsed by the
English regt1lars thrusting their bayonets
not at the man to their front, but his
chum on the right, catching the
unfortunate Highlanders under their
upraised swordarms. European armies
took note and bv 1784 sword drill for
the army had become a thing of the
-..,-.:.,,·· ', past.
No swordplay is, in reality, as one sees
it recreated for films. At best it is a short
exchange of cuts and dmtsts with a number of
avoidances and pauses. Most screen fights arc
ridiculously overlong and employ too many movements. By 1776 the official sword drill for the Brilish
cavalrr consisted of a mere six cuts mid two thrust,. In
the same ye::it\ by Royal Warrant, Mo newly designed
swords were issued. The light cavalry saber was exceedingly good, while the model for the heavies was just the opposite.
The light weapon was t.hiny-th.ree inches long witl1 a curved
blade and an open or stirrup guard. This gave it tremendous cutThe Fight Master-+-- Spdng/Summer 2001
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the Napoleonic wars the French implored the British High
Command to withdraw it from service, "in the name of common
humanity." The duration and content of the average militaiy sword
engagement can be judged from the account of how Sergea11t Ewart
captured a French Eagle standard at the Battle ofWatcrloo. Ewai·t, of
the Royal Scots Gresy, stood six-feet-four inches and was a former
prizefighter. He appears to have studied the regulation sword exercise
well for he recounted later how as he approached tl1e half dozen
Frenchmen surrounding their colors:
One maJe a thrust at my groin, I parried him off and
cut him down through the head. A lancer came at
me-I threw the lance off to my right side and cut
him through the chin and upwards through the teeth.
Next a foot soldier fired at me then charged me with
his bayonet, which I also had the good luck to parry
and then T cut him down through the head ....
Three men dispatched with three parries and three strokes
of his blade. And this was with the 1796 heavy cavalry sword
deemed by many as unusable.
This criticism reached a head during the Crimean War after
the action of the heavy brigade at Balaclava. Tt is a cruel twist of
fate that a military blunder of rhe highest magnitude-The
Charge of the Light I3rigadc-should so have overshadowed all
other engagements at this battle, whilst the "charge of the
Heavies" --described after as the "greatest feat of cavalry against
cavalry in European history" -has gone largely unremembered.
During this encounter, in which the British were outnumbered by
a Russian force at odds estimated at eight-to-one, the p1'ess of men
and horses was such that firearms could not be brought into play
so the entire affair was settled with che steels, as it was euphemistically described later. Although the officers acquitted themselves
well, a barrage of complaints came from the other ranks. Lt. J. A.
Elliot, the first man to enter the ranks of the enemy, charged so
rapidly with his weapon at point that he drove it through Lhe
body of a Russian officer up to the hilt. He was unable to
withdraw it until his unfortunate victim swiveled in the saddle and "only by leverage of the sword <lid he manage to pull
it out reeking with blood." lt should be taken into account
that officers' swords were their own property and not necessarily government issue. In the case of Elliot's weapon, it was
described as having "a blade of greater length than normal."
The main objection from the British rank and file was that
their swords would not pierce the enemy's great coat and
they bounced off their sha!ws like so many wooden cudgels.
The Russians seem to have fared little beLter with their
weapons. Rearing in mind that Lt. Elliot and the Brigade
Comma11der Brig. Gen. Scarlett were in the thick of it for
the best pa.t·t of eight minutes and were both cut about the
head and face, Scarlett receiving five wounds and Elliot eight,
both made remarkable recoveries and no record of
either even reporting sick exists. A trouper of the
4th Dragoon Guards received fifteen head curs,
none of them more than skin deep. This may
have been due to the fact that the <lcfending
Russian cavahy comprised hussar and bnccr regiments, so their swords would have been lighte1' and
the lances, unde1' the circumstances, useless. This would
also account for official casualty figures listing only ten
British killed and ninety-eight wounded.
Iii the latter part of the nineteenth century, milita1y
The Fight Master---+-- Fall/Winter 20

strategiots began to question the I iability of the mounted arm in
warfare. Was it becoming a11 anachronism? The War Between the
States in America had first sown the seeds of doubt. Not only did
the horse appear to be out of date as an active participant in battle,
but the increased use of the railroad an<l waterway for transportation of ordnance seriously curtailed its usefulness in the role of supply. Similarly the telegraph and heliograph to relay information and
the gas balloon for observation rendered the humble galloper obsolete. Only horse-drawn artille1y seemed to serve any purpose.
If the horse in war was a thing of the past-what of the sword?
The Franco-Prussia11 War of 1870 offered a final glimpse of
horse squadrons with sword in hand in all their glo1y, at the Rattle
of Mars le Tout; where the Cuirassicr regiments of both armies
clashed in what was called "the greatest cavalry battle in the history
of western warfai·e." It also featured the infamous Todtenritt (death
ride) in which a combined force of Prussian heavy cavalry and
Ulhan lancers eight hundred strong, chai·ged cannon and unbroken
infa.t1t1y to engage French Dragoons head-on, whilst being attacked
in the rear and on the flank by two regiments of French Cuirassiers.
Only four hundred twenty Prussians returned. The sword saw good
service that day, but at what a cost.
In future cavalry engagements, the sword would be used
hardly at all. Major Reno's command in the valley fight at Little
Big Horn charged the Sioux with Springfield carbines. Winston
Churchill, a troop leader of the 21st Lancers at Omdurman
1898, rode against the Dervishes discharging a 9 mm Mauser
pistol. General Pershing's 11th US cavalry engaged two hundred
Mexicans at Ojos Azules in 1916 brandishing Colt .45 automatics. While the Australian Light Hor,c at Beersheba, 1917, went
into action against the Turb carrying rifle and bayonet, at the
last moment their commander, Rrig. Gen. Grant, decided that
mounted men were in danger using both bayonet and rifle if the
bayonets were fixed. Tl1e rifles-were left behind and che attack
was made u~ing Lhe bayonets as swords.
It was the last time e<lge<l weapons were used to advantage. Machine guns, automatic weapo111y, aerial bombardment and long range artillery fire all combined to mal{e the
sword obsolete. Only gallant old wa.tTiors-like Field
Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, who in 1922 went in
with cold steel ;igainst two pistol-wielding assassins and died from three shots in the bodywould attempt such gloriously futile gestures
with a military saber. The final proof, if
proof were needed, of the futility of attack
or defense wid1 outmoded weapons. The
ultimate exhibition of such anachronistic
glmy must be the repeated Polish Caval1y
charges against Hitler's tanks in 1940.
Today the sword has returned to the
position it held at the time of the ancient
civilizations and is a sporting weapon which
promotes healtl1 and fitness rather than reigning down death and destruction. The British
sword manufacturers Willdnson & Company
actually award a ceremonial Sword of Peace
annually to regiments of the armed forces. It
may be ironic, but it is certainly fitting that the symbol of
war has now become a ceremonial weapon and the symbol of peace.
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THE UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION
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SEARCH OF THE
HISTORICAL NINJA

PRl,:SENTS ITS 2002

INTERNATIONAL
STUNT SCHOOL
JlJNE 3-JLJNE 22, 2ooi
AUGUST 19-SEPTEMBER 7, 2002
The UNITl;D STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION will conduct two three week intensive training sessions with
emphasis on the most b~sic stunts found in film production including ·
·

• PRECISION DRIVING

•FIRE WORK

•WEAPONRY
• UNARMED COMBAT

• MINI TRAMP/AIR RAM
• HIGH FALLS
• STAIR FALLS

•HORSE WORK

LIMITED E.·. NR.-. OLLMEN. ·. T

...

,
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• CLIMBING AND RAPELLING
• MARTIAL ARTS
• JERK HARNESS (RATCHET)
• SPECIAL EFFECTS

TUITION............. $2300.00

--

• 150 Hours of lnstruotlon (6 day weeks)
• Instruction from 10 stunt specialists.
• All oars t!l.nd equipment included
• Video~taped critiques
• Acting aetlon for the camera
• Seminars on networking the stunt busJness
, Guest stunt legend seminar
• Certificate upon completion
• Affordable ho.using (Motor lnn: $37,50/night)

DEPOSIT. ..•.......... $500.00
Deposit Deadline ................. .April 1, 2002
Balance Due ............ June 2/August 18,2002
Cashiers checks, money orders & credit cards accepted
(Master Card and Visa, please)

REGISTRATION

NOTICE TO APPLICANTS

To register for the workshop, call or e-mail

With your deposit, submit a Full Body Picture and Resume
including height, weight, acting training,
and any special skills you may have.

UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION
2723 Saratoga Lane• Everett, WA 98203

(425) 290-9957
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net

The United Stuntmen's Association reserves the right to refund
any deposits and exclude any applicant who the
Association feels is not suitable for such a
UN/TEO STUNTMENS
physically demanding profession.

USA

AS 8DC IA Tl ON
The International Stunt School is now an accredited vocational school in the state of Washington

PART 11
UNARMED TECHNIQUES
By Tim Pinnow
.Editor's Note: Tn Part T, the background of'the Ninja rlans offeuda!
Japan were disettssed in addition to the types ofknowledge these Ninja
were expected to master. Part JI adapts the unarmed techniques used
by the Ninja for use in the ttage wmbat arena.

S

everal things should be t.n· entioned at this po. int. first,
because Ninjutsu still represents Japanese Kobudu
(ancient warrior ways), it is extremely difficult to create
a full Ninja fight for the stage. The techniques of Ninjutsu are
designed for the fast, effective, and immediate disabling or
killing of an opponent in a combat situation. Thev do not easily
lend to continued sparring or fighting. The Ninja's objective is
not to fight-it is to win, and to win quickly. As a result, sustained
combat io unlikdy if either combatant is allowed to complete a
technique. For stage combat then, Ninjutsu techniques are best
used to fill out or finish a fight already choreographed in another style more conducive to
sustained fighting.
A second important point is that many
Ninjutsu techniques happen in a very close
distance to the opponent. It can sometimes
be difficult for an audience to clearly see a
technique because it is hidden by one of the
partner's bodies. This visual obstruction is
further complicated by the fact that Ninjutsu
footwork almost always moves a combatant
off-line in an angular fashion. This means
that the beginning of a technique often does
not face the same direction as the end of a
technique. Another complicaring factor is
that the list of target areas on the body is
quite large in Ninjutsu, including bones, joints, large
muscle groups, and pressure points. The stage combat
choreographer, as a result, must alter techniques to
create more space between the partners and must also
focus much rehearsal time on creating extremely clear
reactions from the partner receiving the technique so
that the audience can clearly visualize what body part
is being attacked.
A final point of consideration is that the techniques of Ninjutsu are very dangerous when completed
at full speed. An example of this danger is the Ninja's
standard high punch. For the Ninja the punch is
thrown with the full body weight behind it and is

<lirected not at the face, but usually at the throat. Connecting
with this punch means a crushed windpipe and likely death
from suffoc;ition. Since the needs of the illnsions of stage combat
~enerallv require full speed attacks, the fight director must alter
nearly all the Ninjutsie techniques for safety. As a result of this
third point, all techniques in this article have been adapted for
~afety while still creating a credible illusion. If the reader decided
to try these adapted techniques at home for pmposes of testing
their efficacy-they will not work.
STANCES

In this framework then, it is best to begin with the consideration
of two bodv stances (kamae) that are mmt distinct and recognizeable as Ninjutsu and useful to the fight director. The many
kamae vary by school (ryu) and weapon; however, these two
kamae seem to be most immediately i<lentifiable LO the contemporary Western audience.
Figure 1. Figure 1 represents Ichimonji
no kamae. In this stance the hips are very
open and the back leg, pointing forty-five
degrees backward carries sixty percent of the
weight. The back hand covers the throat
defensively and the right hand points toward
the partner's face with the front foot pointing
directly toward the partner. Both hands are
held in the Ninja's version of a knife hand,
called shuto. The shuto takes a straight hand
and bends it thirty degrees while the thumb
reinforces the primary knuckles. While this
is primarily a defensive position, it can be
used to punch in a counterattack. To create a
standar<l Ninja punch from position in
Figure 1, a person steps forward deeply on
the right foot and allows the turning of the hips to
push the back arm forward and creating a fist held
vertically. As such, the whole weight of the body lands
with the punch, creating an extremely powerful and
devastating attack.
Figure 2. Figure 2 is an illustration of Jumonji no
kamae. This is an attacking posture that keeps the hips
and torso forward with one foot slightly back. The
hands are crossed over the throat and held in fists. The
standard Ninja kick to be covered later is most often
thrown from this position. In addition, because of its
frontal nature, any one of the five limbs (Ninjas
include the head) can attack from this kamae.

SEE OUR WEB SITE: www.stuntschool.com
Download our application form or call/e-mail and request one.
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PUNCH AND BLOCK
Figure 3. The Ninjrls jod,an tsuki (high pund1)
and _fodan uke (high block) are demonstrated in
Figure 3. The person on the left has just stepped
fotward for a high punJ1 from the position of
Tchimonji no kamae as described c:arlicr in Figure
l. The person on the right began in Shizen no
kamae (natural body posture, i.e. just standing
facing forward), but when tbe punch is delivered, steps back and to the inside on a forty-five
degree angle by openiug out d1c hips. The
receiver then uses the flat of the hack of his hand
to i:.:ounterattack the attacker's wrist, causing her
hand to open from the impact to the nerves
running through the wrist. It is important to
note two things here. Pirsc, the TiJga/::urc-ryu
Nin}rr, as noted in the first article in the
series, were native to mountai11ous
provinces. As such, the stances of botb
parties here are very narrow, as if fighting
on a mountain path with a cliffjust off to
the side. Secondly, no blocks exist for the
Ni11Ja, only injurious COLJ.Uterstrikes. If
this were done without the stage combat
modificadons, the attadm· would likely
lose the function in the wrist for some
time and also be knocked off balance (and
would likely fall over the cliff). For stage
combat tben, these ideas must come into play in the attackers reac-

don to the block, selling the pain in rhe wrist
and taking several steps upstage. As a Yariation
of this technique, the block can be directed
toward the inside of the upper arm (Figme 3A)
to a pressun.: point called jakkin where the :;amc
loss of function will occm, this time effecting
the nerves throughout the length of the arm.

process. In addition, becrnse the leg is never folly straigl1t:ened
(therefore. less vulnernble to counterattack) the combatant has
far greater control over the force of tbc leg and can throw a contact version of the kick with great accuracy.

KICKING
Keri or kick for the Ninjit is generally an
in-distance weapon, unlike many martial
arts. Bv far, the most frequent type of kick is
a heel stomp (.Pigure 4). The partner on the
right begins in Jumon}i no kamae (Figure 2)
then sinks her weight into her lefr foot whik
lifting her right knee with her hip in a
turned-out position. The effect of this
is that the right foot maintains a covering
stance over the vulnerable left knee
until the kick is thrown. (Egure 4) Th_e
kick is thrown by extending the right
leg while keeping the right hip turned
out, the left knee bent, and the foot
flexed. This kick is easily adaptable to
both contact and non-contact versiom
in uagc combat. Because the hip is
turned out, the foot contacts at a fortyfive degree angle (Figure 4A) and is
kept away from the dangerous areas of the ribs and xiphoid

learns shoulder rolls, two types of side rolls, 1wo typts of back
rolls, .me! dh ing rolls from both shoulder and side positions,
follm;;ing arc tvm techniques ldapted to utilize the attacking
nature ofa Ninja's rolls. In the first ex.ample, the partner on
the right is attacked by a high punch from the partner of the
left. (Figure 5A) The receiving partner, it should be noted, is
st,mding in Shizen no kamae Lhe natural body poscure most
farnred for fighting. As the punch comes in, the receiver sits
straight down and extends the right leg in a right heel stomp
to the attackers left shin. (hgure 5B) The beauty of this technique in a stage combat situation is that the foot can be
placed 011 the sl1in as the receiver is sitting Llown and befol'e
the leg is it fu[[ extension, The leg is then straightened as the
receiver sits down, making the receiver sit al the exact correct
distance for the kick. The attacker then executes a standard
back fall in reaction. The receiver then completes the ted1niq ue wilh a back roll away (.Pigurc 5C) from tl1e attacker to
gain distance, finishing in a crouched position (Figure 50).
At the finish of the technique, the receiver has gained several
body lengths distance over the fallen attacker (Figure 5E) and
can either counterattack to finish off the attack.er or can exit
the scene.
ln the second rolling technique, the technique again begins
with the attacker in Jchimonji no kamae and the receiver in
Shizen no leamae (Figure 6A). As the punch (jodan tsukz) comes
in, the receiver leaps downward under the incoming punch

Custom Swords for Staf)e Combat

ROLLING TF:CHNTQUES
Ninjutsu features multiple types of rolls and unlike typical
stage combat use, includes rolls as· offensive weapons, A Ninja

(Figure 6B) anJ then executes a left shoulder roll (hidari zempo
kaiten) finishing the roll lying on her back. ·fhe receiver then
grasps the attacker with her right hand on
the attacker's right ankle. (Figure 6C) The
attacker then does a standard hick fall in
reaction to the receiver's perceived pull on
her leg (Figure GD). 'fhc technique finishes
with the receiver placing a flexed right foot
on the attacker', chest :tnd the attacker
grasping the receiver's foot to complete an
illusory choke. (Figure GE)
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These 'One of a Klnd' Wea.pons can be Designed
• Using your designs or research
• Using my designsr (cheerfully rendered)
• With full sea.le drafting
• With a choice of blades
Specializing in Swept Hilted R11piers, Daggers

& Small Sword,

Also Available: BrQa~swords, Shortswords, Combat Pole Axes. & lrnpaet Weapons,
Shtekls- & Bueklers, Scabbards, Blood Daggers
Orders filled prmnpt}y ~ Rentals • PQrifolio &· References Available

FIOCCl-11 SWORD CUTLERY
PHONE: 740-5934263 _• 740-593.-5645 _pm
E-MAIL: :fiocchi@oak.cats.ohiou.edu

GRAPPLING

L1 addition to striking (dakentaijutsu) and
weaponry, a Ninjii aho swdieo grappling (jutaij11tsu). The final techniques shown below are all
examples of Ninja grappling techniques. The
first technique could historically be done either
w1anned, or with one of the Ninjds shuko
weapons (hand claws). Reacting lo a lapel grab
from the ittacker (Figure 7 N, tbc receiver steps
The Fight Master--+---- Fall/Winter 2001
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bad&ard and away on a forty-five degree angle while covering the
attadi:er~ gmh with her left hand to create the illusion of pulling the
attacker off balance and pulling his head forward (Figure 7B). The
receiver then follows by placing her hand on the attacker's face with her
palm covering the attacker's nose (Figure 7C). The fingers should be
outstretched so as to avoid them being placed near any vulnerable area
(Figure 7D). It should be noted that in the real version of the technique
the attacker~ fingers wOLJd be placed in the eyesockets pulling downward and the heel of the hand would be place<l under the bottom of
the nose lifting up causing numerous locations of pain. Continuing the
tedmique, Figure 7E illustrntes the attacker reacting had<Ward and to
his right in perceived pain and the receiver completing the illusion of
the twist to the side by sliding fo1ward and turning her hips ninety
degrees to the lefr. The attacker completes the tcehnique by doing a
turning backfall which the receiver follows with bending the attacker's
wrist directly bade along the line of tl1e arm to prevent the twisting
motion associated with m1e wristlocks. (Figure 7P)
In the next technique, the receiver defends against the
attacker's double lapel grab (Figure SA) by stepping back on a
forty-five degree angle and lifting her left arm between the
attacker's arms to underneath the attacker's chin. The attacker
reacts by tilting her head backward (Figure SB). Tht: receiver then
countergrabs the attacker's lapels (Figure 8C) and jumps onto the
attacker from the from, v-,rapping her legs around the attacker's
back just above the hips (Figure SD). The attacker can assist, for
stage purposes by grahbing the receiver aronnd the waist. The
receiver then lowers her upper back to the ground with support

from the attacker (Figure SE) and grabs the back of the attackers
ankles (Figure SF). The attacker then executes a back fall (in reality
the receiver would push with the hips while pulling against the
ankles) so that both attacker and receiver are on their backs on
the ground (figure 8G). The technique concludes with the
receiver placing the attacker's left leg on the receiver's own torso.
This mo.vement, seen in Figure SH serves to control the attacker's
legs from being able to roll sideways out of the technique, and
also protects the receiver from any attack from the attacker's
legs. The technique is finished by the receiver Hsing her right
calf for an axe kick to the attacker's stomach (figure SI). It is
important here that the receiver's foot remain very flexed and
the heel actually be placed outside the attacker's body to the
upstage side to ensure that the heel does not come into contact
with the attacker's body.
Yet another techniqU\.'. is designed to be used against a body
grab. In this t\-'.chnique the attacker grabs the receiver (Figure
9A) from behind in a bear hug. The receiver immediately leaps
downward, lifts her shoulders, and thrusts her hips backwards
(figure 9B) as the atta_cker reacts as if struck in the groin. The
receiver then grasps the attacker's wrists and steps under his left
arm hy stepping behind her left foot with
her right foot in footwork called yoko
aruki or sideways walking (Figure 9C).
Wilh the attacker's arms now crossed, the
receiver lifts on the attacker's right arm
and pushes down on the left arm pnlling
the attacker down and forward. As seen
in figure 9D, the receiver must be careful to place the attacker's right arm inro
the attacker's left armpit and not against
the attacker's left elbow (the actual technique). The attacker then executes a right

aikido roll into a breakfall
(Figure 9E). The receiver then
lifts her right foot to prepare
for a right heel stomp to the
attacker's face as shown in
Figure 9F. The receiver finishes
the technique (and the fight)
with the stomp to the upstage
side of the attacker's head
(Figure 9G).
The next technique is a
simple technique for denying
-an attacker a chance to use a
lapel grab to control the
rcceivel'. In Figure 10A the
attacker grabs the receiver
with a double lapel grab. The receiver then places both palms
underneath the attacker's upper arms (Figure l0B), and the
attacker responds by straightening her arms and lifting her
shoulder carriage. The receiver then places her right foot
between the attacker's legs and imitates an axe kick to the back
of the attacker's calf (Figure 10C) by using her own calf against
the attacker's. Completing the;; technique, the attacker does a
backfall as tbe receiver creates the impression of a push against
the attacker's upper arms (Fignre 1.0D). It is fairly important
here that the kick and the push happen simultaneously as neither the push nor the kick would probably be sufficient to
knock the attacker to the ground.

In the seated technique illusu-ated in Figure 11 A-1 lE, both
partners begin in a seated posture called seiza no kamae (figure
1 IA). As the attacker reaches out and attempts to grab the receiver in a one hand lapd grab, the receiver steps across to his left with
his right foot while grabbing the attacker's right
wrist with his right hand
and countergrabbing the
attacker's left lapel with his
left hand (Figure l lB). The
attacker then falls onto her
back (Figure 11 C) as the
attacker mimes pulling
with his right hand and
pushing with his left to
throw the attacker off balance, The Japanese name
for this techniqm: translates
as drawing the bow, which
may help the reader visualize the receiver's arm movemen ts in throwing the
attacker to her back. Once
the attacker is on her back,
the receiver places the
attacker's right wrist against
the receiver's right shin
(Figure 11D). It is very
important here that it is the
wrist that is placed against
the shin so that the attacker has the safety to flex the
wrist. The receiver then
pulls the attacker over onto
her face using the wrist
against the shin to create an
illusion of leverage (Figure
l lE & I IF). The receiver
ends the technique by placing the attacker's wrist on
his right thigh as he squats
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on his left leg witl1 his left knee against the
attacker's right tricep. Here, as well, it is
important that the receiver maintains his
weight 011 this own left leg so as to not put
force downwarJ onto the attacker.
The bst technique considers a heilka
(variation) of the technique Oni Kudaki
(Destroy the Demon). This is a no hands
variation, and as such could be used in a situation where the n.:cciver'~ hands were Lied,
or he was handcuffed. rirsl, the c1t:tacker
grabs the receiver's lapel (l;<ignre 12A). The
receiver responds by stepping backward and
to the left with the right
foot to straighten the
attacker's right arm. The
receiver follows rhis hy
ducking his head over
the attacker's right arm
(Figme 12JJ) and tr;tpping her ·wrist between
his chest and chin. Tn
Figure 12C, the attacker
has steppeJ forward left
and pa~t the attacker to
the our-side and then
turned clockwise a hundred eighty degrees to
fuce the attacker from behind (Figure 12C).
Please note here that the receiver has dipped
his left shoukkr underneath the attacker's
l'ight shoulder (Figure 12D). lf the receiver
was to leave his shoulder behind the attacker,
he would create great pressure on the attacker's
dhow and wrist, probably dislocating t:hc
Luter. The attacker, oF course, responds as iF
those things W<"re happening.

SUMMARY AND NOTES FOR
PERFORMANCE
The Ninja learns multiple areas of unarmed
combat including striking (including
punching, kicking and the use of other body
parts to strike), rolling, and grappling. For
che performer and choreographer, the real
keys to making an ,rncliencL: connect rhe choreography with Japanese ancient warriors,
the Ninja, a.re threefold.
l . Use of N!.njutsu kamae. While
Jchimo11ji no kamae is certainly the most recogn izeable 1Viuja posture, jumortji no luDnac
:tnd Shizen no kamae can also be useful for
creating the correct Ninja illusion. In addition, when the reader considers the techniques ~hown, notice Jut each time that the
t·ecciver steps hackward on a forty-five degree
angle, he is really stepping into khimanji no kamae. By the chorcographet simply making these positions more extreme (a more
<leep.ly bent back leg) and creating a momentary freeze in the
technique at these kainae points J1e audi..:nce can be more easily
oriented to Ninjutsu. Punhermore, any of the attacks c011ld lie·

initiated from either lch!mmiji ito larnae Dr

jurnonji no kcrmar.
2. As with much of staged violence, the
reaction is all. This is particularly true of
Ninjutsu techniques. Bemuse the targets, and
sometimes the body p,ut used as a weapon, are
often hidden hy one of the partner's bodies, it is
particularly important that each partner clearly
react phy,ically to each step of the technique.
For ex,unple, the shuto (knife hru1cl) n.:fened to
earlier creates different reactions depending on
where it attacks. A right hand shuto attacking
the right side of the partner's neck (from the
partner's point of view)
will cend to make the
receiver's head go up a11d
backward, while a right
hand shuto to the partner's
left neck will cause the
rc:cei1er's head to collapse
clown and in because of
the orientation of the
attack hand when it lands.
Likewise; a Jodan uke
rc·quires a cUffercnt reaction frotn the receiver
depending on whether the target is the wrist or
rhe upper arm.
3.The hallmark of all IJudo Taijutsu (old
warrior way body skillo) is the use of the
whole body working together so that no
technique requires great muscular effort. As
such, the whole body moves together.
Seldom will one finJ the arm moving without tlie legs and cemer moving ai; well. The
power in a pnnch or kick is the body weight
behind it. It is seldom found in speed or
movement of the extremities. Fight Directors
choreographing Ninjutsu fights must constantly decide vvherc the force behind the
body weight can be directed so as to not
actually impact the receiving partner.
While the few techniques covered here
cannot do jmtice to the wealth of techniques
passed down through the Bujin/::rm Bucio
Taijutsu Dojo (the only Ninjutsu school still in
existence} these techniques can help to flesh
out fight choreography and give the impression to a We;;rem audience of Ninja combat.
The .reader should be aware, however, that tl1e
B11ji11ka11 Dofo currently consists of nine separate martial arts and that there are massive
numbers of techniques still left to explore .
.Laitor's Note: In Part III, the Ninjas

weapon technique., will be reviewtd cmd 11daptedfor the ftage, including shuko (hand claws), Ninj:i ken (Ninfa
sword), Kusari fondo (weighted chain), Shuriken (throwing stars),
naginata (halberd), hanbo (half staff), hojo (rope), and metsubishi
(blinding powders).
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growing interest in Japanese
swordplay among members of .
the .Society of American Fight 1
Directors is occurring. This is, in part,
simply an accompaniment to a continued ,
growth in imerest in so-called martial
arls by the Fight Masters and students. Tt
is also evidence of a continued broadening
of popular knowledge concerning combative arts and a related demand for
some basics of that knowledge in the
infotainmmt industr)'. The Society and
its knowledge-base c:ontinues to grow,
evolving a constantly spreading span of
artistic embrace while, it is fervently
hoped, some real depth suppom, and
strengthens that span.
The fuct is that the term Japanese
swordplay itself covers such a huge span of
activities and entities that it automatically
carries little deeper meaning. To carry any
real depth the term must be modified hy
specifics of style, period, teachers, and
history. The now-often-seen term leatana
fin' the stage is marginally better since it
specifies a particular family of weapons,
just as docs mpier and dagger for thr stc1ge
or broadsword far the stage hue does not
imply anything specific without forther modification.
lmponant distinctions, albeit partly semantic ones, exist.
Japanese swoedplay has no singular, monolitbic kt1ta1ui.
Japanese swordphy beyond the geographic-historical sense has
generic cultural distinctions, outside of specific stylistic context, that are hard to justify or sustain. Just as specific rapiers
differ one from another, just as specific rapier teacher, differed
ancl differ on<" from another, ju,t as specific intentional, hchaviornl, social, and cultural factors govern particnlar teachers,
styles, and kinds of rapier fighting and instruction, so too with
Japanese swordplay. There simply is no such animal as The
Japanese swordplay. Martial arts, Japanese swordplay, and
kairlntl arc generic terms only.
Rather obviously, it is hard to come up with a singnlar set of
techniques, theories, or practices, or any particular way of doing
swordplay, that would qualify in a generic sense as Japanese
swordplay. In a v.:ry real sense, one cannot be a student or master of ]aJ!/tnese swordsmanship, bm only of a particular style
(under a particular teacher, in a particu1ar place) of Japai;iese
swordsmanship. Even if a Fight Master attempted to teach a
generic introduction to Japanese swordplay what he would
acLUa!ly do is prcsem a particular and specific tah: on Japanese
swordsmanship. The same is true of course in saber· fencing, but
the relative lack of proliferation of ~aber fencing stvles means it
is actually much easier to draw general conclusions and present
its generic principles.
The same cannot be said ofJapane:;e swordplay u1dess one means
contempomry sport frncing in Japanese style, According to Japanese
populist historv, four primal ryu or st-vies of S\Vordplay existed long

before anything like a unified vision of a national and somewhat
standardized swordplay was formed. They were called the Shinto,
Kitge, Chujo, and Nen ryn Klch had its own semi-legcncLny origins
and geographic pmvenance, ofi:en in the mind ofa sword saintwho
fot111deJ his system with the bles~ings ofa god or gods in far-flung
areas of Japan, at differing times and places, and under difl:ering cultural and social contexts and pressures. Each ha-,, since those semilegencLuT origins, produced many generations of deocendants, who
numbered at one time (not counting those never formally rccor<fod
anywhere) in the thousands. These four original families, jud~iiig by
their closest extant relatives, must have been as difl:erent as cats, dogs,
oranges, and banana.,. .Maniwa-nen iyu, for insLance, is the extant
trcidition chat claims the most direct line of descent from Ncn 1yu.
~zyu Shinkage ryu, as another example, cm lay claim to direct
descent from Kage ryu. Rmal men, women and children practiced
(and practice) Maniwa-nen ryu mostly outdoors in an atmosphere of
informality. The practice makes much of isometric exercises using a
characteristic heayy and otraight wooden practice sword. The teachings focus on strength and simplicity in mind, body, and technique.
Ytigyu Shinhar;e ryu, in contrast, is associated with aristocrats and
urban dwellers, seldom takes its training outdoors, and does not
involve many women or children in day-to-day practice sessions,
The pracLice has heen associated (at least in the popular corncirn1sness) with Zen Buddhism.The wooden weapons used in practice are
light and shaped very diflirent!y from those seen in Maniwt1rstyle
practices. ln fact, similarities in training between these two old traditions will be most easily seen in the costmnes worn. In facL, if one
had only witnessed the ji1huro shinai practices of ¼g_ru Shinhr1ge ryu
one might be convinced that the two practices had nothing in
The Fight Master+-- Fall/Wimer 2001
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common at all. ff practitioners of one ,vore, say, Austrian folk
costumes one might not be able to identify the practices as coming
even from the same country!
Confounding further any efforts to generalize a characteristic
or singular Japanese swordJJ!ay is the fact that two different teachers
of the satne style are apt to he very different in technique ancl
practice. In other wards, no /apanese swordplay exists, only, say;
"Tenshin Shoden K.atori Shinto ryu as taught by Sugawal'a 'letsutaka
at his dojo in Machidashi, Tokyo,Japan.'' One is not a student of
Japanese svvordplay. One is a student of' Sugawrira Tets11takri. To put
it another way. Japanese ~;yordplay is an extremely generic term
when used to refer to such a wide array of practices.
Japanese swordplay comes in many different shapes, sizes,
types, kinds, tradit.ions, and style~, so much so that generalization
is not really possible. Hundreds of' ryu exist nowadays; there were
thousands in the 17th centurv. Besides the technical differences
among these many styles wide cultural variations in teaching
methods, goals, and ultimate concerns exist (read: spirit). The
notion char there exist actual, specific, cultural (or intentlonal or
behavio1'al or social for that matter) distinctions qualifring one
thing as Japanese swordplay is just not very reliable. Reductionist
readings of Japanese swordplay arc difficult to sustain; Japanese
swordplay cannot be reduced. to any one factor or characreristic.
Elevationist readings of Japanese swordplay an.: another sort of
fallacious gcnel'alization and arc thus equally difficult to sustain. In
practices, teaching, and effect Japanese swordplay was, and is,
simply not any better or worse than any other kind of swordphy.
One might say, with strong evidence in fact to back it up, that the
'lenshin Shoden lvttori Shinto 1yu possesses among the best tactical
and technical rcpeitoires for swordplay:onc could ;i[so say, with just
as much evidence backing it up, that Musu Shinden Eishin ryu iaido
possesses among the best character-building systems. Such a wide
variety of experiences means that specific forms of Japanese swordplay demand specific forms of assessment. Popular understanding
may have elevated Japanese martial traditions into the ether of the
mythic and exotic but Japanese swordsmen and women were not
more courteous, religious, or spiritual in the aggregate than were
their European counterparts in the aggregate. Their many technical
repertoires were no more graceful, complex, complete, vicious, and
effective than that of their European counterparts. A Japanese
swordsperson is just a person with a sword, no more, no less.
The task is suggesting ways in which the SAFD might make
theatrical swordplay /apanese. The task is attempting to make
swordplay appear Japanese. If a fight director wants to bring a specific style of swordplay into a film or play• production that has
demanded it, he could do so only to the extent that he has the indepth knowledge of such a system and to the extent that he
wished to be precise or exact in his depiction of such swordplay.
Given the money, one might bring an expert swordsmanship
teacher (and that person will be, by definition, expert in a given
style or, to a lesser extent certainly, given styles) into consultation
or, given the time, one might have such an expert give some
training to the actors. [Note though that such a person will rarely
have much theatrical expertise. Note too that my actors will not
have the time to become really expert at the specific style this imaginary teacher brings to the process.] Pat Nichols has trained hard
for fifteen yeai:s, spent considerable time and money in Japan, and
only very✓r€~ent!y been licensed at the lowest level of instructor___§hip~n with the non-theatrical expert on hand one would still
have to rely on more-or-less generic stage combat basics.
The Fight Master ---1-< Fall/Winter 2001

One can attempt first and foremost to make safe, theatrical, and
believable, generic, broadly based, stage swordplay appearJapat1ese.
Thus, one can, in part, simply rely on the basic principles ofsafety;
theatricality; and believability.
GenericalJ) speaking the Japanesl· sword is around chrtT-fcet
long, has a simple. two-handed grip, taking up ;:iround a d1ird of
its total length, and is more-or-less gently curved. It has, in general only one edge, Historically, styles of sword decoration
reflected, j use as in Europe, the vagaries of taate and function, but
in general Japanese tastes in swords are somewhat subdued. This
is ::ilso trne of European swords. They tend to mix form and
function to subdued taste, Fancy, glittering swor~ arc everywhere mostly not for actual use. In film or video any weapons
have to look correct. At tl1e distance afforded by theatrical production up-close d.etail may not be so important. Japanese stage
swords, just like their European counterpat·ts, must resemble real
Japanese swords to the extent that the world of the play demands
it and the production budget will suppon it. They should be
functional and safe.
l-<or stage use swords offered by The Armoury arc suggested. They are dnrable, look reasonably like an actual Japanese
sword, and are made by theatrical experts to be functional and
safe. Replica swords in Japanese style can be found offered for
sale in battalions but these are uniformly designed and built by
folks working far fron.1 the world of' theatre. The looks of rhose
actualiv made in Japan, particularly those made for the practice of traditional sword drawing, arc significantly better than
those replicas (ofren gaudy or ostentatious by Japanese standards; more fantasy than reafoy) made in Europe. Swords
made in China cm be inexpensive but these often look worse
than The Armoury's weapon. The Chinese-made swords that
most closely resemble acrual Japanese swords can be as expensive as the Japanese models. More choices exists in weaponry
for the stage based in European design than on Japanese (or
Asian in general for that matter) but the problem is really the
same as that of dealing with European weapons: How do to get

rhc right look, feel, and function in a stage weapon without
spending a lot of money?
With a weapon selected and in the hands of the actors one
can tum to what could be termed an extension ot' extrapolation
of broadsword play. Any pose, posture, attack, defense, wounding
illrnion, or killing illusion aYailable in broadsword technique is
equally availahle in katana technique. The actor can slice, stab,
hack, chop, block, parry, engage, disengagt:,. dodge, avoid, dud{,
and jump. No special posturing or posing is needed, no special
attimdcs or atL:1cl1..,, nothing apecial or singular at all. Remember:
exact replication of some actual form of swordplay is seldom
practical or possible on stage.
Actors will, of course, bring the same dramatic, theatrical,
and characteriwtion logic to hear in Japanese scenes as they
WOL1ld to their W1:stern 1,cen1:s. They vvill attempt, in short, to
look and sound like people fighting in a particular, fictive world
that, it just so happens, is supposed to be Japanese. Anything else
is icing on the cake.
However, that icing can be rich. One might, as did and <lo
many authentic classical Japanese svvordspeopk and many
actnal f'i.ghters from Eurnpe, attempt to use mot·e avoidance
than parries and blocks; sword edges are valuable. Using a
Japanese-styled weapon can add some creative variety to blade•
work since the single-edged blade allows one to reinforce parries or attacks with a palm (or a shoulder) held again.st the
back of the blade. 'l'lie fight director might inYestigatc and use
i<leas like the makiuchi style of attacking in which cuts are
made in such a way that a downward blow can be delivered
without getting the sword tangled in the helmet~gear. He
might investigate am[ attempt to use the rcchniques of battujutsu that involve drawing and attacking in one motion as a
strategy of surprise or of forestalling surprise. He might
explore the distinctive ways in which Japanese swords might be
worn: two of the more prominent ways are thrust through the
belting of the costume with the edge up and slung at the side
with the edge down; the first is usually associated with civilian
wear, the second with military costume. He might watch some
actual Japanese movies to get a sense of how the Japanese
depict their swordplay. A little research and rehearsal will go a
long way towards creating something that will look right.
In short, kiriwaza is just Japanese for cutting techniques,
ukewaza is parrying, uchiwaza is blocking. Continuing this
way of thinking, the five rhings a Japanese swordsman might
wish to develop are kamae which is just Japanese for posture,
sen which simply mea11s timing, maai which is just engagement distance, kiai which is just body-mind integration and
coordination, and zanshin which is really just follow-through.
Thinking expansively: good parrying is fluid in all cultures,
good blocks are not too high or too low, too tight or too loose
in all cultures, surgical precision is not always what wins a
fight but it can help in all cultures, and fighting men and
women everywhere mostly wish to go home and in one piece.
In attempting to make staged swordplay appear Japanese one
might also wish to get rid of any hidden retro-romanticism in
which one unnecessarily eulogizes a mythic past or ethno-romanticism when one worships some ethnicity or provenance as if it
actually were genuinely elevated somehow. Japanese swordplay, in
the hands of a true expert, is beautifol and true but the same can
be said of any expert anywhere.
c~
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Chuck Coy[, SAFD Fight Master; Charles Conwell, John McFarland, Jell A.R.
Jones, SAFD Fight Directors; John V. Bellomo, Gina Cerimele-Mechley, Andrew
Hayes, John Paul Scheidler, Bret Yount SAFD Certified Teachers; Anthony Matteo,
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PAST CLASSES

Professional Wrestling, Bullwhip, Running with Sharp Objects, Mask, Cratehook &
Knife, Rapier & Buckler, Rapier& Cloak, Katana, Multiple Attackers, Hollywood
Swashbuckling, and Skills Proficiency Renewal Class (additional $75.00)

$210.00

WORKSHOP FEE:

Fee includes continental breakfast &Ph ii~ cheesesteaks for lunch (vegg:e cheesesteaks available).
10% DISCOUNT for SAFD members, union affiliates, early registration
Special discount for return participants.

Call 215-888-4172 or email
philascw@yahoo.com for more details
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well as performance aesthetics. Most of this
was done through movement alone while
dialogue was kept sparse. Music accompanied eyery piece and lent itself to the artistic exploration. It was like a dance concert
with swords.
The opening Overture was an impressive flourish of weapons and a preview of
the various performance styles that the
audience would later see in greater detail.
These first four minutes alone included
such weapons as quarterstaff, broadsword,
rapier and dagger, smallsword, unarmed
fighting, and knife. The smattering of styles
that were introduced included slow
motion, freeze frame, invisible pm·tner, and
synchronized fighting. One of the deconstructed scenes was Backwards and Forward.
This piece gave the audience a behind-thescenes look at safety, distance, and lmaps.
Backwards rmd Forward featured an
unarmed fight performed at performance
·1e jot~rney bega~ around a small S(!uare table i~ a local pub. Three wome~1 listen
,
as then- compan10n, an average height man with a full beard and gold-nmmed
speed hiding the lmaps, masking the air,
and using appropriate physical and vocal
spectacles to hide his obviously boyish face, glimpses down at his notes inside of his
reactions. Midway through the fight the
leather binder. The other men in the pub utl,e note of the three women-one bright-eyed
actor/comhatants came to an abrupt halt,
blonde tossing her head bllck in laughter, one tall redl1ead leaning f01ward to catch every
went back to their starting positions and
word, and one athletic Asian responding with a rather boisterous, "Hee-haw!"-and their
started over. Before the first blow was dealt,
quirky, chatty companion, The ambient noise of the crowd subsides as the laughter and
excitement of the party of tour grow. Who is this man and what makes him so special?
the actorl<.:ombatants adjusted their posiSo sets the scene of the first meeting for the fight show Viol.ent Delights. The man is
tions to give the audience a si<le view of the
Jamie Cheatham, director and creator of the successful production of a night of violence
fight showing the air, revealing the lmaps,
and reacting with little or no vocal sound
like few have seen before. The women were three of his co-choreographers, Jenny Male,
Robin Armstrong and the auhor. The show that Che:1tham conceptualized, directed and
while moving at speed. After revealing some
of the tricks of the trade the actor/combatpresented in April 2000 at the Grace Street Theatre in Richmond, Virginia took stage comants performed the entire fight for the audibat to new levels of the ;lesihetics of fighting.
Violent Delights developed from a desire to display the aesthetic qualities of combat ence up to speed using optimum angles.
apart from the dramatic context of a play. Stage combat artists have an intimate knowledge Another scene presented in the fu-st half of
of the beauty of weapon forms and the artisny of martial form. However, within the conViolent Delights was "Heavy Metal," which
text of a play, this anistrv is usually overshadowed by the primarv conilict of
pitted five performers each
the scene, and appropria~ely so. As the creator of the show, Cheatham intendi; f/;e firs! with a different weapon against
ed to educate the audience~, in an entertaining way, about the art and craft of
e8ch other. The difference in
stage combat. This included displaying- violence for the beauty and grace of f-tme
see11. fighting styles of each weapon
the art form. In order to do this he wanted to explore aspects that stage comwas highlighted as each
bat shared with other an forms. He spoke to his colleagues about using· ele- 'fl
*a_·Cll
.t.l"·
·. ~. ci:mJ(e)R,
·,· 4- Rs· · weapon has its own set of
ments of rhythm, tempo, and line as isolated·topics for scenes. He also menadvantages and challenges
tioned exploring elements specific to .~rage combat such as knaps, distance,
r~tf
11..of especially when matched
and various weapons. Style of performance was discussed as well. Not simply A~
against
various
unlike
fighting styles of various weapons from different time periods or even one-onr..
i: ,/;- weapons. Heavy Metal also
.
l
b I b d' ff
fi
l
itim._ p,v
A s,:.i,,_,.,
one fi1gh tmg sty es versus mass att es, ut 1nerent per ormance aest 1etics
I
unobtrusively addressed the
were to be incorporated as well. The show eventually included pieces that ranged from the
fight director's task of controlling focus withhighly stylized (slow motion, freezes or stop-action, and non-contact fights) to graphic realin a large fight on stage.
ism and broad slapstick. A collage of fifteen scenes was combined to create seventy-five
The second half of the show put stage
combat in context, and the performance
minutes of non-stop :1ction. Violent Delights explored and showed stage combat like it has
never been explored before.
progressed from the deconstruction of stage
combat to the reconstruction of stage comThe first half of the show deconstructed stage combat exploring the elements and illusion of the technique: line. sound, tempo. rhythm, distance, !maps, various weapons, as
bat. As all of the elements were put back
together in traditional story-telling scenes
Wf:j,sr./-( Jrtsf A. trmc/; of ,(~'( $c£n,es>
WAS
the audience could see the magic before
their eyes with a greater lmowlcdge of how
Af All tVh,>.f
e;xpecfeJ"'
mdfe
the illusion was created. This half of the
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show also d1allenged the viewer's percep~v1, e.;,(ce.//eµf -e:x.Am?'lle: of
,>.fJ/,>.ld~-e
tions of violence by offering challenging
themes, especially regarding gender. It
of f/,-e toitittttldtes o.f f'1-e1:rh·'f'.>.,>;
included, among other sa.;nes, an original
scene written by Chead1:1111 about the
Violent Delights not only explored the elements of stage combat, it also questioned how
prowess and master of the blade by Mme.
violence is perceived. As a theatrical production Cheatham had a goal of sharing the beauMaupin. Maupin along with contemporary
ty and excitement of constructing theatrical violence, in doing so he cunningly caused the
violence scenes (the attempted rape scene
audience to question violence in entertainment.
from Marsha Norman's Getting Out) put
The Face ofViolence, whose working title was Sex and Violence, was the scene that instistage combat bad<: into Lhc context that
gated tl1e most conversation by audience members. The scene employed an unarmed fight
audiences usually experience. Howeve1~ they
first fought by two clowns. Their distorted reactions to tl1e various blows created an amuswere now watching it with a greater undering and enjoy-able exchange between the two characters. The performers then took off their
standing of the art.
masks and presented the same fight, but this time as a man abusing a woman. The fight,
This gcneral outline was well in place
although ti;;ing the exact same choreography performed by the downs, was now (Uswrbing
almost trom the beginning: deconstruction
and violent. The audience waLChed in disbelief and anger as the man pummeled his female
of stage combat followed by reconstruction.
companion. At the end of the fight the performern regrouped and switched places. Again,
However, the detailed design of
the same choreography was used but now the woman was the aggressor and
the progt•am proved to be
the man was the victim. The audience watched with a torn sense of victory
extremely challenging. The difas the woman prevailed in tl1e exchange.
ficulty ras1' of organizing the
fl,111.f: t:Jf
When is it okay to laugh at violence? Does society have double stanprogram was not only in mak~
·
<lards when women are tl1e victims as opposed to men being victimized at
ing sure that the order of the sf~ed vto./e11.c-e the hands of women? If so, why? Pinding the a11swer to these questions was
pieces helped to create a whole
not the point. Raising the questions was.
concept of stage combat in th<.:
in, ~- ix/l,t:J/e
Cheatha.111s efforts and dedication along with the work and commitminds of the audience, but the
i,, f; ~>
ment of the other prima1y fight directors, the ptoducer David Leong (who
order of the pieces also had to
/1.eU/ ,hzy,f;.
was also a contributing choreographer), and the ensemble of Violent Delights
accommodate many factors.
proved to be well worth their pains. Violent Delights was an overwhelming
Since a cast of twelve performed it, time for
success. For the audiences tl1is show was an eye-opening experience, It put the stage combat
costume changes and even more importancin a new light for them. It provoked thought and scirred imagination. Many commented with
ly, a bir of recuperation time for the perexcitement on the vat·ious conventions used within the show.
formers had to be allotted. Additionally; as
Violent DeLightswas a.11 exciting and innovative look at stage combat. Cheatham designed
much as this show was an artistic educationand created a show tl1at not only dcmonsttated the mastery of vai-ious weapons, fighting styles,
al endeavor it had to remain entertaining, A
and performance styles by the performers; but also explored the aestl1etics of staged violence
balanced structure had to be devised
and the crafi: of stage combat. By cleconstructing and reconstructing the art and artifice of stage
between che comedic pieces, dramatic
combat, Cheatham has tal(en audiences and ec1ncated tl1em about this discipline and has given
scenes, and aesthetic explorations. Violent
performers an unprecedented amount of respect from audience members tlu-ough education.
Delights was structured so that the audiences
Shows similar to Violent Delights are fin Jing their way to several stages either by those
were continually exposed to new experiences
involved in Cheatham's show, or those who have seen it or heard tell of it, as well as by
by carefully arranged pieces w that consecuartists who also have recognized the artistic anc1 profitable opportunity of pushing the limits and exploring the possibilities of the aesthetics of stage combat.
d
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Due to the scope of this new project,
the rehearsal schedule of the show was overwhelming. The pieces ranged from two person scenes to four or five people, to pieces
that included the entire company. Evening
rehearsal blocks were reserved for scenes
with the larger casts. Alternate rehearsal
times had to be found for the smaller pieces.
The production was seventy minutes long
with approximately fifty-five minutes of
fighting. The total rehearsal time for the
production was just under three hundred
hours. Still it was well un<ler the suggested
one hour of rehearsal per five seconds of
fighting prescribed in J, .Allen Suddeth's
book, Fight Direction in the Theatre. As with
most productions, time became the enemy.
The ca.st had several things in their favor,
such as slow motion fights, non-contact
fights and several well-trained performers.

Edito1·'s .Note: Q_uotes are typical audience comments about the show. Anyo11e interested in producing Violent

Ddights may con I ctct )cmiie Cheatham at Ct"aCheatm@au!. corn.
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A PROCESS OF
TRANSFORMATION
An interview with Marie-Heleen Coetzee
by Kevin Wetmore
Marie-Helem Coetzre was no stranger to participants at thr Banffworhshop,
her session on Zulu stick fighting was one ofthe most popul.ar offerings ofthe
pastjiw years, Coetzee herselfwas one ofthe foremost teachers ofstage combat
in South A/,ica, and she is uttempting both to bring South .,ifrica into the
intemationtt! St(!ge combat arent/ tts well c1s to de1•clop and te,1eh JjJeciJical6•
South African combatfonns. lflith others, she developed the Rendezvous South
Africa! workshop, held in Julv o/2000, t-he first international combat workshop held in South Africa, and plans to malee it an annual everzt: C.,unrmtlJ
eornpleting a doctorate in theatre at the 7e,hnikon Pretoria (she already holds degrees from
Potchejs1mom U11ivmity, University ofNr1 ta/, 1md ct lv[,stcrs fi'om I he Tr:ch11ikon), Coetzc:e tcrtchcs
movement and strrge rombat, drama and theatre in eduratirm, and drama theo,J' at the Universi!J•
of Pretoria, SAFD member Kevin mtmore recently interviewed Coe/Zee about stage combat in
South Africa, 7uJu stick fighting, and her own work tJS a teacher and choreographer.
KW: How <lid you get started on stage combat? What is your background?
l\1HC: My background is in dranu and theatre, and my focus area is stage movement. 1
came into contact with ~tage combat at the university, as part of the drama course. Through
the efforts of Marth and Prof. Allan Munro, at that time my lecturers and mentors, I spent
time in the USA, furthei- exploJ'ing the field of stage combat at workshops and thro11gh
intensive private training with Creg Hoffman. l aho spent Lime at LIMS, NY. .Since then, l
have been involved in stage combat event, when the opportunity :trisc·s. It was M:uth and
Allan who first made me aware of Zulu stick fighting, and suggested an investigation of the
art and possibilities for its use on stage.
I started lecturing at the Drama Department of Unizul [University of Zululand] in
kwDlangeza, South Africa, in 1991. Unizul's students are predominanuy African. Many of
the students come from the rural areas of kwaZulu-Natal, from whicl1 a sense of tradition,
histmy, and cultural solidarity is still ve.ry prevalent. Being trained in the Western theatre tradition, I realized that the technique :md methodologies for teaching and practicing theatre
that I am familiar with are hopelessly inadequate for the context in which 1 lecture<l an<l for
the nee<ls of the student.,, The department had a decideJly .Afrocentric approach to Lhe midy
and practice of theatre, Further, commun;illy scripted productions were wry popular with
students and audiences; as such productions generally drew directly on students' backgrow1d
and that of the audience, Music theatre and the transposition of Western classics, such as
Msomis ulviabatha, were favored above the works of Shakespeare or other prominent play~
wrights in the \Vcstcrn canon. One of the areas of my teaching that l ha<l to revisit was movcrnent, :111d as such, also the srnge combat aspect of it. Th<" production work that we were
engaged in did not ask for Sl'Vordplav or pole arms, and the political climate at that time was
not particularly fuvorable for the promotion of Western skills. ln the growing climate of cdebraLing South Africas culwral ridmtss and appreciating previously marginalized, non-

Western arl forms, it became nec~ssa1y to
emphasize a specifically South African fighting art in the field of stage combat. Such an
art could offer an alternative to Western
forms of theatrical combaL in t.erms of styk,
context, aesthetics, and technique,
l started doing basic research on Zulu
stick fighting. I documented the practice of
stick fighting, contexts, rules and protocol,
an<l training methods mainly by colkcting
oral historr in the iural ;ireas of Northern
Zululand. 'T also explored stick fighting as
theatrical event by drawing on various
;ipproaches to the study of South African
pedormance traditions as drama and tl11:atn.:,
the field or performance and tliccatrc anthropology. At that stage, no known attempt had
been made to develop, and provide written
documentation on, the specialized techniques useJ in Zulu sdck fighting as stage
combat specifically. Tl1is is not to say that
stick fighting has not been used on stage, l
started working practically with Prince
.Mnqayi, an open-minded drama student
and recognize<l stid,: fighter in his community. Generally speakin;, patri:1rchy is still
entrenched in the Zulu communities of the
areas that I worked in. Stick fighting is a
male domain, and females are actively discouraged from handling t.he sticks. PrinL:e
and I worked behind closed doors at rather
odd times. Based on these sessions, I started
experimenting with possible adaptations of
techniques for use on stage, These experimcntat.iom took form for the finL time in
Hrntor)' in 1996, a fusion of Zu.111 indla1111t
[style ~f dancing], elements of physical theatre and stick fighting which I choreographed for drama students of both sexes.
'v?hile I had 110 doubt about the educational applicability of my work I was uncertain about its pedagogical soundness, As a
result, 1 started using principles of Laban
Movement Studies lLMS] a., a rJatively muIBcu!tuml vehicle for representing stick fighting
in :m interculrural and theatric:u context, to

analyze and adaptsticldightingtcchniquesfor
use on stage, a process which was documented in my masters thesis. I believe that such a
process of adaptation and refinement is an
ongoing one that is closdy related to the the:ltrical contexts in which it is applied, and the
actual, evoh• ng ::ut that it originates from.
KW: What do you see as the major similarities and differences becween Zulu or other
African forms of combat and non-African
combat. both Eastern, such ai; G11ng-Fu or
Kenda, and Western, such as fencing,
broadsword, and rapier and dagger?
MHC: l will comment vety generally on your
quc,tion, as I do not consider myself an
authority on marital arts. I think itis neccssarr
to mention that Zulu stick fighting is one of
many forms of stick fighting in South Africa.
The Pe<li, Xhosa, Sotho, an<l Ndebele people,
for exampk, all have their own variation of
stick fighting, Zulu stick fighting itself, and
the vocabulary associated with it, is subject to
regional diflerenccs. 'fhe ethos underlying the
practice of stick lighting seetns to be a point of
cormnonaliLy across theoc cultun.:s.
In terms of differences between ~tick
fighting and other martial arts, the weapons
are the first. Stick fighters make use of induku,
a stidz Wied for striking. Induku is weighted al

the top end, but
significantly different from a
knoMierrie or sagi!a. 111c panying
stick, or ubhoko,
is longer than
induku and held
in the left band
togcthcr with a
short stick, 11msil:i
that upholds a small shield, or ihawu. The
body is aligned on the diameter of the
saggital place. The more crouched bearing
of the body and cxm.:mities in stick fighting stands in conmist to the upright
alignment
and
seemingly elongat•
ed reach of offcnsive
motions in a sport
such as fencing.
Some
other
distinctive characteristics of stick fighting
include the footwork. The left foot
leads, whereas in
Elizabethan sword-

phy the right foot leads, the weight mainly on
the back leg. It see-ms that a 1111mber of martial arts favor a stance where the weight is
evenly distributed between the leading foot
and tl1e lag foot, and offensive an<l defonsive
movements take place in for read1. Whereas
many schools of rapier and dagger mav prescribe the exact sequencing of placing parts of
the feet on the floor in an advance or retreat,
ot other footwork such as lunges, stick fighters seem to concentraLc more on the spatial
intent of the feet movement. The exact gradient of the turnout of the feet and the spacing
between the feet in motion or in stillness seem
to be of minor importanL:e. .Similarly, stick
fighters do not seem to pay 1m1ch attemion to
the distance that each fuot travels in rdation to
the distance that the other foot travels in an
advance or reu·eat. In rapier play on stage,
both fret should preferably cover equal distance and maintain the same rda6onship to
one another in the execution of these movement. For lunges in swordplay, the front knee
shoul<l be aligned over the heel, and the front
knee ~hould be: in a straight line to thi.: bad(
foot. In stick fighting, the bg foot is bent and
brought closer to the leading foot whist in
planar supination.
In terms of <l.ifferences in weapon use
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able technique. This lenience is ,1lso di8cernible in the terminology used to refer to
stick fight techniques. A nwnber of techniques do not have a term that specifically
refers to a certain technique. Similar conventions operate in Zulu cbnce, although there
are collective names that describe a particular
style of dance and its dance steps. The permissiveness in stick fighting is a physical
cxpres.sion of complex sodo-cultural d10ughLpatterns; symbolism; and aesthetic appeal. T
believe thar tl1e relative freedom of form in
this martial art is as difficult to master m1d
interpret eflectively, as any of its Western or
EasLern cow1te1Fut1,.
T<.\X': How does all thm translate into stage
practice?
MHC: 1n order to present Zulu stick fighting

and movement, the pathways that the attacking mot.ions follow in spac.:e are transverse,
fighting motions [ar1acking and dcfondi.ngj
seem to play in a frce-boilllcl baseline, with
emphasis on free flow. TI1e elbow leacL~ the
striking motion. Attacking movements in
stick fighting are designed to go around
ihawzt and the 11bho!:o, rather than tlu·ough
them 111e overall effort tendencies in stick
fighting appears to be sudden and direct.
Overall, the fighting movements fluctuate
between sttongness and lightness. Strong
movements are associated with strikes, but the
strongncss rebound into lightness in preparatory motions and invitations.
In terms of similarities to other martial
arts, stick fighting involvci, mastering Lhe body
:ind mind, tcachcS discipline and control. It
takes years of constant practice to effectively
master the art. It can be used for self-defense
or in skills tests. Combatants in both the
Eastern and Wt'.'>tern martial an.s and ZLtlu
stick fighting maintain grounded cmd dynamic balance by~preiding their legs :md lowering as stage combat a process of transformation
their ccnter of gravity. Movements are initiatacknowledging the differing emphasis of actued from the cente1~ and have an intrinsic ath- ality (stick fighting as martial art: foll contact,
lctici'im; flui<lity; and grace. Eye contact i~
drawing blood] and theatricality, become.,
wry impomnt. Some s1rategies of attacL in · imperative. The lack of ab,olu1c regimentastick fighting are comparable to a clisciplinc
tion in stick fighting can he problematic ,:vhen
such as funcing, for example, beat attacks,
attempting to develop stage combat techfeint attacks, compound attacks which are niques for '.lu!t:i stick fighting, as most stage
also used in rapier and dagger. Stick fighung
combat forms 1unclion on strictly defined
makes use of guards and invitations :Jthough
foo1w01l; target.,; placement of parries; etc.
distinct from tl10~e fuvore>d in rapier and clagThe challenge in cleveloping stage combat
ger. Also, movements resembling a moulinet techniques fur Zulu stick fighting d111S lies in
are made with the offensive stick, and footestablishing fighting techniques that are safe
\rnrk can include movemem rc.,emblanL of and theatrically viable, mid at die same time
the traverse, pass<"s, advances, retreats, lunges,
maintain the freedom of form and aesthetic
to na.me a few.
qualities that characterize Zulu stick fighting.
Generally, stick fighting seems to offer a KW: Sourh Africa is unique in having m1d
far more lenient int..:rpretarion of technique preserving a mixed heritage of indigenous a11d
1han other martial arts. The (u-t leaves great Eurupean cultures. I fow does this affect your
space for personal interpretation of the aYailwork as a choreographer and a teacher?
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MITC: Before I mminuc, I 11eed to acknowledge that my own background as a white,
female, Afril{;lans-speaking South African will
influence my perception and interpretation of
South Africa's rich cultural heritage.
Theatrical perfrmn,mce~, sin1il:ir to most
aspects of contemporaiv South African society, arc in a process of undergoing fundamental social changes in an attempt to redress the
imbalances crealed by the 1\partheid regime.
Recent attempts in South ;\fricm society to
rewrite the co11nrrv's history :md redefine
notions of ethnicity; have indicated a return to
a heliefin the value ofindigenous artistic practices. Rather than unproblcmaucally accepting or conforming to Western notions of theatrical perfonmnce, many indigenous performances have reclaimed their own aesthetic
values and theatrical amvencions as valid
e,'Xpressiuns of tl1eatrical performances. I Lhink
that theatre practitioners have an obligation ro
assist in the process of restitution and v;:ilidation of indigenous practices, by creatini;
opportunities for previously marginalized
expressions of tl1earrical performances LO be
noticed and appreciated. Zulu stid< fighting,
to me, is an example of such a practice.
The cultural diversity in South Africa is
very exciting and unique, and cru1 be a rich
source of inspiration anJ material for artists,
myself indnded. l believe that clrawi11g on
aspect:s of this diversity, or culmral traditions
and practices for use in theatre, allows for the
material presented to reach a broadet; contempormy ;mdicncc whilst aclmowledging the
background from which the material w:is
drawn. At the same time, in a country historically associated with the violation and
exploitation of indigenous cultw·es, such an
approach to theatre will necessarily be fraught

with diallenges such :is ;ivoiding cul1uml
appropriation and neo-colonialist impositions
tmder the auspices of preserving and advancing an indigenous performance tra<lition, or
dement thqeof Dccornex:wali,;,tion, exoticism, and notions of authenticity arc some of
the many problematic issues that arises from
the collision of cultures in theatre. As such,
Lheau:e praxis can have sociopolilical implications and theatre practitioners need to be sensitive to this possibility.
KW: I low- about as a teacher?
MHC: One of the central question that
emerges in my work, specifrcally due to our
multi-cultural environment, is whether transcultt1rally applicable pai·amcters for the
analysis and teaching of Lheatre and movement can be established. The search fur aped~
agogy with m1nscultural abilities, can run the
risk of becoming an alternative ,md sophisticated move ofcnlturnlimperialism. Under tbe
auspices of creating an understanding of commonalities in human movement and perfonuance, such a pedagogy may attempt to
generalize tl1e meaning and prc1cticc of for
cxampk stick fighting for stage, to the extent
that its localiLy becomes obscured. Ai; mentioned before, I believe that using principles of
Laban Movement Swdii:S may be a tr:mscul1mally viablc vehicle for exploring such apedagogy, in that the local and gene>ral in movement forms can be recogni:t.ed, Previous studies, such as the study of]ablonko and Kagan,
have shown that LI\15 c.m be used to derive
m.e,mingful interpretations from tl1e movement traditions ofvario11s cultures, and that a
separation between personal judgment mid
observation can be made.
KW: You've explained quite a bit about combat witl1in South Africa, how about the international arena. At Banff in ] 999, people were
turned away at the door from your workshop
as it was already ove!'full. fo what do you
attribute the popLtlaiity ofyourwod"'hop and
interest in Z11lu stick fighting?
MHC: The cmrent African Rentd(ranre in
South Africa [the term coined by President
Mbekil seems to have generated an increased
interest in indigenous Soutl1 African u·adirions and cultures. The Afiican Renai,srtncc
attempts to reclaim and redefine South
African ethnic identities and traditions that
have been dismembered and devaluated during the era of Aparthdd di.rough vmiorn
processe, of restiturion. T think our politic:il
climate, past and current, mav have contributed to create an interest in indigenous
practices. Stick fighting b also a form that has
not been extensively practiced ou1sidc the
houndaries of South Africa :111d thLIS relativelv

nmd. I feel passionate about the val1 te of stick
fighting. Through my classes I attempt to create an interest in, and appreciation of, tl1e rich
and vibrant an of n-iditional stick fighting
:md of stick fighting for che:1t.re. Lastly; but not
least, I had :1 very good, creative, and enthusiastic teaclling assistant, JeiTJones.
KW: Will you be back at DanfF this yem·?
MHC: Yes, m1J I am looking forward to it. l
have tremendous respect for the initiatiYe and
work of the TOSP [T ntemational Order of the
Sword and the Penl.
KW: You also organized your own international workshop in Pretoria t.bis past
July[2000], rigl1t?
MHC: Presenting an international workshop
in South Africa has been on my wish list for
some time! The lOSg specifically Pops
[David Doerscl1l a11d Brad [Wallerl, were
instrumental in making the workshop a fea..siblc reality. Rendezvous South Afi-ica! was a relatively small workshop, with about fortv particip:mts. The participants consisted mainly of
drama students and a couple of professionals.
The workshop was endorsed by 1he TOSP,
SAPVAME [South African Performers' Voice
and Movement Educators], ai1d rhe Gautcng
department of Sport, Recreation, Arts, and
Culmrc. Pops Doersch, Hunter Gates, Mardi
Munro, Janine Moss, and I instructed at tl1c
workshop. Tthink Pops and Hunter are familiar faces to your audience, and their respective
contributions to the workshop were invaluabk. Mardi is a voice ai1d movement specialist with whom Thave collaborated on various
occasions, from integrating voice and combat
in the curriculum LU presenting voice in combat for opera singers. She was also involved in
the organizational aspects of the workshop.
Janine is a movement and TIE specialist who
gave participants a memorable Trti-Bo and
structural integration warm-up! All the
i11sm1ctors literally worked for love and charity. l an1 very grateful to all die instructors for
being willing to share their skill, knowledge,
and experience. I have received an overwhelmingly positive response from the participants, and I hope di.is experience can be
repeated in 200 l. Anyone interi.;sted in spenJing a lot of your own money in order to work
yourself to death in a foreign country; give me
a call [laughs]!
KW: Now you're in the process of establishing
a socieLy for stage combat in South Africa.
How did that come about and what do yon
see as its larger role in the South African theatre world?
MHC: The idea for establishing a society for
stage combat v1 ,1s initiated and cncomaged by
the IOSP, in specific Brad Waller and Pops

Docrsch. Currently, cl1e target audience and
focus areas have been estabHshed. For tbe society to be ofvaluein Soutl1Africa, the concept,
learning content, and methods of accreditation should iJeally be approved by our
national bodies regulating sLmcbrds ,md qualifications, which can be a rathe1· lengthy
process.
1n terms of the: society's role in the Soutl1
African theatre world: As the skill becomes
more widely available, it will be used more
often. As recently as last yem~ a docurnema1y
on the histmy of Afrikaans theatre was broadcast where a pronlinent actor .interpreted a
bleeding back as an indication ofintcnsiLyand
emotional involvement in a fight sccne~a
horrifying thought. Hopefolly; tl1e establishment of a society will create an awareness of
the existence of alternative and agrteable
options! Purd1crmore, I believe we have a
social responsihility to 11se our art and :ill the
various disciplines thereof, for the benefit of
the society we live in. I would like to sec the
esLabli.s.hment of a society for stage combat
that worb towards upliftment and empowerment in South Africa bv incorporating indigenous knowledge systems tliat can be ploughed
back into the societies that they originated
from a.s a contemporary cxpru;sion of (and
aclaptatio11 or) traclitional and respected
indigenous fighting arts.
KW: Sounds exciting! ~!J.iat's on the agenda
for the fi.tture? What are your latest projects?
MBC: I am afraid thaL creativ<: project~ must
take a hacL seat to other responsibilities :1t this
st:ige. The summe>r holidavs are around the
comer, wllich I will use to complete my doctorate and assist with editing the Voice in
Violence section of the forthcoming edition
of the ¼ia· a11d S}'eech Reuiew, if evenings of
drunken debat1che1y don't interfere(laugh).
Late December it is time for Banff, an<l
towards the end ofjanuaty, 2001 T'll be taking
up a shorHenn artist-it1-r(;Sidcncy wi1.h the
University ofl'vfid1igan which prornise,1 to he
a most interesting experience and which was
initiated by Erik Fredericksen. I'll be organizing a couple of conferences during the yeat~
induding the second Rendcz:vous Somh
Africa! stage combat workshop. My usual
directing and choreography projects for the
department are spread through the year, and
in acldition to uiat l will act as movement consultanc for other <lepa.rtmcntal productions,
and d1oreograph the departmental musical. l
ain involved as choreographer and/or performer in ,some production for theatre festivals. The last part of2001 promises to be very
quiet at tl1is s~age.
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film. The '.TI1rzan novels of Edgar Rice Bunougbs, and the films
based on them, Shaka Zulu, and other narratives which present
the primitive/savage model are about as accurate
in portraying authentic African wlture an<l
combat as 11n Lion King is. When considering
violence on the stages of Africa, one is dealing
with a wide variety of cultures, some of
which extend back hundreds, if not
tl10usan<ls of years, yet arc: alw modern, technological civilizations. No
one would confuse Eli1.abethan
drama
with contemporary
British society,
though the
two are historically related. Similarly,
African drama
rdkcts African
hi,rnry, yet ts
rooted in the present for contemporary
audiences.
Many African cultures
have a history of staged ritual
violence from the precolonial
period. For example, anthropologist Margaret Thompson
Drewd describes the
Apidan,
a
masked festival perfol"mance in the:
Yoruba city of
Abeokuta
in
Nigeria. Durin~
the nineteenth century civil wars in
Nigeria, a professional warrior class developed
among the Yoruba. As a result, the Apidan festival celebrates the creation of this group by staging
an artificial battle in the cown. During Apidan performances, warrior masks (young rnc1, in traJitional baLde Jress
wearing the masks of warriors) nm through the rown accompanied by other young men who throw sticks, chairs, buckets, and
small metal objects. Drewel argues that the performance "recreates the dismption of war... [andl terrorizes people for the duration of Lhe performance, even though spectators know it is nm
real warfare" (9'7-98). Tn other words, an Apiclan performance is
ritually staged violence for the purpose of recreating the battles of
the Nigerian civil wars as a civic celebration. The audience knows
the violence is not real, although certainly one can sustain injuries
as the \Yarriors run through the town L-hrowing objects. Such ritnali-1ed violence, bowcYer, also generates an understanding of an
appreciation of stag-ed violence as part of a larger performance.
Many cultures have indigenous traditions of warrior culture
and indigenous forms of personal combat, ranging from wrestling
Lo stick fighting to war dances to sword duels. These culi:ures haw
their own weapons as well. On the African stage of today, many of

STICKFIGHTING TO
SUBMACHINE GUNS
Violence on tl1e
Africa11 Stage

h
e
stages of the nations of Africa
f]l)ed with a wide variety of plaps
and performances that incorporate a wide
variety of violence and combat. From Zulu
war dances perf<nrned in Lraditional costume
for tourists to plays which depict colonialism
and the struggle for independence, from celebrations of pre-colonial warrior culture to adaptations of European dramas such a;; uAiabatha (a
7ulu Jo/!rzcbcth) or Demer! (a Xhosa Aiedcrt)
which incorporate violimce. Numerous protest
and political plays use stage violence to demonstrate the very real and very physical effects of
colonialism, or intcrtribal warfare, or opµres:;ive
regimes. For example, in South Africa n·umcrous
anti-Apartheid plays were written and performed in
which characters fight or arc beaten or killed. In
Maishe Maponya's Gangstm, two policemen beat
and kill a strect poet, and in Sophiatown by [he
Jiinction Avenue Theatre Company in wl1ich the: violence of tsotsi life (tsotsi are black South African gangsters
of [he 1950s) is dramatized. The plays of Nobel Laureate
Wole Soyinka. routinely feature scenes of violence,
inspired by the conflicts with Nigeria. Kenyan playwright Ngugi
wa Thiongu has armed soldit'rs carrying guns :wd physically
heating their enemies in The 1/-inl of Dedan Kimathi. Tn short
African drama requires the use of a combat choreographer as
much a~ Western drama does.
Two caveats must be given, however, before surveying the use
of violence on stage in Africa. First, one must be awarl' of the
danger in generalizing about the theatre of Africa in general and
in its stage practices in particular. Africa is a continent containing
over fifty ditl:erent nations with hundreds of ethnic groups, each
witb distinctive cultures. To discuss /Jfticim Theatre is a bit like
generali?:ing about Europec:11. T/ieatre or North Ameriran Thcatrt'.
imagine linking Roman mime, the plays of lope de Vega, Samuel
Beckett, Andrew Lloyd Webber, and contemporary .l:linnish
comedy, or trying to outline the commonalities between the theatres
in Tijuana and Toronto. Second, one must be aware ot the hi~tory
of misrepresentation of Africa in \Vestern literature, theatre, and
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these forms are being used to explore indigenous culture and promote a sense of history and heritage. Zulu stick fighting, for example, is both sport and a way of settling disputes, with Just as many
attendant rituals as any European duel, 1wo sticks are used: the
isiGila, a club with a fist-sized knob at the end, used offensively, an<l
the 11m'Dhist1, a longer stid, with one end tapering to ,1 point and
the other with a sharp, chisel-like end, traditionally used defemively, and sometimes with a shield attached. The head and knees are
the traditional targets. The behavior and conduct of the combatants
are dicta.Led by tradition as well. Peter 1-\.legi report,:
A match begins with one boy challenging another.
'TI1e chaJlenge was lnsdelo, "T challenge you to fight."
If accepted, the reply would be Woz'uzithane "izninduku" (sticks un<lerstoo<l), meaning "come and take
Them, " i.e. "come ,md S(;e if you can master ms: and
deprive Jne of m,· Sticks." "Wl1en one got in a blow be
would sbour to his opponent Yivrnne ... which means,
"admit that the stick has reached you," and the One
successfully warding off a blow would shout out
I--:1.lah, meaning, Literally, "sit down," but acLL1aUy
meaning "you arc foiled." (Alegi)
All ftgbts are refereed with verv strict rules observed. Stabbing
with the sticks is forbidden as is fighting in extreme anger. Eye contact is expected to be maintained, and the fight ended and a win~
ner is declared when first blood is drawn. In the unfortunate circumstance that one of the contestants is killed, so long as the rules
were obse1ved the death is legal and the killer pays no penalty. Alegi
reports that it was in success in stick fighting contests that young
Zulu warriors would acquire tl1eir idc:ntity and repu.tation. Stick
figluing also taughL members of rhe village social value,, gender
roles, techniques of combat, and an appreciation for physical competition. [Editor's Note: See accompanying interview with MarieHeleen Coetzce for the contemporary use of Zulu stick fighting on
the stages of South Africa.]
The weapons of traditional and modern Africa arc as varied as
the weapons of the oeient or of traditional or modern Europe. As in
the West, the weapon is not simply a tool for fighting, it is in most
African cultures an indicator of social status, ofidentity of the bearcr, or of authority. It can be uscd a:s a ritual object, such as the hwi,
,1 ceremonial saber used in Dahomcvwhid1 would never be used in
actual comhat. Many central :ind ;outhern African ethnic groups
use throwing knives as currency,
the more elaborate the blade, the
higher the value of the knUe.
Such lrnive, arc: too valuable to
actnally throw or use in combat
as it devalues them (sec Hurst and
Doucette ll: Spring 81-3).
Mo~t AJrican cultures
developed rhe use of the edged
weapons fair1y early. Emil
Torday, an early twentieth century cultural anthropologist,
Jivides
the
hilted/ edged
weapons into three categories;
war swords (which were used
for actual combat), dance knives and swords (which were used
for war dances, but not actu>tl combat), and ceremonial weapons
(which were used in riLL1ab), although Spring notes there is "considerable overlap" between the thrte categories (Spring 88).

Almost eycry ethnic group has its own types of swords and
spears, the two most common weapons,
Spears come in a wide variety of sizes and designs, and are valued and used diflerently in different cultures. The spears of the
Ma:;ai of Kenya, for example, are either short or long bladed, but
always have a long shaft, up to eight fret, to be used both in combat and in defending against wild animals. The Zulu, however,
have two types of spear. The isijula is a duowing spear with a
smaller head and longer shaft. More valued however, is the iklwa,
the invention of Shaka, which is a shortc:r, stabbing spear. Spring
reports, "on pain of death, no Zulu was allowed to throw his iklwr1
or return without it from the Held of battle" (Spring 127)
Similarly, the swords ofAfrica vaiy greatly in style, design, function and value. The Berbers of Northern Algeria, for example, carried the flissrt, a long, thin ,word with only one; edge and a flat blade
(Spring 21). TI1e Masai carry swoi-ds that resemble elongated spearheads. The Yoruba developed two major kinds of sword: the jomo, a
short sword, and the ogbo or rtgedengbewh.i.ch was a three-fuot-long,
straight, double-edged sword (see Ajayi and Smith 16). The Asante
of Ghana forge qfena, ceremonial swords with a curvcll iron blade,
broad at tbe point, but tapcting at the wooden hilt, wl1ich would be
wrapped in the skin of a string-rav, making it rare and valuable as
well as well as abrasive to the hand of the wielder. In 1605 a Dutch
rra<ler by the narm: of Peter de Marees wrote of the Asante:
They tbemsdvcs ar-: very clever ,tt making ,veapons ...
[The a.frnal are four fi11ge1·s hroad, clouhle-cdged,
with a wooden hilt and pommel at the end; they
cover the hilt with goldleaf or the skin of a kind of
fish which they catd1 and which is as much esteemed
by them as gold is liy tis (Spring 56).
High praise indeed from a European for the weJpon-malcing
slcill of the Asante. In short, the arms and armor of the African
nations are as varied in design, function, and quality as the blades
of Europe or the East. Historically, Africa has had numerous battles
betweeu African nations as well a& between Africans and furopean
colonials. The weapons and armor of these nations have found their
wav onto the contemporary stages ofAfri.ca in tbe form of historical dramas, not unlil,ce the historic and historical dramas of the west.
In the fiflcenth century, trade begins between the nations of
Africa ancl die Portuguese, followed by the Dutch and the
English. These exchanges mark the introduction of firearms to
Africa. In the sixteenth century
African armies began using
muskets. Pi~tob and riHes were
intrnd\lced anll used in the
nineteenth century. Contemporary African dram,1 uses every
kind of firearm and explosive
imaginable, just as the conternpor:ny drama of the ~'est docs.
Congolese playwright Sonv
Labbu Tansi's Parenthesis of
Blood foatures submachine-toting soldiers battling with rebels,
ro givt' but a single example.
Aubrey Sekhabi and Mpumelelo
P. Grootboom's Not with My Gun explores the explosion of violence in the post-Apartheid era of South Africa as four black
South Africans find a white burglar in their house, beat him,
threaten him with a pistol which one of them bas purcl1ascd for
The Fight Master+- .b\111/Winter 2001
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home protection, and, in a scuffie over whether to use the gun on
the burglar, accidentally kill one of their own.
The wide variety of plays written and performed in the last
half-century contain a variety of scenes of violence which are
staged in different ways, depending on the production, the culture,
and the overall style of die play, ranging from the stylized dance of
uMabatha, used to simulate battles between Zulu clans, to the realistic unarmed struggles between John and Winston in their cell in
The island by Athol Fugard, John Kani and Winston Ntshona.
The gunplay in 1.he afon.:mentioned Not with 11iy Cun is extremely realistic and st:1ged for m:1ximw11 effect, as opposed to the styli1,ed (and highly humorous) presentation of the use of guns by the
SADf (South African Defense Force) in Grieg Coetzcc's White

Men with Weapons.
The violence of hiuoric: dramas can be either realistic or sLylizcd. 1o take two examples from Niged:i, which had a plethora of
historic dramas written in the 1970s exrlol'ing Nigerian historv in
the wake of the Biafran Wal', Wale Ogunyemi's Ijaye War: A
Historic Drama calls for very realistic stage violence; whereas Ola
Rotimi's Ovcnromwnn Noghrtisi relic·s upon highly chorc;ograpl1cd,
stvli1cd violence.
Ogunyemi's play tells the storv ofKurunmi, the ruler of the
ljaye Yoruba who fought a civil war against the Ibadan Yoruba
during the nineteenLh century. The text notes that the characters
dress in traditional war uniforms and carry the traditional
weapons of sword and spe~r. 111 the fourth scene of tl1e flrst act,
Kurunmi beats war captives who have dared to defy him. The
realistic dialogue and stage directions indicate that the violence is
meant to be conveyed very realistically:

KURUNMI: And this rehellious young~ter! [lli·

gives Abogunrin a blow in the stomarh}You have the
courage to go against me ... ! An vou-[holds him by
the neck] Who is your leader? Who? lGives him a hick
iu the stomach ,md immedittteiy raises his head up.J
\'{7liar bribe did you rake? \'{'hat tribute did you pay
Adelu? Speak! [He turns to ]ongban] Kill him!
(Ogunyemi 22).
The blows to the stomach and rhe rough handling of the cap1.iveo in<licaLc a real.i;;tic use of unarmed st~ige combat techniques,
not unlike those used. br the SJ\FD.
Likewise, rhe stage directions in the subsequent act outline the
playwright's vision for the large battle sequence. In this climactic
battle scene, Ogunmola, the Ibadan general, and Arawole, the son
ofKurunmi and an Ijayc general, face qch othc:r with large annics
of extr8s armed with swords and spears. "A fierce sword battle
begins" the stage directions note.

Soon, Ogunmola succeeds in knocliing the sword oJf
Arawole's hand and Arewole falls to the ground.
Ogumol11 rims his sword through Amwole's defencelo,
bl'liy(sic) (Ogunretni 46).
Again, Ognnyemi's play calls for realistic fight choreography
including a disarms and a kill, in addition to all of the secondary
and background fights taking place during the battle.
Conversely, however, Ola Rocimi avoids :my realistic depiction of battles or combat i.n his hist0tic:il drama Ovom·omwen
Nogbaisi. Ovonromwen was the monarch of the Benin Empire
when the British attempted to subjugate them during the colonial
era. RoLimi's play cells of tl1e fall of the Empire and the deieat.,
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~rrest, and death of the Oha[King] Ovonromwen Nogb~isi. The
climactic battle in the second acl in which tl1e Benin arc defeated
has but two combatants: Ologboscre, the general of the Benin who
carries au ada, a traditional staff which is tl1e symLol of the Benin
Empi:re, and f\Ioor, the British Consul-General. l Icre is how
Rotimi stages the battle.

British martial music again; subliminal Benin war
drums. Consul-General Moor appears, bearing the
British flag jlown .fom a medium-length pole. He
t1tlvai1ces towrtrd Ologboscre who .,terfarward also, the
two approaching centre stage. Grtting thrre, they both
stop, some two yards apart. Low lights on Oba
Ovonromwen watching the imminent confrontation.
h1r a briefwhile, Ologboscre and ivloor stand glaring at
er1ch othc;: Then, first slowly, d,e movewen I buildi11g U}!,
they begin to stalk each other· feline malevolencr'.
Suddenly, the attack-the stems oftheir national symbols
strike together, and lock. Pressure ir applied on both sides.
For a while, a stalematc... thcn oscil/atiou, a;, the ow:
strains to w!'igh down the othr:1: .l1t l1rt...grac!ual6,
painfulbi Ologbosere begi,ns to give ground, sinking !owrr
and /,ewer under the oppressive muscles ofhis opponent.
British martial music swellr forth, drowning the
already dying beats o/Bmin war drums. Booms o/caumm fire jiom the Rriti,h artilloy, offitage. In thflt instant,
Moor's soldirrs-predominantly blacks lr'd bv British
o-/ficers-poitr onto the stage from alt directions with a
deafening huzzah, wildly brandirhing flaming torches.
Ologbosen: ducks and takes to his heels. Moor iu hot purs11it, his soldim fo!kwing 1Jictorious!J (Rotimi 13).
Rotimi relies upon specific, symbolic combat in orde1· to theatricalize the historic battle between British and Benin.
Interestingly, Rotimi has also written an historic drama on the
life of Kurw1mi. Preparing for the final battle between ljaye and
Tbaclan, the ljaye warriors in full battle gear perform a combat
dance. Rotimi's stage direction warns the director: "Expert choreography is needed for all war dance sequences in this ad'(Rotimi 62).
While the actual battle takes place offstage, the preparation for war
calls for highly :ikilkd mock-fight dances that are performed with
weapons. While the c'Xpcrt chorcograp.hy Rotimi calls for is for war
dances, part and parcel of the war dance is the use of weapons and
shields in simulated combat as part of the dance.
Yet another African drama which utilizes war dances and symbolic violence is Wekome f\ fsomi's uMrtbatha, :1 Zulu adaptation of
Shakespeare's J\.1acbtth, First written and performed in 1970, a
1995 revival of the play toured tl1e world. Following the stol'vline
of Macbeth, Msomi's play chronicles the rise of Mabatha, a Zulu
chieftain who murders Dungane, the Zulu king. The offatage battle which begins Shakespeare's play is transformed in act one, seen,:
two of uMahathtt into "a war dance- and a battle of tvYo impi.<"(7).
An impi is an age-set regiment of Zulu warriors which one was born
into and remained in for lite, and in Msomi's play, two groups of
actors cl.rcsseJ in traditional Zulu war costume and carrying assegai,
the shon Zulu speat~ engage in a stylized war dance which shows
Mabathis wa.rriors defeating rhe wai-riors of the renegade chief.
South African drama docs not merely have traditional and/or
large battle scenes. Just as the stage violence of the United States
exist> in a wide continuum of reali~m, ritual, :;ymbolism, and petform ,mcc, both armed and unarmed., both with traditional
weapons and with modern weapom, so, too, does the African stage

of 2001 have a variety of violences. The examples culled for this
article are primarilv from the theatres of Nigeria and South Africa,
as those are the nations witl1 which the author is most familiar. But
an exploration of tl1e drama of any nation in Africa will also reveal
the wide variety of plays and pcrform,mces and the aucn<lant stage
violence, whether realistic or stvli7cd, which is so richlv manifested
in those theatres. Stage violen~e of the African theat;e has a very
rich wuree of knowledge and technique that, as the choreographe1:s
and combatanlli of the Western theatre look for new and difforent
experiences, will prove a guiding light and usctul rcsomcc.
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at opportunities those four words, "They fight;
Tybalt falls" offers the fight director. How do they
ght? What do they fight with?
At the Univer,ity of Nevada Las Vegas \Vinter Stage Combat
Workshop, the students fight the above with rapier and dagger.
This choreographed fight will be the unofficial final after a week of
learning the basic forms of stage combat th.at include, unarmed
combat, broadsword, smailsword, rapier and dagger, quarterstaH;
sword and ,hidd, ,word and cape, a case of swords and rapier and
dagger. This p.irtirnlar fight is L:Xecnted (no pun intended) thusly:
Romeo attacks Tybalt with a running charge while executing an
outside moulinet. Tybalt executes a ha.If volte, coupled with a rapier
Parry 2 an.cl dagger Parry 7, c:ausing Romeo w fly harmlessly past.
They circle each other to gain the grmmd adva.ntage. Suddenly,
Romeo attacks with a pass and a rapier cut to Tybalt's left Rank, folfowe<l irnme<liately with a pass and dagger thrust at his right leg.
Tybalt casually executes a dagger Parry 4 with a pass back followed
by a croise, and another pass back with rapier holding Pany 2 an<l
dagger thrust (off line) at Romeo', face. Romeo executes a clumsy
backwards avoidance. The above two phmse d' armes (a continuous
sequence of fencing action) might last ten secon.<ls(not connting the
circling to gain ground position), the entire fight might last all of flve
or six phrase d'arme~: two or three minutes. This does not sound like
a loL, but in fencing time, onstage, it is a lifetime.
Tlie \v'inter Stage Combat Workshop spon.sored by the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas, under the direction of Gregory
Hoffman, fight director and certified teacher with the SAPD and
Te<l Sharon, also a certified teacher with the SAID, gave each student the techniqLJes (wiLh che assistance of interns Gwynne
Hanagan and Artie Bergeron) that allowecl him to survive, or to die
with magnificence, beauty; control (safety) and believability.
The workshop was divided into beginning and intermediate/advanced groups. Each group works all the weapon.s, but
each at its own speed. The day is divided into ninety minute
classes, with fifteen minute breaks between each cfoss. A tvpical
<lay would proceed in the following maimer:
8:30-10:30 Group warm-up,.footwork and unarmed combat
10:30-10:45 Brea!(
10:45-12: 15 Dro:1dsword
12: 15-1:30 Lunch Break
1:30-3:00 Rapier and Dagger
3:00-6: 15 Break
3: 15-4:45 Smallswor<l
4:45-G:OO Dinner Break
6:00-7:00 Quc1rterstaff
7:00-8:00 Knife Fighting
8:00 Group Review, Release and Relaxation.
The first few days were physically demanding for the beginners,
as most of them liave not spent a lot of time developing combat
muscles and flexibility. Tt was no small thing to swing a broadsword
for ninety minutes. Most new students were sore for a couple of' days,
although eve1y student polled thought it was a good soreness. This
is not to say Jiat Hoffman and Sharon were operat.ing a torture
ch;imbcr, Quire d1c contrary; rhey constantly stress that if anyone

has a bad back, bad knees, not to do the exercise that will cxacc1h1te
it. They stressed safety in exercising, rehearsal and performance.
Many times during the weclc, either I Ioffman or Sharon would
stress that if a particular move was uncomfortable, over complex in
rdation to the combatant'5 ability, or causes physical pain, not to do
it as tl1cre were hundreds of otl1cr options that would work in its place.
A primary device that Hoffman and Sharon used in relation to stage
combat rehearsal was to instruct the students to take it slow, talk each
other through every move, and take it slow. 'fhe redW1dancy in the
previous sentence is <lclibcrak, How many time.-, has one viewed a
fight of some kind in performance that looks 11nfi11ishcd, unpolished and unreal? The reality was that most of the time the participants have not taken the time to learn the choreography well. They
learned the basic moves with no attention to detail, and the fight
showed it. If one learned nothing more from the workshop, one
learns that this is not rhe way to chorcogr:iph or rehearse a fight.
In addition to the weapons work, the entire workshop did
warmups, footwork, quarterstaff, knife fighting and unarmed combat together. This arraogment, under the direction of Hoffman a.ncl
Sharon, allow1:d the novices a chance to wotk with more advancc:d
students, and allowed the more advanced students to mentor beginners. This was mutually heneficial; the beginners learned technique
and the mentor's game became cleaner as they observed, advised,
and made adjustments. Most teachers wili tell you they have learned
more by teaching than as a student.
After a couple of days learning the terminology for the forms,
lines of attack. types of parries, ancl footwork, the beginners sta1ted to
put the moves together in a series offencing tempos or rhythms. This
is the time it takes to execute one or more phrased' armes such as
attack., pany ,md reposte. The imerme&1te studcnts started doing
phrasf d'ai-mes by the en.cl of the fast day. Depending on the level of
the class these tempos are put together to form a choreographed fight
sequence. If this sounds like a lot, it wru;, So much information was
covered in the week, and almost all of it wa.s new to the students.
l'viost students did not have a strong background in swordfighring,
and even those with a histoty of frnci11g had to unfeam quite a bit to
be a sucm~sful stage combatant. For example, the goal in foil fencing
is the drive the tip of the blade (assuming the tip is not blunted) into
the target six inches. Thc.refo.re, one wants to physically touch the
opponent. In stage co1nbat, the goal is to miss the physical target by
at feast a foot, but give the impression through hody position (attitude) a11d the parry that the threat is teal, but body contact with a
blade is never made. Remember, the goal is first and foremost: safety.
One might be thinking, "OK, su what's the big <leal?" Anyone
shoulLl be able to learn some forms and a fight in a week of intensive training. This may or may not be true, depending on one's
k'Vel of expertise, and the emphasis was placed on it as a work in
progress, not a finished fight, 1:eady foi- performance. However, the
Winter Stage Combat Workshop Laught much more than one
form and one fight. A ,rnrld of difference exists in the footwork
alone (not to mention swo1·d work) between smailsword and
broadsword. Participants learned some forms and a fight for
nnarmed combat (street fight), broadsword and. rapier and dagger.
Most participants left excited, informed, somewhat experienced
and :mxious to continue. Partici-p:mto wi11 add Lo and further
develop an<l sharpen the beginning skills they were exposed to at
the Winter Stage Combat Workshop. The forms in stage combat,
like foil fencing are easy to learn, but difficult, .at the same time
very enjoyable (in th-: doing) to ma~ter.
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THE DELONGIS METHOD

by 1V1erry D. Starr and Lars Lunde
MEDIEVAL COMBAT

hy Hans Talhoffer:
Translated bv Mark Rector
;

Review by Ken Mondschein
Reprinted with permission ftorn the
ilssociatiun ofHistorical Fencing website
(wwu:ahfJ.o;g)
Mark Rector's
unprecedented translaLion
of
Hans
Talhoffrr's fifteenth-century
fechtbuch, or fighting manual
entitled Medieval Combat,
1alhoffer's work has only previously been available in ,t nineteenth-century Getman translation of the original medieval
Swabian, and, more recently, an
upJ.ated German edition. Bringing this
work for the first time to an Englishspeaking audience is a gteat service to
the historical foncing community, and Mr.
Rector is cruly to be commended.
Of course, the main problem with understanding Talhoffcr was that he is so medieval.
The original manuscript wa, not intended for
ptiblic education, and was not organized in a
step-by-step pedagogy intended to explain a
method or' fighting to readers who are othcrwi,e unacquainted with the milieu of the fifteenth-century Swabian nobleman. Rather, the
manuscript was probably intended to serve,
amongst other things, as a mnemonic aid for
Lhe reaJ.er, who had pre~umably alrea<ly paid
for Master Talhoffer's .services. Accordingly,
Mr. Rector' work was by necessity not a literal
word-for-word transliteration, but rather a
looser interpretation that enables the reader to
understand the meaning of the ~omewhat
obscure origin:il passages. Some liriefbur excellent instructions observing general practices
and methods of the German longsword school
were also included.
Talhoffor's actual fighting technique covers
multiple forrns of m.ayhem, including
longsword, poleax, sword and buckler, and various types of judicial duel. Mounted swordsmanship an<l wwstling are also foaLure<l. The original
art, reprndttced clearly for this volume, clearly
shows the brutal C'ffectivcness of the meditval
The Fight Master---+--- Fa!l/Winter 2001

1./Je clash of blades, the ring ofsteel on steel:
1wo swordsmen engaged in a dead!,y duel display theii' prowess
with the weapon iu hand.

ans of war. Ml'dieval Combat is sure to prove an interestinf!;
source not just to students of historical swordsmanship, but also
to historians, art historians, and costume designers, if only for
the value of these diverse illustrations.
Overall, the tr:tnslation nnd interpretation seem clean and
well thought-out. No flights of fancy exist, and all interpretations are based on the source and on cold, hard knowledge. Mr.
Rector thoughtfully includes the original Swabian in an appendix, so that interested parties may check his translation.
flo·wevcr, very Few people. eYen scholars, are well-acqL1ainted
with medieval German dialects, it would seem that one wav to
improve Medieval Combat in the second edition would b~ to
provide both a near-literal translation at rhe top of each plate,
complete with the origin;.Ll .Swabian technical terms, and an
expanded intetpret:ttion at the bottom.
Medieval Combat is a very solid and extremely impressive
work. It is well worth the purchase price for anyone interested
in this era.

MEDIEVAL
COMBAT
A P:i£teentb~Ceutury JU1.1stt·atcd Mal1u,il of
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This is Lhe prelude to an outst:inding set of
two cducitional videotapt>s on The
DeLongis Method: Rapier for the Stage and
Screen and Broad Sword for the Stage and
Screen. Though these tapes are not a substitute for a real-life tc:acher of choreographed
swordplay, thev are comprehensive teaching tools to further the interest of actors,
hobbyists or anyone who wishes to increase
their skills, knowledge and enjoyment of
thi, fascinating sport. With skill6 learned
during a twcntv-seven year career as a professional teacher/trainer, choreographer,
actor and fight director, Anthony De Longis's method is crisp, clean,
clear and pnxise in all facet', of the execution of swordplay. The lesson6 arc inL<"resting. E1·en an intermediate student of the sword
would pay rapt attention with 1'.'ach lesson as the instruction
advanced frorn the most basic moves through the flashy techniques
that are actually simpler than they look.
Mr. DcLongis strongly ,rre.,ses d1e safety factor again and again
tluougbout both tapes; cver)'thing from maintaining the proper distance to tips on how to safely avoid a variety of common pitfalls and
stumbling blocks. This is accomplished without Delongis preaching to the viewer. Another important consideration that is stressed is
W1ci..:rstanding each lesson as completely a.s pmsiblc before moving
on to tl1c next one. This is imperative becaw,e each lesson builds
upon the skills and knowledge gained in the ones preceding it.
Rapier for the Stage and Screen should be studied first as the Broctd
Sword tape builds on the techniques presented in the former. Both
t,tpes end with an impressive finale of all the lesson, learned therein.
Whfn one Yiews the What You'11e Learned stctions, ont' sees how all
the moves developed, skills learned and knowledge gained come
together and combine. The viewer finds himself thinking, I fey, I can
Jo this too!
Be sure and leL the Brurid Swoid tape run all d1e way through
the c1·edits because the Out 7akcs arc sure to bring a smile to one's
fuce or even make one laugh. They show a very pe1·sonable and likable side of this gentleman of the sword. With both of these tapes,
Anthony DeLongis excels at sharing hii, passion and knowledge of
the ways of che blade with Lhe vie,vcr to the point that it is almost
like having :i friend come into one'.<: home to teach, support, and
encourage one's efforts, a friend that wants the ,~tudent to stay safe,
while having fun, enjoying himself and learning how to sword fight.
The tapes are highly recommended for one'~ pt.ivatc library.
They inspirt the viewer to go on and learn as much. as be pm;sibly
can. The tapes are full of ,vonderfol, informative, interesting and
inspiring lessons from a master swordsman.
Any actor hoping to break into movies should consider these
tape., as a sound precursor to serious fight instruction.

1180 I olsorn Sttcct, Sm, Fmncisco, CA 94103 (if 15) 8(i3-79 ll
Ca,alog available
wwvr,amfonce,uiiu

Arms .uul Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413 (612) '\31-6473
Custom weapons, catalog available
WW\V,a1't11()f,COIU

EDGES 2
6805 l'mnwi Parkwa)\ Riverdale, MD 20737 (301) 306-0191
W\YW,t1•uininghladc'>,(OJ11

Fiocchi Sword Cutlery
305 East St.ate Street, Athens, OH 45701 (740) 593-4263
Custom 1.vl!apo11s

Mark Haney

6000 J Street. Sacramento, CA 95819-6069
\916) 278-62.87 (916) 328-3738 (Pager)
Handtnade broadf>wo1'd<.

Limelight Editions

118 E.1it 30th Sti·eet,NewYnrk, NY 10016 (212) 532~5525

Publisher: Sw11shhuckli11gby Rich,11·dJ. lane

No Quarter Arms
Dennis Graves; Swordcutler
255 South 11st Street, Boulder, CO 8030J (30.l) 49'1-4685
Sales and rents!. Cstalog

Purpleheart Armoury
6307 Lipps Lane, J.-lousto11 TX 77041 (713) 983-8124
I-J:11'dwood Pastern ;uul Western weapons, ,Steel

Jn;lilk

WWW, woodenswords,com

Rogue Steel
Neil Masse)

3738 Illanchan AYC, Brookfield, IL 60513 (708) 485-2089
ndl@rogi1cs1cel.com

Starfire Sword.s, Ltd,
74 RailroadA,-enue, Spencer, NY .148&3 (607'1 589.-721/4
Brnadswotds, daggei·s, poloarms, etc. Oullae catalog
w,,,w,stflrf1re~worc1~.con1

Swoi'd and Anvil, foe.
Steve Vaughan
3400 Broadway, Ab.aivlcr, l'\Y 1 i00S (716) 591-3673
Custom broadswotds

Triplette Competition Arms
101 liast Main Street, Elkin, NC 28621 (336; 835-777·1
Catalog available

www.triplette.com

Virginia Comnionwealth University

ii

School of the AJ:t ~, Dq.mrttncnt of Theatre
922 Park Avenue, POBmc 842524, Rklnnond, VA 2:)284-2524 (804) 828151'1
www. Yct1.t(lt1/ar1 web/" f'heati:e

!i
ii

Vulcan's Fo1-,ge

!:I

Lewis Shaw, Proprietor
3;l0 West 2Jrd Su:cet, Baltimore, MD 212.11 (HO) 2.35-0905
T.onnfeSC(tlJaol.com

::1

Weapons of Choice

1'1

Na1,a, CA 92083

(707) 226-2845

Replica ,qwor(fs & guns, coo.1bat and dress; Sales &- rentals, catalog available

Western Stage Props
3945 W: Reno Ave, Suite I\ L~s Vegas, NV 89ll8 (800) 858-5568 (702) 873-1100
BLmk & rubber guns, breaL aways 1 wl1ips, i:tc. Catalog avnilablc
www.WcsternStageProps,co1n

,I!
I
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Advertised and Regional ·workshops
Wh.1ter Stage Combat Workshop
De1,,~n1ber 30, 200 l~fantmry 5, 2002! SA.FI) & U!livtrsity of Nevid<½. Las \i'egis, NV
(702). 89'h}662 mvw,safd,org

Put to the
Test
Results of the SAFD's Proficiency Skills Tests
DAte

Location

Instructor
Ac!Judirntor
Person Tested
Weapons Profkiency
RD Rapier (i;>; D,;.gger
UA
Unarmed
QS Quarterstaff
SS
Smallsword
6S Broadsword
S&S Sword & Sl1leld
KN Knife
SiS
Sing[1; Sword
Renewal
Renewal of N:tor/c:oinbatant status
Ex11JT1irter's Award
fo.r
Ex,c;ellence
EAF.
-..
.

Winter Wonderland Workshop

Fehruaiy 1~3, 2002, 'The Chi<::ago Mob" Chkngo, lL
(708) f,>(50,.,06:36 ¢'.'.hiefl,gowww@aol.oom.

Canadian National Workshop

JuneJ..June 15, 2.002, Fight DhectoJ'B Canad~., 1hwnto, Ca,nada
(41 G) 979-;()00 ~t.. 453,3 wwvv:,f<lc.,a

IULV 2000
July I
James Brown
R. Yeager

International Stunt School

. Ju.J:1e; '?t•·2,21 Augt1,H 19·S~pt@mbex 7, 2002} Unlt~d Stuutn~n'\) ~so.~fatioi1.i Ever!.'!tt~ WA
·

(425.). 29Q..~9957 \:VWW,StUllC$ClwoLcom

June 15~28~ 2002, SAFD & Ce1ebraticm Bmn Thc;atr~, Sm,.1~h Pads, ME
(207) 7'4.B-8452 www.safd.org

National Stag@ Combat Workshops
Teacher Training Workshops
Su.mmer SlfngVl

. Au.gust .22~l5i 20Dl, Flgh,w4 & I~a~~ Univer,lityt N1;w York City, NY
.
(718) 788~4957 ~vw,safd,Q.J:j

.

Fall 2()02\ 5/\BDand The Univt1r$h:y of,th~ Mrs., 'PhJladdphii; PA
, ·,.
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Dale Girard

ss
R&D SS BS
R&D BS

NOVEMBER 2000
November 18
Los Angeles Fight Academy
Payson Burt
Carisa Aceyt~rno

FEBRUARY
February 11

July g,,zo,. 2QQ2, SA.PO &, Unlv~rsity of Nevada,~LJ8 Vega~, NV
('702) $95 ..3662 wWW1.sa&l.grg

P,hiladelphta Stage Combat Workshop

SEPTEMBER 2000
September 17 Philadelphia Stage Combat Wkshp
John Bellomo, Charles
Conwell, John Mc Farland
Al Foote Ill
Tom Conroy
S!anton Davis

Natkmal Ftght Directors Training Proiram
Actor Ensemble Wortshops

Video
Richard Raether
R&D UA

David Boushey
RD UA

2001

University of Cnlifornla/lrvlne
Christopher Villa
Brian Byrnes
Jon Dolton
R&D UA KN
Cory Rayala
R&D UA KN
Jeff McDonald
R&D UA KN
Nathan Makaryk
UA KN
Cynthia Beckertt
R&D UA
Joseph Osheroff
R&D UA
Crista Flanagan
R&D UA
Gregory Ungar
R&D UA

MARCH 2001
March 1
Brad Waller
Casey Kaleba

Video
David Boushey
SiS KN

APRIL 2001
April 7 Marymount College London Centre
Richard Ryan
Drew Fracher
Lindsay Bellock
SiS
Amber Wiley
SiS
Keely Flynn
SiS
Ben Rossen
SiS
Joshua Nelson
SiS
Curtis Confer
Sis
Cynthia v\/hitworth
SiS
j. Steve Nys
SiS
Frank Smith
SiS
Francesca Allman
SiS
Kevin Lamb
SIS
Damon Vecci
SIS
Katharine Vary
SiS
Sarah Kennedy
SiS
Joanne Seelig
SiS
l(risten Bedard
SiS
James Elliot
SiS
Joelle Parrott
SiS
Kathryn McMahon
R&D(EAE) SS UA
Eleanor Kaufman
R&D(EAE) SS UA
Casey Wilson
R&D SS
Louisa Jensen
R&D SS UA
Ron,1ld Tc1ylor
R&D SS

Andrew Doyle
l(aolan Bilss
Doug Boes

Aprll 8
Gregory Hoffman

Tucker Sonoma
Areta Wang
Karl Ramsey
Kimberly Basso
April 8
Charles Coyl

Anne Foldeak
Jessica Hester
Dan Marco
Luis Rosi!
David Schmidt
Donald Preston
Symmonie Steger

R&D SiS SS UA
SS UA
R&D SS
San Francisco
Beardsley
SiS SS QS
SiS SS QS
SiS SS QS
SiS SS QS

J.R,

Actor's Gymnasium
David Woolley

l<N
KN
SS KN
S&S
KN
SS S&S

ss

April 14
Crawtlsh Boil at Louisiana Tech
Mark Guinn
Brian Byrnes
Ray Rodriguez
QS
Joe Falacco
QS
Nicole Godino
R&D UA
Kenneth Harrelson
R&D UA
April 20
Mark Guinn
Tiza Garland
Christina Northrup

Video
Dale Girard
SiS UA KN
SiS UA KN

April 24
The Lee Strasberg lnstitute/NYU
J, Allen Suddeth
Dale Girard
Junior Carvalho
UA
Marianne Brenner
UA
Julie Schubert
UA
Stacy Endman
UA
Jon Schneider
UA
Jeannie Andresal<es
UA
Lukas Loughran
UA
Preston Brooks
UA
James Heffron
UA
Julia Sullivan
UA
Sven Waasner
UA-EAE
Oliver Haller
UA-EAE
Bat Parnas
UA
Charlotta Mohlin
UA
Jonathan Drury
UA-EAE
Bryan Jennings
UA-EAE
Jordon Mou,sowos
UA
Adelaide Sousa
UA
Slava Kolpakov
UA
The Shakespeare Theatre
April 26
Erik Fredricksen
Brad Waller
Mark Cohen
R&D SiS UA
Bill Davis
R&D SiS UA Q5
Saskia deVries
R&D SIS UA QS
Ross Dippel
R&D SiS UA QS-EAE
Brendan Farrell
R&D SiS UA QS
Kimberly Gilbert
R&D SiS UA QS
Paul Hope
R&D SiS UA QS-EAE
Christopher Marino
UA
Stephen Marlin
UAQS
Kim Martin-Cotton
R&D SiS UA-EAE
Sean Mullan
R&D SiS UA QS
Ashley Strand
R&D SiS UA QS

Richard Watson
Susiln Wilder
Gabra Zackman
Marc Nelson

R&:D SIS UA
R&D SiS UA-EAE
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA Q5

April 27
Brent Gibbs

University of Arizona

Emily Allen
Dana Armstrong
Matthew Bailey
Jennifer Bazzell
Ricky Coates
Jim Driscoll-MacEachron
Josh Fowler

Marissa Garcia
Hunter Connors-Herm
Dana Jepsen
David Lee
jay Meyer
Aaron Mule
Erica Newman
Sarnh Schewe
Tami Torok
Crhlina Ulloa

David Woolley
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA l(N

ss

R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
BS KN
SS BS
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA

KN

KN
KN

KN
KN
l<N
KN

April 28 The Hartt School/University of Hartford
Date Girard
J. Allen Suddeth
Caley Oakes-Bisson
R&D UA KN
Jonatha11 Hack
R&D UJ\
Kate Dillingham
R&D
Derek IY!artin
R&D UA KN
Josh l<jolhede
R&D
Orin Wolf
R&D
Benjamin Anthony McGrowty IV
R&D
Ilona Farkas
R&D
April 28

Noble Blades-Washington DC

David "Pops" Doersch

Adam Konowe
Al Myska
Joyrn Peifer
l<evin Robertson
April 28
James Brown

Celeste Den
Don Makowski
l<url Taylor
Nick Yowarski
Henrique Ramos
Staphen Vendettc
Brian Natale
Mer·edilh Maddox
Jill Mueller

Dale Girard

R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D

UA
UA
UA
UA

BS
BS

UJ\

R&D SiS
R&D SiS
R&D SiS
R&D SIS

UA
U/\
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

MAY 2001
May 1
Southern Methodist University
William Lengfelder
Briiln Byrnes
Erin Neal
R&D UA
Joey Steakley
R&D UA QS
Hunter Steiber
R&D UA QS
Morgan Dower-Pearl
R&D UA QS
Erin Knight
R&D UA
Jeanette Cahill
R&D UA QS
Sarah Hoyer
R&D UA QS
Carrie Sparks
R&D
Jill Matezan
R&D UA
Jessica Carroll
R&D UA
Chris Matthews
QS
Jal<P Mi11ton
R&D QS

The fight Master-+-- Fall/\'i7inter 2001
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University of Florida
Brian Byrnes

R&D SIS
R&D SiS
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Aaron Roberts
Billy Gill
Hiedi Ferren
Matt Wahlquist
Karissa Vacker
Shannon Mclemore
Liza Gonzalez
Andy Schneider
Rachel Harper
Jennifer Spillane
Yorke Frye1·

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

May2 University of Illinois at Urban11-Champaign
Robin McFarquhar
David Woolley
Clayton Cogswell
UA
Cara Mantella
R&D SS UA
Nan Hennig
R&D SS UA
Nick Russo
R&D SS UA
Keith Bolden
R&D SS UA
Tinashe l<ajese
R&D SS UA-EAE All
May4
Charles Coyl
Santosha Chantal
J.J. Pido
Parvesh Checna
Regina Depke
Jared Dennis
Tiago Velho
Elizabeth Styles
Matt Walley
Alexandra Goodman
Elizabeth Middleton
T. Adam Goos
Jenny Fitts
Molly Meehan
Cara Dutko
Emily Predny
Kerri Van Auken
Michael Macias
Adam Meredith
Mason King

Roosevelt University
Brian Byrnes
R&D UA(EAE) l<N(EAE)
R&D UA(EAE) KN(EAE)
R&D UA KN
R&D UA l<N
R&DUA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

May 5
Bruce Lecure
Jackie Schmillen
Andrew Goldenberg
Rob Egginton
Cara Gambardella
Elise Wincorn
Andy Hartsman
Christina Vala
Joe Tomasini
Josh Fiedler
Lillie Klein
Casey Young
Erisa Byrd
Trevor Tamashiro

University of Miami, FL
Brian Byrnes
QS
R&D UA QS
UA QS
QS
R&D QS
R&D UA
R&DUA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UAQS
R&D QS
R&DQS
QS
R&D UA

May 5
New Mexico State University
Timothy Pinnow
Erik Fredricksen
B.J. Anderson
R&D UA
Patia Bartlett
R&D UA
Shane Bennett
SiS-EAE
Stephen Bradley
SiS-EAE
Sarah Burns
R&D SiS UA
Michael Dick
UA
Meghan Dickc1·son
R&D SiS UA
Melissa Fendell
R&D SiS UA
Thomas Gibson II
R&D SiS UA
John Hand
R&D SiS UA
Sean Hobbs
R&D UA
Maria Jordan
UA
Toby Minor
R&D SiS UA-EAE
Kevin Mitchell
R&D SiS UA
Jocelin Meesenburg
SiS-EAE

46

Jennifer Perrotta
Christa Popovich
Kendra Schiller
Diane Stern
Daniela Vestal
May 7
John Bellomo
Davey White
Eric Courtwright
lv1icl1ael Baker
l<aleo Bird
Shawn Murphy
Nancy Eyerman
Brooke Lucas
Heidi Brown
Marla Burkholder
Lindsay Smiling
Melody Tash
Tobias Segal
Amina Robinson
Lawrence Stallings
May 11
Brian Byrnes
John Smetak
Tina Gramann
Ann Harlan
Alex Cisne
Christopher Wright
Laura Vasquez
Justin Phillips
Carlos Flores
Ron Temple
Henry Wilson
Alan Hall
Kristina Short
Ryan Heitzman
Leraldo Anzaldua
Janel Badrina

R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA-EAE
R&D SiS UA-EAE
R&D SiS UA-EAE
R&D SiS-EAE
Temple University
J. Allen Suddeth
UA KN
UAKN
UA l<N
UA l<N
UAl<N
UA l<N
UA l<N
UA l<N
UA KN
UA l<N
UA l<N
UA l<N
UA(EAE) l<N
UA(EAE) l<N
University of Houston
David Leong
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS
UA
UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
SiS UA
SiS UA
Sis
SiS

May 12
University of the Arts
Charles Conwell
J. Allen Suddeth
Ah ren Potratz
SiS SS QS(EAE) S&S
Rosemarie Petrecz
SiS l<N
Erin Weaver
SiS(EAE) SS QS(EAE) S&S(EAE)
Nicholas Leinbach
SS QS(EAE) l<N(EAE)
Gretchen Jameson
SiS(EAE) SS QS l<N(EAE)
Lisa Rinaldi
SiS QS(EAE) S&S l<N(EAE)
Chrlsopher Roberts
SS QS(EAE) S&S l<N(~AE)
Christopher Arnold
R&D UA BS
Brett Donohue-Barrett
SS QS(l:AE) S&S l<N
Kevin Cammarata
R&D UA l<N
Michael Gatto
R&D UA BS
Sarah Strasser
R&D UA
Cory Bova
R&D UA BS
· Clayton Haske
R&D(EAE) UA l<N
Alicia Rice
R&D UA BS
Tiffany Hensley
R&D UA BS
Dennis Mosley
R&D UA
David Johnson
R&D(EAE) UA
May 12
Ted Sharon
Leo Goodman
Baron Vaughn
Robyn Levine
l<ate Place
Leslie Bennett
Benjamin Sands
Andrew Sneed
Brandon Murphy
Paul Cortez
Noah Starr
Elizabeth Gorman
Mehera Blum

The Fight Master --I--< Fall/Winter 2001

Boston University
Dale Girard
UA l<N
UA l<N
UAl<N
U/1 l<N
R&D UA l<N
UAKN
R&D UA l<N
UAl<N
UA l<N
UAl<N
R&D UA l<N
UA l<N

May 13
American Conservatory Theatre
Gregory Hoffman
J.R. Beardsley
Doug Nolan
BS
Melissa van Siegel
R&D UA BS
Michael Chmiel
R&D UA BS
Megan Rice
R&D UA BS
Heidi Armbruster
R&D UA BS
Michael Davis
R&D UA BS
Jed Orlemann
R&D UA BS
Sky Soleil
R&D UA BS
Chris Ferry
R&D UA BS
May 13
Flghts4/New York University
J. David Brimmer, Michael Chin,
Brian Byrnes
Ricki Ravitts, Robert "Tink" Tuftee
David Austin
QS
Christopher Boldon
R&D UA BS
Barbara Brandt
l<N
Carrie Brewer
KN(EAE)
Chase Cohen
QS
Val Eads
UA
Matt Gordon
R&D UA BS
James Hesla
QSl<N
Denise Hurd
BS QS l<N(EAE)
Tony Javed
R&D UA BS
Jenny Lambert
R&D UA BS
Meron Langsner
R&D UA BS
Zorikh Lequ idre
BS
Mary Molloy
QS
l_ance Olds
R&D(EAE) UA(EAE) BS
Alexandra Ornitz
R&D UA BS l<N(EAE)
Ray Rodriguez
KN(EAE)
!<ate Schafer
R&D UA BS
Andrew Smereck
R&D UA BS
Erin Treadway
QS
Lauren Ahrold
R&D UA BS
Zach Calhoun
UA
Tara Canny
UA
Joe Felice
R&D UA BS
Eddie Gonzalez
UA
P.J. Griffith
UA
Leif Huckman
UA
)aid Levy
UA
Laurie Miller
R&D UA BS

Sex and violence are intertwined when Zastrozzi (Brian
Reynolds) fights Matilda (Bari 1-lochwald) In George F.
Walker's Zastrozzl; The Master of Discipline. Fights by
Brian Reynolds, photo by Chris Devlin.

Matthew Rini
Camron Robertson
Julie Schubert
Eric Southern
Doug Castillo
Hondo Weiss-Richmond
Robert Knox
May 16
Geoffrey Alm
Kelly Conway
Dennis Mosley
Biridie Harringlon
Catherine lngman
Timothy Johnson
Jennifer Mercein
Jamie Morgan
Jaclyn Williams
Elliott Williams
Richard Lopez

R&D UA BS
UA
R&D
UA
UA
UA
UA

University of Washington
David Boushey
R&D UA BS l<N(EAE)
R&D UA BS KN(EAE)
R&:D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&:D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS

May 18
University of Pennsylvania
Michael Hood
David Boushey
Megan Hoke
R&D SiS UA QS l<N
Adam Shellenberger
R&D SiS UA QS KN
Brenna Geffer;
R&D UAQS
Doug Greene
R&D UAQS
Kyle Payne
R&D UA QS
John Borecki
R&D UAQS
Katherine McCreary
R&D UA QS
Emily Stewart
R&D UA QS
Kevin Bean
R&D UA QS
Jennifer Warren
R&D UA QS
Brett Gentile
R&D UA QS-EAE
Ryan Makin
R&D UA QS-EAE
May 19
Steven Vaughan
Matt !<night
Tonya Campanella
Jerry Miller
M elbsa Seifert
Katey Fucci
Aaron Randolph
Susan Drozd
Mike Buttiglieri
Candy Lawrence
Kristen Nixon
Damian Vanove
Mary Musial
Paul Mahoney

Niagara University
J. Allen Suddeth
R&D UAQS
R&D UA QS
R&D UAQS
QS
R&D UAQS
R&D UAQS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&:D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS

May 19
Mark Guinn
Betsy Boyce
Brett HanJis
Joshua Herron
Todd Liles
Sara Ward
Leslie Weaver
Ashlie Wright
Christina Northrup
Allison Gilbert
Annie Nuttall

Louisiana Tech University
Drew Fracher
BS QS S&S
BS S&S
BS S&S
BS QS S&S KN(EAE)
BS QS
BS QS S&S
BS QS S&S-EAE
BS QS S&S
BS QS
BS QS-EAE

May 24
David Woolley
Matthew Kepler
Mark Docige
Justine Turner
David Yondorf
Alexander Martin
Michael Quinn
Jason Landis
Chris Nugent
Jacob Snodgrass
Bradley Norris

Columbia College-Chicago
J. Allen Suddeth
SiS QS
SiS UA QS
SiS QS
R&D SiS UA QS
R&D SS UA BS
R&D SS UA BS
SiS UA QS
SiS UA QS
R&D SS(EAE) UA BS
R&D(EAE) SS(EAE) UA BS

Dina Conolly
Dina Dicostanza
D,rniel Telfer
Teri Honour
George Ducker
Jessica McCloud
Chris Walsh
EliLabeth Laidlaw
Allison Dornheggen
Nicholas Lewis

R&D SS UA(EAE) BS
R&D 5S UA(EAE) BS
SiS S&S
UA
R&D SS UA BS
R&D SS UA BS
SiS UA(EAE) QS
SiS UA(EAE) QS
SiS(EAE) QS
SiS(EAE) QS

May25
North Carolina School of the Arts
Charles Coy!
Dale Girard
Adam Mills
UA(EAE)
Alexis Hyatt
UA
Andrew Honeycut
UA
Anna Camp
UA
Ashley Robinson
UA
Bridgett Regan
UA
Colin Houde
UA
DcClois Beacham
UA(EAE)
Evan Lubeck
UA(EAE)
Gabriel Scoggin
UA
Isaac Shedd
UA
Jerzy Gwiazdowski
UA(EAE)
Jessica Turek
UA(EAE)
Joe Salgo
UA
Jordan Miller
UA(EAE)
Mark Gregg
UA
Matt Cowart
UA
Melodie Sisk
UA
Michael Constant
UA(EAE)
Natalie Weiss
UA
Samantha Daniel
UA(EAE)
Stacy Salvette
UA
Trieste Dunn
UA(EAE)
Vanessa Rodriguez
UA(EAE)
Will Rogers
UA(EAE)
Alcorn Minor
R&D(EAE)
Brad Barfield
R&D
Brian Sutherin
R&D(EAE)
Cedric Hayman
R&D(EAE)
Chris Haiti
R&D
Henry Vick
R&D
Jeff Cusimano
R&D
Jennifer Ferin
R&D
Jennifer Lyon
R&D
Jeremy Bearlie
R&D
Jerry Micelli
R&D
Josl1 Skidmore
R&D
Kenny Cahall
R&D
Lucas Hall
R&D(EAE)
Maggie Marlin
R&D
Megan Papier
R&D
Rachad Anthony
R&D(EAE)
Radial Shane
R&D
Rebecca Jones
R&D
Ruth Eglsaer
R&D
Tim Eulich
R&D(EAE)
Bill English
l<N
Jeremy Mills
l<N
Jhodessa Reimer
l<N
R&D(EAE) l<N
Jolly Abraham
Jonathan Gould
l<N
Kevin Wheatley
KN
Kevin Wong
l<N
Latima Good
KN
Paul Whitty
l<N
Stewart Carrico
KN
Tim Krawczyk
l<N

JUNE 2001
June2 Cincinnati Conservatory of Music at U of C
k Jenny Jones
Brian Byrnes
Maria Kelly
R&D UA QS
Michael Frieman
R&D UA QS
Maureen Doherty
R&D UA QS

Robert Wise
Nathan Thomas
Lyndsey Marlin
Katie Stuckey
Colby Chambers
Thomas Korbee Jr.
Chia Patino
Annie Hendy
Alison Dinger
Eric Bloom
Cory Hyman
Torie Wiggins
Adam Mclean
June 4
Bruce Cromer
Paul Rhyand
Kristin Clippard
Tiffany Lawr~nce
Ashley Nugent
Megan McCarthy
Ben Spadafore
Nichole Ferry
Anna Allen
Sarah Buehler
Natasha Randall
Michael Pincelli
Brian Cade
Michael Mueller
Eric Pavlov

R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
UA

QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
R&D UA
UA
QS

Wright State University
Brian Byrnes
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS
R&:D SiS
R&D SiS
R&D
R&D UA
R&D SiS UA
R&DUA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D UA
R&D SIS UA

June 16 National Conservatory of Dramatic Arts
Michael Johnson
Brian Byrnes
Chance Parker
UA
Arlene Brown
UA
Letricia Robinson
UA
Jud Wegner
UA
Maria Gozclawa
UA
Adam Dowell
UA
Deborah Carr
UA
June 24
Geoffrey Alm
Dan Harray
Brynna Jourden
George Lewis
Amy Wigslrom
Heidi Wolf
Rebecca Brinson
Dan Stockman

Freehold Theatre Lab
David Boushey
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
BS
R&D UA
R&D UA BS

June 30
Swords and Surf Workshop
Gregory Hoffman
J.R. Beardsley
Aaron Anderson
Jessica Jacob
SiS SS QS
Pat Peterson
R&D SiS SS UA QS
Glenese Hand
SiS SS QS
Michael Lee
SiS SS QS
Thomas Morinaka
SiS SS QS
David Yondorf
SiS SS QS
Tiana Krohn-Ching
SiS SS QS
Anthony Salatino
SiS SS QS
Joseph Delorenzo
SS BS
Joseph Cincotti
SiS BS
Tony Pisculli
R&DUA
Megan Evans
R&D UA
Lisa Nlemczura

JULY 2001
July 15
Geoffrey Alm
Linnet Blumenthal
Maia McCarthy
Shawn Robinson
Deb Prince
Ginger Culver
Katherine Pierini
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Freehold Theatre Lab
David Boushey
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
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Amy Wigstrom
Rebecca Brinson
Deb Fiillkow
Chris Gulimet

R&D
BS
SS QS S&S
SS QS S&S

July 17
John Cashman
James Mcclellan
Jeff Luty
joey Costello
Don Gruel

Video Renewal
Drew Fracher
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA

July 24
Alabama Shakespeare Festival
John Scheidler
Drew Fracher
john Gardiner
R&D UA QS
David Nelson
R&D UA QS
Thomas Ward
R&D UA QS
Christina Traister
R&D UA QS
jen Brown
R&D UA QS
Joseph Kleinbriel
R&D UA QS
Michael Strickland
R&D UA QS
Amy Sebelius
R&D UA QS

July 27

National Stage Combat Workshops
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
D. Boushey, B. Byrnes,
Boushey, Byrnes, Girard,
D. Woolley
Suddeth, Woolley
Anthony Augello
R&D UA BS
Sean-Michael Argo
UA BS
liftany Burris
R&D UA
Russ Brown
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Joseph Clayton
R&D UA BS
Mark Clegg
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Annie Conner
R&D BS
Sarah Cottave
R&D
Andrea Dammennan
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Michael Daw
R&D UA BS
Eduardo Diaz
R&D UA
James Elly
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Anne Foldeak
R&D UA
Joe Gerrits
R&D UA BS-EAE All
Anlhony Giacomelli
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Nathan Hedrick
R&D UA(EAE) BS(EAE)
Robb Hunter
R&D(EAE) UA BS
Bevin Kaye
R&D UA(EAE) BS(EAE).
Brent Langdon
R&D UA BS
Jill Matarolli
R&D UA BS
Evan McDonald
UA BS
Adam Mclean
R&D(EAE) UA BS
Paul Miller
UA
Daniel Mitan
R&D UA
Christopher Niebling
R&D UA BS-EAE All
Carlo Rivieccio
R&D UA BS
Nathan Roberts
R&D UA BS
Donna Robinson
R&D UA(EAE) BS
David Schneider
R&D UA BS
Mayol Simpson
R&D UA BS
Lindsay Smiling
R&D UA(EAE) BS(EAE)
Lee Soroko
R&D UA BS
Symmonic Steger
R&D UA BS
Rachel Stubbs
R&D UA BS
Dustin Szany
R&D UA BS
Kurt Taylor
R&D UA(EAE) BS(EAE)
Jeff Thomason
R&D UA BS(EAE)
Eric Trine
R&D UA BS
David White
R&D UA BS
Pia Wyatt
R&D UA(EAE) BS
Sandy van Bremen
R&D UA BS

~~rta

AUGUST 2001
August 4
Mark Guinn
Leslie Weaver
Tom Small
Jeremy West
Kittson O'Neill
Kara Trotler
Dave Maldonado
Luis Patino
Dave Early
Josh Uhrich

~D~

Blue Jacket-Xenia, Ohio
Drew Fracher
SS KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D SiS UA KN
R&D SiS UA QS KN
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D SiS UA BS QS KN
R&D SiS UA BS QS KN

DIRECTORY
THE SOCIETY OF
AMERICAN FIGHT
DIRECfORS

REGIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
ALABAMA: See GEORGIA

SAFD
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To release a prisoner, Robin /-lood (David Dean /-lastings) fights jean-Claude Van Gltl (Ray A. Rodriguez), and
the Sheriff's Guard (Michael Weber) at the 1996 New York Renaissance Festival. Photo by Laura Morales.
Michael Naglee
Jennifer Whitcomb
Pete Fitzkee
Keith Conway
Jen Dabbs
Jill Apple~ate
jarred Baugh
Amanda Cornell
Walter Tillman
Michael Duggan
Daniel Cohen
Michael Mangione
Kevin Groves
Jason Cutler
Melissa Bennett
Brandon Batchelder
Jeremy White
August 6
Bruce Cromer
Scott Rogers
Scott Kimmins
Jay Pierce
Tim Lile

R&D UA
R&D UA
SiS QS KN
SiS QS l<N
R&D QS
R&D QS
R&D UA QS
R&D QS
SIS BS KN
SiS BS KN
R&D UA QS KN
R&D UA QS KN
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D QS
R&D QS
R&D UA QS-EAE All

Human Race Theatre
Drew Fracher
BS
BS
BS
BS

August 11
Dueling Arts-San Francisco
Gregory Hoffman
J.R. Beardsley
Paul Spencer
R&D UA BS
Areta Wang
R&D UA BS
Diane Diprima
R&D UA BS
Sean Boyd
R&D UA BS
August 18
Jeff A.R. Jones
Joshua Fargeson
. Phil Ponder
Chris Tamez
Jordan Reeves
Mason Hill
Jason Schumacher
Timothy Bell
Joy Parks
Jesse Graham
Travis Lope
Cash White
Marcus Morphew
Josiah Corroll
Mel1ssa Patterson
Katherine Barrow
Emily Morphew

Legend of Daniel Boone
Charles Coyl
R&D UA(EAE) KN
R&D UA(EAE) KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA KN
R&D UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D UA KN
R&D UA l<N
R&D UA(EAE) KN
R&D UA(EAE) KN
UA
UA
UA KN
UA KN
UA
R&D

August 18
Gregory Hoffman
Frank Delaney
Lainie Dreas
Jennifer Faulkner
Jennifer Waldroup

Anchorage, Alaska
J.R. Beardsley
R&D UA QS
R&D UA BS QS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
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August ·19
Ricki Ravitts
Barbara Brandt
Rod Kinter
David Tyson
James Gregg
David Ford
Christian Brandjes

Video Renewal
Charles Coyi
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA

August 24
Geoffrey Alm
George Lewis
Douglas Steves
Trey Gorden
Kevin Inouye
Rob Jones
John Lynch

Seattle
David Boushey
R&D
SS QS S&S
SS QS S&S
SS QS S&S
SS QS S&S
SS QS S&S

SEPTEMBER 2001
September 16
Michael Johnson
Chuck Martin
john Gurski

Video Renewal
Brian Byrnes
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS

September 24
American Musical & Dramatic
John Bellomo, ),David Brimmer,
Academy
Nicole Callender, Michael
).Allen Suddeth
Ghin, J.P. Scheidler
Mike Brafford
R&D UA
Darron Marshall
R&DUA
Jessie Pulido
R&DUA
Brunilda Zekthi
R&D UA
Ian Tooky
R&D UA
Alec Tomkin
R&D UA
OCTOBER 2001
October 19 Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire
Gregory Ramsey
Charles Coyl
Sarah Shively
R&D SIS UA
Carol Crittenden
R&D SiS UA
Steven Anderson
R&D UA
Patrick Cadigan
R&D UA QS
Amy Garson
R&D SiS UA
Michela Bird
R&D SiS UA
Robin Post
QS(EAE)
Zeb Burk
QS(EAE)
Joshua Shaffer
R&D SiS UA QS
Brady Kearns
R&D SiS UA QS
Jennifer Doerr
R&D SiS UA
Zarah Roberts
R&D SiS UA
Phillip Leipf jr.
QS(EAE)
Stacy Moscotti
R&D SiS UA(EAE) QS(EAE)
Amelia Eesley
R&D SiS UA(EAE)
Mark Schwentker
BS(EAE) QS
Christopher Voeller
BS(EAE) QS
Mitch Ernst
QS(EAE)
Jason Liles
R&D SiS UA QS
Jared Kirby
R&D SiS UA QS

1350 East Plamingo Rd 1125
Las Vegas, Nr 89119
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579
www.safd.org
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GOVERNING BODY

I

President
DALE ANTHONY GIRARD

I
I

ALASI<A:
DOMINIQUE GOLDBAR
4048 Wright Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99508
907-561-42 l l
rapierndagger@yahoo.com

ARIZONA
BRENTClBBS

969 LaPlata Dl'ive
Kcrnmville, NC 2728/i
(336) 993-3255
F: (336) 993-'i95'i
H: PightsGut'.7aol.com
W: dgirarcl@ CART.S.edu

738 East Mabel
Tucson, AZ 85719-9402
II: (520) 622-2lii3
W: (520) 621-9102
BrentG@U.1\rizona.edu

Vice President
C:HUCKCOYL

ARKANSAS: See OKLAHOMA

6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-3825
chudccoyl@prodigy.net

CALIFORNIA, Northern/HAWAII
GREGORY HOFFMAN

Secretary
ANGELA BONACASA
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-3825
e;oodhouse@hotmail.co111
ell: (773) 485-3098

Treasurer
JULIA RUPKALVIS
4335 Van Nuvs Boulevard #117
Sherman Oaks, CA 9140:3
II: (818) 259-3496
W: (310) 585-5097
courage@telocity.com
www.stuntgrunts.com

F~ht Master Rc!tesentative
E IK FREDRI (SEN
1425 Textile Road
.'\nn Arbor, Ml 48108
H: (313) 944-0116
W: (313) 747-2296
Hannis@UMICH.ed11

~ht Director Retresentative
CKI G. RAVIT S
2350 BroadNY, #924
New York,
10021
(212) 874-7108
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579
rravitts@carlsonpanners.com

Certified 1eacher Representative
JOHN BELLOMO
1217 Porter Street
Philadelphia, PA 191'18
[215) 334-1814
.
Parr: (888) 979-6937
Be lomoland@sprinunail.com

Actor Combatant/
Friend Re~resentative
GEOFFREY KENT
3047 West 47th Avenue
Unit #512
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 877-2670
rofRm1t@arrbi.com
1ghtdirector@a1 I bi.com

4189 N. Wilson Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704
H: (415) 606-3835
Cell: (209) 601-7729
gregoryhoffman@earthlink.net

AND CALTFORNIA, Northern
RICHARD LANE
The Academy of the Sword
587 Li,Lon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
ricl@pacbell.net

CALIFORNIA, Southern
PAYSON BURT
Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. PMB #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
H: (818) 997-3356
Cell: (818) 69'1-5550
P H Burt@aol.com
www.4lafa.. org

COLORADO/KANSAS
GEOFFREY KENT
3047 West 47th Aventie
Unit#512
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 877-2670
fieoffkent@attbi.com
1ghtdirecto r@attb i. com

CONNECTTCUT: See NYC
DELAWARE: See MARYLAND

HAWAII: See CAUFORNIA, North

MONTANA: See WYOMING

IDAHO: See OREGON

NEBRASKA/IOWA
HARRlS SMITH

ILLINOlSIMISSOCTRI!
WISCONSIN
NICKSANDYS

7301 CHndletree Lane #91
Lincoln,. NE 68506
(402) 489 6977
hsmith2@unl.edu

2114 West Mot·se Avenue
Chicago, IL 606•15
H: (773) 274-0581
Voice: (773) 398-3034
N pullin@wpo.it.luc.edu

NEVADA
LINDA MCCOLLUM
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154-5044
(702) 895-3662
McCollum@ccmail.nevada.edu

INDIANAIMTCHTGAN
ANDREW M. HAYES
Indian,l Wcsleym University
4201 South Washin1:,rton
Marion, lN 46953
H: (765) 677-2728
W: (765) 677-2794
ahayes@i ndwes.ecl u

NEW HAMPSHIRE: See MAINE
NEWJERSEY: See PENNSYLVAMA
NEWMEXlCO
TIM D. PINNOW

IOWA: See NEBRASI(A

Theatre Depart1nenl
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
H: (505) 647-2667
W: (505) 646-4517
TPinnow@lNMSU.edu

KANSAS: See COLORADO
I(EN'J'UCKY: See OHIO
LOUISIANAIMTSSISSIPPI
MARK "Rat" GUINN

NEW YORK CITY I
CONNECTICUT
J. DAVID BRIMMER

2008 West California Avenue
Ruston, LA 71270
H: (318) 255-6823
W: (318) 257-4693
Cell: (318) 791-9672
mguinn@latech.edu
rat@lelvis.com

434 7th Street, Apartment 3
Brooklyn,NY 11215
H: (718) 788-5381
Pager: (917) 928-3028
jdavidbrimmcr@aol.com

MAINE/NEW HAMPSIIIRRI
RHODE ISLAND/VERMONT
RICHARD HEDDEIUvIAN
P.O. Box 378
York Harbor, ME 03911
(207) 363-0595
rhedderman@mos.org

and
RICIG G. RAVlTTS
2350 Broadway, #924
New York, NY 10024
(212) 874-7408
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579
rravitts@carlsonpartners.com

NEW YORI( STATE
STEVE VAUGHAN

MARYLAND/DELAWARE
LEWIS SHAW
Vulcan's Forge
330 West 23rd Street
Baltimore, l'vfO 21211
W: (410) 235-0905
LonnieSC@,iol.com

3400 Broadway
Alexancler, NY 14005
(716) 591-3673
svau ghG n@eznet, net

NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH
CAROLINA/TENNESSEE
JEFF A.R. (JONES

MASSACHUSETTS
ROBERT WALSH
60 Tolman Street
West Newton, MA 02165-1020
H: (617) 244-9656
Fax: (GI 7) 244-2487
WalshLow1'y@msn.com

2917 Isabe la Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603
H: (919) 835-3557
JARJones@aol.com

N. DAKOTA: See MINNESOTA

FLORIDA
JOHN CASHMAN

MICHIGAN: See INDIANA

10353 Alameda Alma Road
Clermont, FL 34711
H: (3521 391-8513
W: (407) 560-1083
cashman@gdi.ne L

MINNESOTA/NORTH
DAKO'Dt/SOUTH DAKOTA
MICHAEL J. ANDERSON
2101 NE Kennedy Street, Stiite 101

Bard All"y Studio
2924 Hoadly C:ourt
Cincinnati, Ohio 4521]
jonekj@ucmail. uc.cdu

Minne~olis, MN 55413-2639
H,W, .ell: (612) 759-9711
Fax: (612) :331-5746
safdmja@93xrocks.com

OiaAHOMAIARICANSAS
PAUL STEGER

GEORGWALABAMA
SCOT MANN
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
6815 Misty Cove I.n
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
(770) 967-2823

MISSISSIPPI: See LOUISIANA
MTSSOUJU: See ILLINOIS
The Fight Master

-+--

OHIO/KENTUCKY
KJENNYJONllS

1614 F.ast B(c:1
Norman, OI 73071-2616
H: (405) 292-3578
W: (405) 325-5302
bncy l 999@aol.com
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OREGON/IDAHO
CHRIS DUVAL

EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVE
RICHARD RYAN

Acting Company
Oregon Shakespeare fo~tival
P.O. Box 158
Ashland, Oregon 79520
H: (541) 552-0164
W: (541) 482-2111
ch!'isduval@earthlink.net

10 Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 5NA United Kingdom
+44 (0) 20 8881 1536
richard@stagefight.com
www.stagefight.com

PENNSYLVANIA, Eastem

COLI.EGE OF
FIGHT MASTERS

JOHN BELLOMO
1217 Porter Street
Philadelphia, PA 19118
(215) 334-1814
Pafr (888) 979-6937
Be omoland@sprintmail.com

PENNSYLVANIA, Western
GREG RAMSEY

21 o Riders Wal
I.cbanon, PA 7042
H: (717) 272-7265
W: (717) 665-7021 ext. 139
Sabre@desupernet.net

RHODE ISLAND: See Jl,JJUNH
S. CAROLINA: See N. CAROLINA
S. DAKOTA: See MINNliSOTA
TENNESSEE: See N. CAROLINA
TEXAS
BRIAN BYRNES
School ofTheatre
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-507 l
H: (713) 528-3413
W:(713) 713-2915
.oByrnes@UH.edu

UTAH
D.C.WRIGHT
1799 Centre Street #7
West Roxburv, M \ 02132
(617) 469-9135
dcwLaiwann<iL'aol.com

VERMON1i See MAINE
VIRGINIA/WEST VIRGINIA
SPENCER HUMM
5765-F Burke Centre Parkway
Private Mailbox #125
Burke, VA 22015
(703) 626-8572
spencer@hackandslash.com
wv:w.hackandslash.com

WASHINGTON STATE
GEOFFREY ALM
6418 NE 184tl1 Street
Kenmore, \Vf,A. 98028
II: (125) 483-1351
gbald@juno.com

142B 12th Street SE
W'1shin~ton, DC 20003
H: (202 543-2571
fax: (202) 543-8393
found.art@hotmail.com

WEST VIRGINIA: See VTRGINIA
WISCONSIN: See ILLINOIS
WYOMING/MONTANA
LEIGH SELTING
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Maple Spring Farm
3786 Collierstown Road
Lexington, VA 24450
H: (540) 463-3756
W: (540) 463-8005
Fax: (540) 463-8041
martinezjd@wlu.edu

J,R. BEARDSLEY
1316 Faland Way
Reno, NV 89503
H/Fax: (775} 322-9619
www.showcreators.co111
int!jr@aol.com

DAVID BOUSHEY
2723 Saratoga Lane
Everett, WA 98203
(425) 290-9973
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net

BRIAN BYRNES
School of Theatre
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-5071
H: (713) 528-3413
W: (713J 743-2915
Bl3yrnes@UH.edu

CHUCKCOYL
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, TL 60660
(773) 761.3825
ch uckcoyl@prodigy.net

DREW FRACHER
61 Bon Jan Lane
H~ltland Heights, KY 41076
(8 9) 441-9433
vem10th@worldnet.att.net

BRENT GIBBS

131 Linden Avenue
Glenridr, NJ 07028
(973) 7 8-5697
Fax: (973) 748-5697
NYFGTDIRCTR(ii)aoLcom

738 E. Mabel
Tucson, AZ 8571:J-9402
H: (520) 622-2143
W: (520) 621-9402
BrentG@U.Arizona.edu

DAVID WOOLLEY

GREGORY HOPPMAN

3315 West Sunnyside #28
Chicago, IL 60625
H: (773) 267-8513
W: (312) 344-6123
smen@intetaccess.com;
dwoolley@popmail.colum.edu
www.theswordsmen.com

4189 N. Wilson Avenue
Fresno, CA 9370'±
H: (415) 606-3835
Cell: (209) 601-772'J
grego ryhoffrnan@'earthlit1 k ,net

FIGHT DIRECTORS
GEOFFREY ALM
6418 NE 184th Stl'cet
Kenmore, WA 98028
H: (425) 483-1351
gbuld@juno.com

J. DAVID BRIMMFR
434 7th Street, #3
Brooklyn, NY 11215
H: (718) 788-5381
W: (917) 928-3028
jdavidbriinm.:r@aoLrnm

PAYSON BURT
Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. PMB #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
H: (818) 997-3356
Cell: (818) 694-5550
P H Burt@aol.com
www.4lafu.org

DAN CARTER
603 East Irvin Avenue
State College, PA 16801-6606
I-!: (814) 8671803
W: (814) 865-7586
dhc4@email.PSU.edu

JAMIE CHEATHAM
230 West 79th Street Apartment lA
New York, NY 10024
(212) 580-5579
sword man@nyc.rr.com

MICHAEL CHIN
ERIK FREDRICKSEN
1425 Te""tile Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
H: (313J 944-0116
W: (313) 747-2296
Hannis@UMICH.edu

DALE ANTI IONY GIRARD

WASHINGTON DC
MICHAEL JOHNSON

7 J 8 Ivinson Avenue
Laramie, WY 82070
H: (307) 742-2699
W: (307) 766-3287
Se1ting@uwyo.edu

Fight Master Emeritus
J.D. MARTINEZ

J. ALLEN SUDDETH

969 LaPlata Drive
Kernersville, NC 27284
(336) 993-3255
F: (336) 993-5955
H: FightsGuy@aol.com
W: dgirard@NCARTS.edu

260 W. 22nd Street, Apt. 3
New York, NY 10011
(212) 807-1004
Fax; (212) 807-9557
Nscwboss@a0Lc01n

CHARLES CONWELL
1252 Yellow Springs Road
Chester Springs, PA 19425
H: (61 0) 827-7707
W: (215) 717.6454
CharlesC011wcll@aol,com

PAUL DENNHARDT

106 North Strawberrv Street
Richmond, VA 2:5220
II: (804) 254-2071
W: (804) 828-1514
Service: (212) 382-3535
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu

l 513 Waunona Way
Madison, W1 53713
H: (608) 226-9540
W: (608) 263-4716
Fax: (608) 263-2463
chefprd@aol.com
pdennhardt@facsrnff.wisc.edu

RICHARD RAETHER

DEXTER FIDLER

1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579
rraether@go.com

1620 Ortega Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 564-6040
Fidhat1er@yahoo.com

DAVID LEONG
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MICHAEL JOHNSON
142B 12th Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
H: (202) 543-2571
Fax: (202) 543-8393
foundart@hotmail.com

JEFF A.R. JONES
2917 Isabella Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603
(919) 835-3557
JARTones@aol.com

r

MARK OLSEN

ERTCA BILDER

MTCHAEL J, HOOD

IAN ROSE

457 E Fairmount Ave
State College, PA 16801
(811) 867 8119
mcochi@earthlink.net

One fifth Avenue, #7H
New York, NY 10003
(212) 504-5470
Fax: (212) 254-4955
ericabilder@compuserve.com

Dean, College of Fine Arts
PMB 403
7720-512 Main Street
Fogelsville, PA 18051
H: (724) 463-9192
W: (724) 357-9192
mhood@grove.iup.edu

218 Carpenter Street
Philade:f,hia, PA 1%17
(646) 3 5-4300
Rosei@camelot. beaver.cdu

TIM D, PINNOW
Theatre Department
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
H: (,505) 647-2667
W: (505) 646-4517
TPinnow@NMSU.edu

ANGELA BONACASA

RON PIRETTI
15 Lero, Street, #12
New York, NY 10011
(212) 675-4688
ripl5@yahoo.com

JAMES NEEDHAM BROWN
4529 Shawhan Road
Chattanooga, T\f 37 4 l 1
JNBrownl2153@aol.com

RICKI G, RAVITTS

857 Mol1lgomcry Street
Jersc) City, NJ 07306
(201 435-9067
calendorf@earthlink.net

2350 Broadway, #924
New York, NY 10024
(212) 874-7408
SAJlD Hotline (800) 659-6579
rravitts@carlsonpartners.com

RICHARD RYAN

Bard Alley Studio
292 1i Hoadly Comt
Cincinnati, OH 45211
jouekj@ucmail.uc.edu

10 Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 5NA United Kingdom
+44 (0) 20 8881 1536
richard@stagefigh t .corn
www.stagefight.com

COLLEEN KELLY

NICHOLAS SANDYS

kJENNYJONES

Alabama Shakespeare Festival
1 Festival Drive
Montgomery, AL 361 l 7
H: (334) 395-6991
W: (334) 271-5311
colleenkelly@min<lspring.com

RICHARD LANE
The Academy of the Sword
587 Lishon Street
San Prancisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
ricl@pacbell.net

BRUCE LECURF.
9830 SW 222 Terrace
Miami, FT. 33190
H: (305) 234-7897
W: (305) 284-4474
Fax: (305) 284-5 7 02
BLecure@aol.com

ROBERT :MACDOUGALL
P.O. Box 23078
Seattle, WA 98 l 02
(206) 522-2201
Clanrdmacd@aol.com

SCOT MANN
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
6815 Misty Cove Lane
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
(770) 967-2823
scotmann@sta1ecombat.com
wwv1.stagecom at.com

JOHN McFARLAND

2114 West Morse Avent1e
Chicago, IL 60645
H: (773) 274-0581
Voice: (773) 398-3034
Npullin@wpo.it.luc.edu

ROBERT "Tiuk" TUFTEE

6321 N, Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
H: (773) 764-3825
CeH: (773) 485-3098
Coodhouse@hotmail.com

NICOLE CALLENDER

JOHN CASHMAN
10353 Alameda Alma Road
Clermont, FL 31i71 l
H: (352) 394-8533
W: /407) 560-1083
cashman@gdi.net

GINA CERIMELE-MECI ILEY
2353 Pai'k Avenue Apt. 4
Cincinnati, OH 45206
(513) 200-5866
Swordlady@sprintmail.com

BRUCE CROMER
101 King Street
Yellow ~rin~s, OII 45387
(937)7 7-8 10
brucc,cromer@wrighr.edu

353 Second Street, #3L
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-4957
Sen·ice: (212) 869-3050
rtufi:ee@ix:.nctcom.co1n

DAVID "Pops" DOERSCH
109 Tendrill Court
\Villiamsbm VA 23188
(757) 220-5 33
DDoersch@earthlink.net

STFVEN VAUGHAN

TITO ENRIQUEZ

3/i00 Broadway
Alexander, NY 14005
(716) 591-3673
svaughan@eznet.net

JACK YOUNG
Warehouse Theatre
?, 7 Augusta Street
Greenville, SC 2%01
H: (864) 235-8845
W: (861) 232-8101
fax: (864) 235-6729
jyoung@warehousetheatre.co1n

CERTIFIED TEACHERS
AARON ANDERSON
1813 Nortonia Road
Richmond, VA 23229
(804) 683-3483
ad:t11derson@vcu.edu

MICHAEL J. ANDERSON

1146 South Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Park, IL 6030/i
(708) 660-0636
jmacland@aol.co1n

2101 NE Kennedy Street, Suite 101
Minnec!eolis, MN 55413-2639
H,W: ell: (612) 759°9711
Fax: (61.2) 331-5746
,afcl111ja@93xrocks.com

DR, ROBIN McFARQUl-IAR

JOHN BELLOMO

810 North Colar,# 1
Urbana, IL 61801
H: (217) 337-0099
W: (217) 333-1659
rmcfarqu@uiuc.edu

1217 Porter Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
(215) 334-1814
Pa~er: (888) 979-6937
Be lomoland@sprintmail.com

8,

91-28 89th Street
Woodhaven, NY 11421
(718) 441-1743
Service: (800) 881-2094
tnacm@aol.com

TIZA GARLAND
1972 Four Oaks
Commerce, MI 48382
H: (248) 360-9506
Cell: (407) 256 9215
fizaGl@aol.com

STEPHEN GRAY
l 206 West Webster Avenue
Chicago, lL 60614
(773) 404-7972
sgray@condor.depaul.edu

MARK "Rat" GUINN
2008 West California Avenue
Ruston, LA 71270
H: {318) 255-6823
W: (318) 257-4693
Cell: (318) 791-%72
mguinn@latech.edu
rat@clvis.com

ANDREW HAYES
Indiana Wesleyan University
4201 South Washington
Marion, IN 46953
H: (765) 677-2728
W: (765) 677-2794
Ahaycs@indwes.edu

SPENCER HUMM
5765-F Burke Cenue Pkwy; #125
Burke, VA 22015
(703) 626-8572
sprncer@hackandslash.com

GEOFFREY KENT
3047 West ·17th Avenue Apt 512
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 877-2670
geoffkenc@attbi.com

DR. MICHAEL KIRKLAND
8315 Countryside Ln.
Fogelsville, PA 18051
H: (610) 285-0210
W: (610) 683-4571
mhill3326@aol.com (H)
kirkland@kutztown.edu (W)

MICHELLE LADD
12016 Temperance Street
Huntsville, AL 35803
H: (818) 8.'18-1124
Pager : (888) 614-2700
HR.Hmladd@aol.com

BILL LENGJ:iELDER
8724 Charing Cross Lane
Dallas, TX 75238
(214) 340-6306
lengfeld@mail.smu.edu

TODOJ.OWETH
11030 Agua Vista Street, Apt. #10
Swdio Ctty, CA 91602-3190
(818) 760--1712
tloweLh@clbalax.com
MIKE MAHAFFEY
3710 26th Place West #207
Seattle, WA 98199
(206) 378-0398
Mike.Mahaffey@hotrnail.com

NEIL MASSEY
3738 Blanchan Avenue
Brookfidd, IL 60513
(708) 485-2089
Parry l@juno.com
DOUGLAS MUMAW
600 D Univ Blvd S11ite 125
IIarrisonbrg, VA 22801
(888) 930" 672
d l'mumaw@eudoramail.com

DONALD PRESTON
2303 N.E. Madison St. Apt 2
Minneapolis, MN 55418
(612) 706-6025
Dpreston25@hotmail.com

GREG RAMSEY
2 l 0 Riders Way
Lebanon, PA 17042
H: (717) 272-7265
W: (717) 665-7021 ext. 139
Sabre@desupernet.net

JOHN PAUL SCHEIDLER
720 West 181st Street #53
New York, NY 10033
H (212) 928-5328
Service: (212) 462-9116
jpcloe@earthlink.net

LLWISSHAW
Vulcan's Forge
3 30 West 23rd Street
BalLimore, MD 21211
W: (410) 235-0905
I.onnieSC@aol.com

EDWARD "Ted" SHARON
84R 1-Valnut Street
Peabody, MA 01960-5631
(617) 323-1506
tlsharon@hotmail.com

HARIUS SMITH
7301 Candletree Lane #') 1
Lincoln, NE 68506
(402) 489 6977
hsmith2@unl.edu

PAUL STEGER
1614 East Boyd
Norman, OK 73071-2616
H: (li05) 292-3578
W: (405) 325-5302
bucyl999@aol.com

TIMOTHY TAIT
31-24 47th Street #2F
Astoria, NY 11103
(917) 202-6735
botdedspider@hotmail.com
JOSEPH TRAVERS
413 We.st '>6th .Street Apt 7
New York, NY 10019
(212) 726-2100
swordplay98@hotmail.com

RRADWALLER
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
H: (703) 323-7233
W: (703) 861-3307
G lo beFG@aol.com

ROBERT WALSH
60 Tolman Street
West Newton, MA 02165-1020
I-I: (617) 244-9656
W: (617) 494-3078
Fax: (617) 244-2487
WalshLowry@msn.com

ROBERT WESTLEY
387 Marlboro Street, /\pt. If 2
Boston, MA 02115
Ilome: (617) 262-8431
Cell: (617) 645-2206
dpwest!ey@yahoo.com

D.C.WRIGHT
1799 Centre Street #7
West Roxbury, MA 02132
(617) 469-9735
dchedu97@aol.com

TINA ROBINSON
Hirsevej 26 2700
nr-nsh-j
Denmark
(45) 32967874
fight@mail.danbbs.dk

BRETYOUNT
1 16 Boundary Road
London E13 9QG UK
(020) 8552 0775
.swordsman@compuserve,c,,m
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING -THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Society of American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the qua.lily
of sLage combat. \Ve are commitlcd LO the highc;t standard, of safeLy in the theatrical, film and tdevi,ion in<lusLries. The
SAPD uffc1s cduc.1tional opportunities ,1cross 1he countr;· at universities, piivarely and al the annual National Stage
Combat Workshop exrressly to disseminate this inform::ition. Tn addition, tht' SAFD tests individual~ in three categories:

Actor/Combatant • Teacher •

Fight Director

1Iowever, one nee<l nut take any sort of test lO become a member of S1\FD. Anyone interested in the art of fight chorcogmphy and stage fighcing can join. SAFD members rccei\'e a 10% discount on SAFD workshop,; 1he light M"ster; a
journal published rwicc yearly; and The Cutting Rdgr:, a newsier rer published six times yearly with news updates on SAFD
activities, policies ::ind members.

To ,1pply For membership in the SAPD

rrn out the form

below and send

(O

The Society of ArrH.:rican fight Direcwrs
13'50 East Fbtningo Roac1 #25
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Dues axe $35 annually. (for members oULsidc the U.S., annual dues arc $40)
Yl>lH enclosed checl, of $35 will cover dues for the current year.
Please make checks payable to SocieLy of American Fight Directors

.--------------------------------------~------,
Membership Application

Society of American Fight Directors
Please Print
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l/yau have passed the S_jlFD Projicie111,y S!dlls Test, please fill out

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date teste<l._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Instructor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\Vea.pons _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Email _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L---------------------------------------------J
5'-
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Gilbert and Samurai: Dancer Rebecca Hibbs faces Samurai John
Lynch (center), Kevin Inouye (right), a nd Scot MacIntosh in the
Seattle Gilbert and Sullivan Society's The Mikado. Fight direction by
Robert MacDouga ll, photo by Chandra Curtin.

